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PAHT I

PRKLIKEIAKT STATM™
CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

The primary aim of the investigator is to present

an historical account of the efforts of the American

Government in behalf of the war-blind.

The main purpose of the investigation is to obtain

the historical perspective for making recommendations for

the Impreovement of the present American program for the

war-blind. In order to fulfill this purpose more adequately,

historical treatments of the efforts of other nations in

behalf of the war-blind will also be made.

There are several other purposes or reasons for the

investigation. Those in work for the war-blind require a

unified source of information on the history and present

work for the war-blind. Those in general work for the

blind will find it valuable to know what innovations in

the rehabilitation of the blind have been introduced by

the programs for the war-blind. The war-blind themselves,

and those of the general public interested, should have

an accessible source of information on the subject of the

American war-blind. And finally, the record of the

investigation may service as an historical document.

In treating the history of the Federal Government's

efforts in behalf of the war-blind, the period 1769-19^7

will be covered. The period 19 17-19^7 i in which provisions

for rehabilitation were inaugurated to supplement the





existing provisions for pensions, domiciliary cars and

hospitalization, will receive the greatest esphasis. The

complexity of the efforts in. behalf of the war-blind

in this period makes this necessary. Because the present

program is the most complex, and "because recommendations

for its improvement will he made, the account of this

program will of necessity be the most detailed. In

tracing the development of American efforts in behalf of

the w \r-blind, comparisons among the various efforts will

be made throughout.

In dealing with the efforts of other nations in

behalf of the war-blind, attention will be directed to

Great Britain and the British Empire, France and Germany.

Since the possibility of finding ways for the improvement

of the present American program is the chief reason for

dealing with these nations, the period in which rehabilita-

tion was generally introduced for the war-blind, 191^19^7*

will be given the most investigation.

Throughout this essaJfy, a number of terms will be used

repeatedly. In order to avoid misunderstanding, as much

as possible, the following terms are defined:

1. Blind. BThe term blind Individual means an

individual whose central visual acuity does not exceed

20/200 in the better eye with correcting lenses, or whose

visual a.cuity is greater than 20/200 but is accompanied

by a limitation in the field of vision such that the widest





diameter of the visual field subtends an angle no greater

than 20 degrees*

2. War-blind. The war-blind will be considered as

those persons who "become blind as a result of service-

Incurred or service-aggravated conditions.

3. Orientation to blindness. The term will be used

to signify the process in which a newly blinded individual

engages in order to adapt himaelf to his disability. The

process entails le rning to use the tools and methods found

effective by those accustomed to blindness.

4. Foot travel. This term will be used to refer to

the ability, or combination of abilities, that blind

persons develop in getting about alone.

5. Rehabilitation. "Rehabilitation is the restora-

tion of t e handicapped to the fullest physical, mental,

social and economic usefulness of which they are capable. w^

6. Tocational guidance. "Tooptional guidance is the

nrocess of assisting the individual to choose an occupation,

prepare for it, enter iipon and progress in it. It is con-

cerned primarily with helping individuals make decisions and

choices involved In planning a future and building a

career — decisions and choc/es necessary in effecting

satisfactory vocational adjustment." 3

1. Revenue Act of 1944 (2). Section 23 (y).
2. Definition adopted by the National Council on

Rehabilitation, August 19^3.
3« Definition adopted by the National Vocational Guidance

Association, 1937 •
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The problem as stated has not received any Investiga-

tion "before. Articles on the war-blind, reports by

personnel and agencies working for the war-blind, have

appeared, but these have dealt with isolated, phases of the

broad -problem. Wo synthesis of available information has

ever been. made.

The chief method to be employed in this investigation

will be historical research. The reliability of sources will

be tested by internal and external criticism. In the

synthesis of the facts obtained, an attempt will be made

to form a continuous and revealing pattern. Almost all of

the evidence will be derived from primary source g.

To supplement the historical research, visits to

centers of rehabilitation for the present war-blind will be

made, and the investigator's experience in work for the

blind and work for the x-rar-bllnd will also be relied upon.

Most of the sources for the historical research may

be found in the Hew York public Library, Fifth Avenue and

^2nd Street, and in the library of the American Foundation

for the Blind. The remainder of the sources are obtainable

from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C,

the Surge on-G-enerals' Offices of the Army and Navy, the

Veterans Admlnistration, the British Information Service

in New York City, and St. Dunstan's in London.

In the synthesis, the information will be organized

to show trends. Following an account of the development of

basis American enabling legislation in behalf of all war-





Injured, the specific enabling legislation for the "blind.

along with descriptions of how this legislation was

implemented, will "be presented. Insofar as is possible

at present, the results of the programs for the war-blind

will "be indicated. The European nations, that will be

dealt with, will not he treated as extensively as the

United States. But the treatment will be sufficiently-

extensive for the purposes of an investigation cone8$$HW&ed

mainly on the United States, Following the statements on

the European nations, conclusions will be drawn and

recommendations will be made for the improvement of the

present American program*

In the ortion of the essay dealing with the -European

nations, the method of continuous chronological development

will have to he sacrificed. At the end of the sections concerned

with the United States, it will be necessary to retrace time

in the development of programs for the war-blind in Great

Britain and the British Empire, France and Germany.

In the construction of the bibliography to the essay,

the nature of the sources will not allow for a topical

arrangement, Most of the sources are not limited to

treatments of one or two aspects of the problems of the

war-blind, but rather attempt to cover many simultaneously.

Consequently, in the construction of the bibliograichy,

there will on'y be made a division of sources into primary

and secondary.

In the appendix to the essay, only the unpublished

material used, will be presented.





CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OF Q3BHEPAL LEGISLATION FOE
THE AMSHICAK WAR-INJURED

The development of the basic American legislation

for the war-injured has to be presented in order that the

efforts in behalf of the war-blind may be more clearly

understood. In this chapter the aim will be to raake

this presentation.

The maimed veteran of America's wars has always been

cared for. The present compensations grs.ted to the war-injured

have evolved from the pension systems of colonial

Aro9ricaf which were, in turn, inherited from England.

The first American pension for disabiled soldiers,

which was enacted in the Pilgrim courts in 1636, decreed

that a maimed soldier should be maintained competently for

the remainder of his life. Although not quite as generous,

similar acts were passed by the Virginia Assembly in 1664,-'-

and by the Maigftand Militia in 1678.
2

The Massachusetts

Bay Colony, also among the first to offer disability

pensions, initiated a system of adjudicating _)enftion appli-

cations at its traditional town meetings #3

Shortly after the independence of the colonies was

declared, the Continental Congress, on August 26, 1776,

1* William Henry Giasson, History of Military Pension
Legislation in the United States , p. 12

2. fold,., p. 13
4. Ibid., p. 12





passed the first national disability law, which later

"became retroactive to April 19th, 1775* The act called

for a maximum payment of half-pay, payable to those

soldiers who had lost a limb or were so disabled as to

he incapable of earning a living. The national govern ent

was without substantial credit at this tine, however, so

that the enforcement of this act was left to the individual

states.5

At this same time, Congress, in resolutions of

August 14- and September 16, 1776, granted as much as 1000

acres of land to "both disabled and non-disabled veterans

according to length of service and rank.

Disability pensions for the Revolutionary War were

liberalized by the Congressional resolution of April 23,

1782, which rvrovided a five dollar a month pension for all

men discharged for sickness and wounds. Payment of the

disability pensions was to be advanced by the states and

then charged to the national government,'

The e rlier pension acts, which had been intended

primarily as an incentive for enlistment during the war,

were sharply cut at the end of hostilities. The act of

June 5» 1785 t reduced the flat five dollar a month dis-

ij-. Committee on Pensions, House of Representatives, 76th
Congress, Vefter.ffl's I^ws,, p. 1

5. Glasson, on, c^ t , p. 15
6. IT. S. Government Printing Office, United States' Statutes .

Laws and Executive Orders Belatirur to Compensation .

Pension and Emergency Officers' Retirement p. 9.

7« Glasson, op. cit., p. 17»
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ability pension to as little as $1.66 2/3 a month. The

five dollar rate for enlisted men was retained only in the

cases of total disability. Commissioned officer? of the

Revolution, however* were allowed a disability pension not

8

to exceed one half their army pay. The administration

of the act was left to the sates again, but payment was

irregular, and upon adoption of the Constitution, the

Federal G-overnment paid the arrears in oensions due the

9

diaabled veterans of the devolution.

At the time of the passage of the General Pension Law

of March 23, 1792, there was a total of 1,^?2 disabled men
10

receiving a monthly pension. The law placed the power

of adjudicating pension claims in the hands of the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals. But Chief Justice John

Jay, while sitting with the Circuit Court In Sew York

wrote President Washing-ton and expressed the opinion that

the pension law was unconstitutional since it allowed a

decision of the United States Court (in the adjudicating

of claims) to be overridden by Congress and the Secretory

of War. The action was finally declared invalid by the

Supreme Court &n February, 179^ » when in the case of Yale

Todd of Connecticut, the Court denied the authority of

judges to evaluate pension claims. This decision is not

only important as a pension case, but also because It is

8 ? Committee on Pensions, House of Representatives, 7&th
Congress, Veteran's Laws, p. 1

9. Glasson, on. eit.. p. Zh
ID. Ibid., p. 26"





probably the first in the history of the Federal Government

in which a law was invalidated by the virtual, if not

expressed, oninlon of the Supreme Court that it was
11

unoons i t i tut i onal

•

The pension lavs in effect at the outbreak of the

ar of 1812 were substantially the same as those of the

~"
?evolut ion* The TIavy, however, had, in the veers between

the wars, established a pension system independent of the

Army, The &avy -pension fund was to be supported by the

money received from prizes of war, and in case of deficit,

to be sup- lamented by the Federal Government, The Navy-

fund remained self-sustaining for sometime, as is evidenced

by the fact that in 1813, when Havy disability pensions
12

amounted to only $11,300, the fund contained $329,000.

There was no changed in disability pensions during the

War of 1812, but on April 24, 1816, the 185 off ice re and 15^2

enlisted men on the disabled pension list received an

increase in compensation. The $5 a month total disability

pension for enlisted men was increased to $8, and junior

officers received a nominal increase of a dollar or two

13
a month,

G-overnment aid to the disabled had been restricted to

financial compensation, but in 1811, the government launched a

program of domiciliary care for disabled veterans 'by

Ur IMd. . w 27-29
12. JUA*. P- 55
13. lEU*. P. 33
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14

constructing a Naval Home at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Mb domiciliary program, created to care for those v/ho had

a chronic disability not amenable to medical treatment, has

since groim to great proportions. The Veterans Administration

15
alone now supports eleven such homes.

Govern ent pension policy was not altered in the years

proceeding the Mexican War, hut the act of May 13# 1846,

which declared war against Mexico also guaranteed to Army

volunteers the same pension benefits then assured all regular
16

droops. Domiciliary care, which, u until then had been

exclusively for disabled naval veterans, was expanded at

the end of the Mexican War to include two homes for disabled

soldiers. Although built back in 1851* one of these homes

17
s ill stands in Washington, D. C.

Variations in pension laws and facilities for disabled

men were few in the years between the Revolution and 1661,

but with the Civil VJar came a reorganisation of government

aid to its war-injured. Laws for invalid soldiers vie re

outdated, consequently the Co-nalttee on Invalid Pensions

introduced a more liberal pension bill into the House.

Because there was a great need for volunteer enlistments at

this time, the House offered very little o position, passing
18

the bill, known as the G-eneral Pension Law, on July 14, 1862.

14. Frank T. Hines, Medical Care Program of Veterans
Administration, Annals of the Amsrican Academy
of Political and Socil Sciences. May 19^5 • pp. 73-79

15. M&* PP 73-79
16. Olaseoa, on. cit. . pp. 66-67

17. Hines, gjd.. cit. . vv» 73-79
18. Olasson, £&. cit .. pp. 72-73
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The law provided disability pensions for the regulars,

militia, and volunteers of the Army, ITavy, and Marine Corp

retroactive to March 4, 1861. The rates established "by

previous acts were not raised appreciably by the act of

July 14, 1862, but the true value of the General Pension

Law lay in setting a foundation for future increases.

Compensation for total disability for enlisted men was

kept at the $8 a month level, but $10 per month was

awarded Warrant Officers, $15, Second Lieutenants, $17

»

First Lieutenants, $20, Cantains, $25, Majors, and $30 ner
19

month. Lieutenant Colonels and higher ranks. Total

disability was defined as being equivalent to an "anchylosis

( stiffening )of the wrist." Proportionate pensions as low

as $1 a month based, upon percentage of disability were also
20

awarded.

Pensioners of previous wars living in rebel stat.es

had their names struck from the pension rolls at the out-

break of the Civil War by a resolution on February 4, 1%2.

Those who fought against the Union were barred from receiving

Federal land bounties, and remained ineligible until
22

March 11, 1898, when the disloyalty clause was repealed.

The end of the Civil War, with its greatly swollen

ranks of war-disabled, witnessed increased aid to invalid

19. Ibid. , p. 73
20. Committee on Pensions, House of Representatives, 76th

Congress, Tfa^rap/s, fraws,, p. 1

21. IM&« . p. 6

22« rpia.» p. 9
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veterans. A new system of axrarding fixed rates for

certain specific disabilities was inaugurated by the

pension act of July 4, 1864. For the first time, blindness

was specifically recognised by an award of twenty-five

dollars to those who suffered this disability in both

eyes. A similar award was made for the loss of both hands

and twenty dollars per month was paid for the loss of both

feet. Subsequent periodic pension legislation raised the

compensation for these three disabilities to $31.25 a

month in 1872, $50.00 a month in 1874, and finally to

$72.00 a month in 1878, at which figure they remained for

some time. Compensation for the lo?s of both hands was

increased to $100 a month on February 12, 1889 a high
23

water mark in the history of disability pensions.

The necessity for providing sufficient compensation

to thos^ injured veterans requiring the constant attendance

of another person was not realised until after the Civil

¥ar. The act of June 6, 1866 awarded $25 a month to such

veterans, and by 1890, compensation for regular aid and

attendance had risen to $72 a month. Those invalids who

required only the periodic aid of another person were

finally covered by an act in 1892, which awarded them $50
24

a month.

The foundation for the present American domiciliary

care program was laid on March 3» 1865 ^ tixe creation of

23* Glasson, op. nit. ,

2^. Ibid. , p. 76
• p. 76
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the "National Asylum for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers."

The "Asylum" was under the direction of the President and

nine others, not members of Congress. A home was also built

25
in Togus, Maine in 1866, and over I'- 1

' acres of property

was set aside at Point Lookout, Maryland for the construction

of another. Subsequently, bhe "National Asylum" became known
26

as bhe "Hational Rome,"

Pensions of disabled veterans of the Civil Mar were

retroactive to the date of discharge 4f their claims were

filed within one year. Pensions filed after that were

effective only from the date of filing. In 1868, the » one

year retroactive limit was increased to five years, and

arrears were granted pensioners from date of discharge to

2.1

the date of filing. This policy aided the numerous claim

agents and pension lawyers in securing new clients. Veterans

who would neve- have filed for a disability pension were

encouraged by newspaper advertisements of claim agents,

stating that no fee was to be aid unless a disability

pension plus arrears were awarded. This widespread agitation

had the effect of producing a nationwide demand for increased

fusions and a policy of granting arrears to late of dis-
28

charge on all pensions. The agitation was successful and

the Arrears Act, granting arr ars to date of discharge on old

25. F, T. Hines, Medical Care Program of Veterans
Administration, 4fl*"4g of frhe, American, AfipAmY ftf

SUUffifl fflaOfifiteOfllfi&g&fo May ^5, pp. 73-79
26 f Committee on Pensions, House of Representatives, 76th

Congress, Y^ran/s, Law^, P. 1

27? Glasson, op. clt.. p. 88

28. Ifrfd. . p. 91
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and new claims * was passed by the House on June 19 1 1878.

Claim agents were forbidden to accept payment for filing

claims, but the law, in actuality, produced the opposite
29

effect and brought them a flood of business. The

number of disability claims filed was tremendous. Pressure

however, from the 0. A. R., headed by, John C. <obinson,

forced President Hayes to an > ore the act on January 25,

30
18?9.

The number of new clains during 1879 was greater than

31
that of any other year except 1866. The great cost

involved in paying the fourteen years arrears on these

claims forced Congress to adopt July 1, 1880 as the closing
32

date for applicants desiring payment of arrears, T.hg

lucrative offer of arrears and the activity of claim agents

and pension lawyers created a great opportunity for false

claims, which the Commissioner of Pensions at that time

33
estimated to be over $2, 000, 000 a year.

CMms filed during the month of June, 1880, just before

the expiration date of the Arrears Act, totaled -^+,532, or

3^
more claims than were filed in the entire year of 1878.

J. C. Blake, Commissioner of Pensions, estimated that up

until June 30, 1885, the Arrears Act had cost the government

$179,000,000 rather than the $2 0,000,000 that the proponents

35
of the bill had assured the House it would cost.

29* Glasson, ox>. ci^.. pp. 93-95
30. Ibid,., pp. 93-95
31. IM&ff m* 100-101

32. ftid.. F, 99

33. Jki&.. P- 96
3^. fold., p. 102

35. M&" P- 105
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Domiciliary car© facilities for invalid soldiers and

sailors wore
t
<^roatly Increased in the

,
ears proceeding the

Spfmiah-Zanerican War* A branch of the "National Home" -.-'as

"built at Leavenworth, Kansas in 1884* At thia tine it

became government policy to admit to the ho^ee any veteran

of previous wars -yho wars disabled because of age, disease

or wounds* It van no longer neeeesary for innate s of the

36
homes to have "been totally disabled in line of duty.

The construction of a branch vest of the Hocfcy ountains

was authorised in 1B87* and Santa Monica* California -was

chosen as the site* liven though the Federal Government by

thia time had several domiciliary homes for invalid veterans*

a good portion of the domiciliary care was handled by the

Individual states. In 1888* the Sfederal fcovermient passed

a resolution to pay states -which had built homes for Civil

War veterans a hundred dollars a jnsar for each invalid

37
veteran aocomnodated*

Thf to 1892 only former offleers of the Civil %r were

eligible to serve as officers of domiciliary homes* but on

AnrU 11# 1892* the policy was altered to include all veterans
38

of the war*

The next addition t? the domiciliary car© program was

a branch hone at Johnson City* Washington Countyt Tennessee.

which was authorised on January 28* 1901* Erected at the

end of the Spanish-American Vfer, it was the first government

36* Committee on Pensions*. House of Eepreseat&tlveo, ?6th
Congress, Veteray ' aLflftra. p* $6

37* j$£|»i D* 57
38* j&g* Ji&i*
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home to specify that nevrly injured veterans of the war

39
were eligible for domiciliary care.

Compensati rs awarded these invalided veterans of the

Spanish-American War came tinder the General 1'ension Laws of

40

the Civil War, with the exception of a minimum pension of

six dollars a month authorized on March 2, 1895 as a priviso
41

of a pension appropriation.

As in 1861, the claim agents, pension attornies, and

solicitors who received $25 for each claim, -were successful

in getting Spanish-American War veterans to file claims for

pensions. Commissioner of Pensions Evans reported in 1901

that twenty percent of all veterans of the Spanish-American

War had filed disability claims, as com ared to the six-percent
42

of the Civil War veterans who had filed claims before 18?2.

Commissioner Evans, in his report, cited the case of £

regiment of 937 enlisted men and 53 commissioned officers,

which had no battle casualties, yet had filed 447 claims for
43

pensions. Ho small part of this was due to the advertis-

ing and salesmanship of claim agents, many of whom went to

San Francisco during the Spanish-American War in order to

39- rbld.. pp. 59-60
40. William H. Slasson, National Pension System, Annals of the

American Academy of Political and Social Sciences,
March, 1902, pp. 204-226

41. William H. Qlasson. History of Military Pension
Legislation in the United States , p. 119

42. William H. Glasson, National Pension System, Anna-la of the

American Academy of Political and Social Sciences .

March, 1902, vp. 204-226

43« foqe.cift .
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convince men hospitalized from the Pacific action bo file

44
pension claims. The great success of those agents is

perhaps best illustrated by the fact th t the great majority

of veterans signed statements upon discharge stating that

they had Buffered no disability yet twenty percent applied

45

for disability aensions within the year.

There was only slight change in government compensation

and care, except for the addition of a few new domiciliary

homes, during fche years between the Spanish-American and the

World War. The basic legislation Governing invalid veterans

of World r'ar I was the War Risk Act of October 6, 1917,

which rovided for disability pensions and free medical care

and equipment. The act was based upon a new, and at the time,

revolutionary theory, if statutory provisions for total

disability are not considered, that disability pensions should

not be dependent upon the former rank of the vete§4 but
^7

rather, on his need end the extent of his injury.

Under this law, compensation for total disability

ranged frojs $30 a month for a single man to $75 & month for
48

a married man with three or more children. Ten dollars

extra was granted for a dependent parent. An additional sum

not exceeding >20 a month was also granted to those requiring

constant aid and attendance. A statutory award of $2 Go a

44. Ibid. , p. 224
k5 • IMdU . p. 225
46. Samuel M, Lindsay, Purpose and Scope of War Risk

Insurance, Annals of the American Academy of Political

flafl Social, |rtia8tl» Sept. 1918, pp. 52-68

47. Thomas B. Love, Social Significance of War Risk
Insurance, A^n aJ^a of the American Academy of JgLitleal

aacl.te^aX S£kaS&&> W« 1918, pp. 46-52

48» Curtis E. Lakeman, The After-Care of our Disabled
Soldiers and Sailors, Annals of the American Academy of

political and Social Sciences . Sept. 1918, pp. 114-130
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month was offered for the loss of "both feet, "both hands, or

vision, or to recompense helpless and permanently "bedridden

49
Invalids, The War Risk Insurance Act also included partial

disability pensions based not only tipon the severity of the

disability, but also upon the Injury's handicap to the

veteran's previous occupation. Under this ruling, a lawyer

who had lost tow fingers redeived a smaller pension than a

50
carpenter who had suffered the same loss.

Subsequent amendments to the War Hisk Act greatly

Increased the compensation. For example, Public Law 104,

66th Congress, approved December 24, 1919 t increased the total

temporary disability compensation to eighty dollars a

month. More important it increased the permanent total

51
disability allowance from $30 to $100 a month. Public

Law 370, 67th Congress, approved December 16, 1922, granted

$50 a month to those blind, legless or armless men in constant

52
need of a nurse or attendant.

Another important feature of the war rtisk Act was the

provision that enabled service' en to purchase yearly renewable

term insurance at an inexpensive rate. A minimum of $1000

and a maximum of $10,000 insurance was sold In multiples of

$500, The face value of the policy was paid to the invalided veteran

In 240 monthly payment s, or in

49. fcafl, ,cl>
50. S. H. Wolfe, Eight Months of '.'Jar Risk Insurance,

Annals of the American Academy of Political and

W„afeM^ Sept. 1918, m>* 68-79

51 • Conaolttee on Pensions, House of Representatives,

Tgfreraas, Laws* *• 27
52. ibia». p. 30
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smaller payraeats for the rest of his life. In the advent

of death If he had not received the entire value of his

53
policy, the remainder was forwarded t° his beref iciaries.

Ninety-five percent of the men in service took ^ut some

insurance, "but even the men without insuran.ce were covered

by a government resolution which granted approximately

$^500 coverage bo ajiy man who "became totally disabled "before

taking out a policy.

Hospitalization and after-care facilities for

invalided men received greater stress during the first World

War ban ever before. Free hospital care had always been

provided invalided inmates of domiciliary homes, hit not until

the passage of the War Risk Insurance Act in 1917 were disabled

veterans outside homes granted free medical treatment, supplies,

and prosthetic devices. Numerous specialised hospitals to

treat the tuberculous, neuropsychiatric, insane, and the

blind were set up by the government as part of the medical

rehabilitation program. An Army Sanatorium with branches

at lew Haven, Connecticut, Denver, Colorado, Ofcisville, Hew

York and other cities, able to accomodate 5? 375 patients

was established for the tuberculous. Unfortunately,

however, as many as 10,000 men were discharged from the

Army because of tuberculosis. The neuropsychiatric were

treatei at the Army Hospital at Plattsburg, Hew York, the

insane at Fort Porter, lew York, The incurable insane were

53. Lindsay, ou. clt .. rm. 52-68

5*h Love, op» cit., ipp* k6~52
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discharged from the service In the custody of relatives or

state hospitals, and the remainder were transferred tc the

St. Elisabeth's Hone in Washington, D. 0. The men blinded in

the war were treated at General Hospital $7$ Baltimore,

55
Maryland,

By the end of the first World War, over 20,000 disabxed

veterans of the Civil and other wars were being cared for in

nine government homes, while the sates cared for 12,000

more. Previous to the first World War, the government had

made no concerted effort to restore the men in these hones

to their normal lives, but in 1918 it was government policy

to train the invalided veterans in order to keeei them out

56
of government homes,

Vocational rehabilitation of the war-injured was first

introduced by the War Risk Insurance Act, vhich provided

vocational rehabilitation for men who had had an amputation

or were suffering from injuries to their sight or hearing.

This provision did not remain in effect very long, for it

was quickly supplanted by a more inclusive act. The

Vocational Rehabilitation Act, approved June 27, 1918 provided

at government expense for the reeducation of all veterans so

disabled that they could not resume their former occupations.

Trainees under the program established received the same

salaries and family allowances as they had while in the

service, which made the allowances dependent upon former

55. lakeman, jffljUiiJL-f PP« 114-130
56. Committee on Pensions, House of Representatives, 76th

Congress, Ve^y^n/a lavs , p. 32

57. Lakeman, 00. cit .. pp. 114-130
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rank rather than severity >f the veterans' disabilities.

This policy was a reversal of the single pension standard

58
set up "by the War Risk Insurance Act. Bat men who void

have received comparatively lev training allowances under

this act were covered by a provision permitting the choice

of either the training allowance or the disability benefits

of the I'/ar-Risk Insurance whichever was greater.

Administration of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act was

entrusted to a Federal Board for Vocational liduc tion, whose

responsibility it was to reeducate disabled veterans, find

them work and continue the after-care until they were

60
completely independent. To carry out these_fiii±=£te*e responsibilities,

the Federal Board was given almost com lete control over the

reeducation of veterans. A disabled man could elect the

occupation he wanted to be trained in, but his choice had

to have the approval of a local board of the Federal Board

of Vocational Rehabilitation. Local Boards were made up of

two men from the district office, one of whom had to be a

laborer, and two men from the veteran* s locality - one

business can -and one laborer. The Federal Board could, with

the veteran's permission, shift him fron one school, class or

$&• Charles A. Prosser, A Federal Program for the Vocational
Rehabilitation of Disabled Soldier? and Sailors,

Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social

,

Sciencea. For. 1$>18, pp. 117-122

59* Thomas B. Love, Social Significance of War Risk
Insurance, Annals of the American Academy of Political

m& gaslgi Jjatoasi* Sep*- wis, ^ 1*6-52

60. Curtis E. Lakeman, The After Care of Our Disabled
Soldiers and Sailors, AjwmA» M. >frfl hmZXsm hW&m
ag MMmX aqft IpqW Mmm* sept. 1918, PP. 114-130
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61

training course to another. The Federal Board was ftirther

empowered to withhold payment of the training allowance in

case a man refused to follow the prescribed course of

62

training.

Tuition al30 was paid by the government in ail cases,

"but the monthly training allowance, based upon former service

pay, was granted only to those men who were learning a nev

vocation because their war disability had kept them from
'63

returning to their former work*

The Vocational "Rehabilitaxion Act further specified

;fchat disabled men should receive equal pay for equal -work,

and forbade a reduction in pay because ihe veteran was

receiving a government pension. The Board generally

followed union pay scales in an industry, but if there were

no uaion, an agreement on pay was reached between the worker,
64

the Federal Board and the employer.

The administration of government rehabilitation,

compensation, and hospitalization was decentralise:, during

the World War, b t on August 9» 1921t the Rehabilitation

division of the federal Board of Vocational Education, the

Bureau of War Risk Insurance, and the hospitals under the care

of the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service were all

61, Proscer, ou*,.qlt.. pp. 117-122
62, Love, op. cit .. -p-p* 46-52

63? Committee on Pensions, House of Hepre sentaidves, 76th
Congress, Veteran's Laws, p. 32

64* Charles A. Pressor, A federal Program for the

Vocational Rehabilitation of Disabled Soldiers and
Sailors, Annals of tips American Academy of Political

gag Social Sciences lev. 1918. W . 117-122
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combined to form the United States Veterans' Bureau. The

complete centralisation of veterans 1 activities took place

in July, I93O when the Veterans * Bureau» the national Home

for Disabled Soldiers and Sailors and the Bureau of Pensions
65

were combined to form the present Veterans Administration.

The compensations and benefits granted World War I

veterans -were altered by the World War Veterans Act, which

was approved June 1, 192^. The tension for total,

temporary disability ranged from $80 a month for a single

man to $100 a month for a married veteran with two children,

and an outright sum of $100 was granted for total permanent

disability. The act also provided statutory awards of $150

for blindness in both eyes and $200 a month for blindness in

6?
both eyes plus the loss of one or more limbs. Compensation

of $25 in addition to the regular pension was granted for the

loss of a sexual organ or of one or more hands or feet. The

sum provided to those in need of an attendant was increased

to a maximum of $50 a month* Inmates of asylums were granted

a monthly award of $20. The law also included the provision

of the ". ar-Hisfc Insurance Act for granting free raed.'cal, sur-

gical, and hospital care and supplies such as artificial
"

66
limbs, trusses and wheel chairs to all disabled veterans.

6$» F* T. Hines, Medical Care Program of the Veterans
Administration, A^aals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science?. May 19%. Sp. ?3~79
66m U. S. Government Printing Office, Halted States' Statutes .

I^lwb and Executive Orders Relating to Compensation.
Pension and Emergency Officers* Retirement pa 81

68. !>£&». pp. 104-106
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Authorisation for the construction of a hospital for

veterans of the Spanish-American War, Philippine Insurrection,

the Boxer Rebellion, and the World War suffering from the

more serious ailments such as paralysis, tuberculosis,

blindness, and dysentery was also included in the Veteran's

Act of 1924. Traveling expenses to and from the hospital

were covered "by the government in the event that the' veteran

could not ifford the trip.

Training allowances granted ,fcy the Vocational Rehabillta-

Ijion Act of 191B were also greatly increased by the Veteran's

Act, These allowances were determined by the Director of

Vocational Rehabilitation, but the maximum was set at $80

a month for single men, and $3.00 a month for men with

dependents, plus $15 for a wife,. $10 for the first child,

and $5 for each subsequent child. The Director was empowered

to raise these limits to $100 and $120 respectively if a

veteran's living expenses were higher than average. The

act set June 30, 1926 as the limiting date for fi&ee training
'70

under government vocational rehabilitation*

The Veterans Act of \$2k and its amendments stood intact

until 1933# when under the Roosevelt Administration,

numerous changes were mad© in lai-rs affecting disabled

71
veterans. Public Law 2, 73rd Congress, approved March 20,

1933 authorized the President to fix disability pensions

&9 f $>!&•. p. 108
'*>;:. ifeia. . pp. 126-128

f Committee on Pensions, House of Representatives, 76th
Gongress, ye terra's Laws, p. 62
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"between the limits of $6 and $275 & month.

An executive order on pensions under the authorization

of Congress was issued on March 31, 1933. It provided $80

a month for total disability* and a $20 supplementary award

for the loss of one hand, foot, or eye. The statutory awards

included $100 a month for the loss of both hands or feet,

ifejSO for the loss of both hands and one foot, or both feet

and a hand, $175 for blindness In both eyes, $200 for blind-

ness plus the loss of a foot or a handi and $250 for complete

73
double disability. Executive Order 6156, issued on June 6,

1933 raised the total disability award to $90 a month,

raised the supplementary award to $25* and increased the

pension for the loss of both hands or feet from $100 to $150
Ik

a month. A subsequent executive order, issued January 19,

1934, again increased the total disability pension, this tine

to $100 a month - at which level it stood until the entrance

of the United States into World War II.

In the same year, President Roosevelt issued Executive

Order 623O, which created a Board of Vgteran's Appeals, with

the power to decide on appealed cases and, if necessary, to

reopen dead claims. The Board originally consisted of a

Chairman and a maximum of fifteen assistants, broken up into

76
sections of three to hear appeals. A later executive order,

72* Jpai&» p« '5

73« SBm vp* 65-66
?4. U, S. Government Printing 0ffice» flatted States 1 Statutes .

feffl„,ffi4 ^Wlte Oyfterg Bering to .Qompensatlofl,

pension and toraency Officers * He friresent . » . »pp, 136-139
?$* ME p. i4o

76. Committee on Pensions, House of Representatives, 76th
Congress, Ve^er^s, hem* P- 87
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Ho, 65^7* raised the maximum number of board members to

11
thirty.

Previous to SSblic Law 6^8, 75th Congress, approved

.Time 16, 1938| "line of duty" included only the time spent

under actual control of the miliary, but the phrase was

broadened at this time to include furloughs, thus making

injuries sustained on furlough eligible for a disability
78

pension.

With the broadening of domiciliary care facilities, it

became necessary to outline the program fully and declare

the eligibility of various classes of veteraas. This was>

done in Executive Order 6775, issued on June 30, 1934. War

veterans itfho had suffered service-incurred or aggravated

conditions received priority status, other dischargees

in^Jured in service were the nest class eligible for

domiciliary care. Retired officers and enlisted men,

irithout any disabilities, had the lowest eligibility of

19
six classes of veterans. This executive order also

-provided for travel pay to and from the government home for
"80

those unable to pay. The maximum pension to invalided

veterans 1 luring, in government homes was set at fifteen

dollars a month. The remainder of his compensation was to
81

go to his dependents.

On December 7, 19^1, the pension !brs in effect were

11, Ibid. , p. 89
78. pia. . p. 111

79. U. S. Government Printing Office, United States' Statutes.
Lawa and Executive Orders Relating to Compensation
Pension and Emergency Off leers' Retirement.. . . .p/ 175

80. Ibid., p. 173
81. ff>id. . p. 174
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"based upon the executive orders issued "by President Roosevelt,

which had established ten grades of disability "based upon

the Impairment of earning power in civilian life. Within

two weeks, however. Congress passed a new disability

compensation act, which remained intact almost throughout

the duration of World War II. The Voorhls Act, approved

December 19» 19^1* authorized a total disability compensa-

tion of $115, or $15 higher than the previous authorization.

Supplementary and statutory awards x^ere also increased. The

previous $2$ supplementary award for the lose of one eye,

hand, or foot was increased to $35. The Voorhis Act also

provided $165 for the loss of "both hands or feet; $190 for

the loss of "both hands and a foot or "both feet and a hand,

or blindness in "both eyes; $215 for blindnesB in "ooth eyes

and the lops of a foot or a hand; and $265 for total double
82

disability.

6
The corapensatio&s granted in the \orhls Act have since

been liberalized "by Public laws 182 and 662 of the ?9th

Congress. These acts as they pertain to the blind will be

fully treated In a later chapter.

The Servicemen's Readjustment Act, included several

references to the pension rights of disabled vetrans. It

made noil and void any statements signed by anyone in the

armed foroes on the nature, origin, and aggravation of a
83

disease which might be against his own interest.

82. 0erald Monsman, Federal Legislation, Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science? .

Hay 19^5, pp. 38-46

83 • Lop,. c?.t .
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The land "bounties granted veterans of early wars have

since "been replaced "by a government homestead policy. The

^oldlers and Sailors Homestead Act, approved September 27,

1944, granted all veterans of World War II a homestead on

the condition that they occupy the land for at least three

years. Two years of their service time was permitted to "be

need toward fulfilling this requirement. Disabled veterans,

however, were given the slight advantage of having to oooupy

the homestead for one year only, regardless of the length of

their service.

Vocational Rehabilitation for disabled veterans of the

Second World War was provided by Public Law 16, 78th Congress,

a proved March 2k» 19^3. The law allowed four years training

for those veterans whose disahility necessitated retraining.

It limited the commencement of the training period to a

maximum of six years after the termination of the war. A

veteran^ disahility pension was raised to a minimum of $92

a month plus additional amounts for dependents during the

training and for two months after its completion. Travel

expenses to the nearest school offering the necessary type

of training were paid hy the government. The law also

contained provision for students to "borrow up to one hundred
85

dollars in case of financial emergency.

A survey of the first 3000 students undergoing

vocational rehabilitation indicated that approximately 1000

84. Jtaffli cU.»
85» F. T« Hlnes, Medical Care Program of Veterans

Administration, Annals of the American Academy off

Political and Social Sciences. May 19^5, pp. 73-79
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were taking professions! and managerial courses, "broken down

as follows: 200 accounting students, 100 preparing for teach-

ing, 100 for mechanical engineering, 100 law students, 80

studying electrical engineering, 40 in some field of writing,

30 civil engineering students, 30 pharmacy students, and 20

graduate students. The remaining 300 students were studying
86

to he chemists , managers, architects*

A Veteran's Placement Service Board was created in order

to aid the disahled veteran secure employment. The Board was

composed of three men: The Administrator of Veterans Affairs,

serving as the Chairman; the Director of the Federal Security

Administration; and the Director of the Selective Service

System. The actual placement of disahled veterans was in

the hands of the 15C0 local offices of the United States

87
Employment Service.

Since 19^2, the United States Employment Service has "been

arranging interviews with disahled soldiers in hospitals "before

discharge in order to get a preview of the disahled veteran's
88

«aployment needs*

The Federal Government aided imaeasurahly this employment

program by giving preference to disahled veterans for a great

many Civil Service positions. The Veteran's Preference Act,

approved June 27, 19*14, stated that disahled veterans were to

he given a ten-point preference over non-veterans for Civil

86. imx w»
8?» K. Vernon Banta, Placement Service for Disahled Veterans,

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social

IflfcWfi t&y W&i pp« 109-114

88. foft% ®i\%
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Service jobs other than judicial and legislative positions

and scientific and professional jobs where the salary

89
exceeded $3000 a year. Time served in the armed forces

was included as experience whenever possible, and physical

requirements such as weight, height, and age were often

90
waived.

Hosoitall cation of disabled veterans was undertaken by

the Administrator of Veterans Affairs, who was authorized

to furnish hospitalization and domiciliary car© for any

ft
disabled veteran who was unable to pay for such aid.

As ©f Jane 30, 1944 the Veterans Administration supported

95#?49 hoa nltal beds for veterans, and 16,564 beds in

92
veteran* homes. The Servicemen^ Readjustment Act of

Jusa 22, 1944 authorized $500,000,000 for additional

93
Veterans Administration hospitals.

If the severity of a veteran's disability or illness was

wodIi as not to require hospitalization, he was given outpatient

treatment at any one of the more than one hundred regional

offices and hospitals throughout the country. Veterans under

Public Law 16 could also receive medical treatment, appliances,

89. Elizabeth Gbsgrove, fhe Disabled Veteran In the Federal
Government, Annals of the American Academy of Political
a^4 „$p,cl,al g&lggaait May 19*6 » VP» 115-121

90. Serald Monsman, Federal Legislation, Annals of the American
^cadsaiy of Political and Social Sciences. May 1945t
pp. J^-46

91* Loc. J&&.
92% F. T. Hines, Medical Care Program of Veterans Administration,

. Aflnaip Q£,.,m .JSmrtemMatem ,tf Ec-mirea aq& spoiaj,

Sclaaceg. May 1945* pp. ?>79
93* Q«Pald Mongmaa, Federal Legislat inn. Annals of the American

hmfam t£ P,Ql,UlcaJ. and, Sogjal gc^nceg,, May 1945, pp. 38-46
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or hospitalization necessary in the facilitation of their

training.

The provisions just described are the latest in the

development of general legislation in "behalf of the war-

injured. It has been seen that this development provided the

war-Injured in the United States with pensions, domiciliary

care, hospitalisation and programs of rehabilitation. All

of the provisions were liberal for their time.

How a number of questions demand answers. Was this

liberality extended to the treatment specifically afforded

the war-blind? How was the enabling legislation implemented

for the creation of programs of rehabilitation for the war-

blind? These questions and others about the war-blind will

be answered In the chapters that follow.

******![»****************** ********* ****** ******* **«, **********

9*f« f • 5P* Eines, Medical Care Program of Teterans
Administration* Annals of the Asmrlean A(

%&&UsAM&JS&M j&kaS&St May 1945, pp. 7>79





PART II

Tip? mkwmM ?r78? -am
CHAPTER Ill

PRIOR TO WORLD 'JAB II

In the period 1?89-1917 the efforts of the Federal

Government in "behalf of the war-blind were directed chiefly

toward providing pensions. Ho rehabilitation program was

effected, not even after the Spanish-American War when

according to McCuraber there were sis hundred "blinded

1
veterans on the pension lists.

On September 29, 1739, the first Federal pension law

was passed in pursuit of the policy set "by the Continental

Congress in I776. The law provided for pensions to the

soldiers in the Revolutionary ''/ar who were rendered., while

in the military service of their co.mtry, "incapable
2

afterwards of getting a livelihood."

Following the act of I789 a number of other pension laws

were passed, which, though they did r^ot specif ically mention

the blind, were nonetheless applicable to the blind. The act

of July l*f, 1$62, entitled "an Act to Grant Pensions" was a

good exaurole. It read:

Any officer, noncommissioned officer, musician
or private of the Army, Including regulars, volunteers
and militia, or any officer, warrant or petty officer,

1^ Congressional Record, 58*b Congress, Second Session,
7olxam XXXTIII, 1904, p. 3O79.

2. Robert B. Irwin, %S&£8*LMm3&l£&M 20SHg£3JL&2 %U
Blind. American Foundation for the Blind, 19^* p. 3<
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musician, seaman, ordinary seaman, flotilla
man, marine, clerk, landsman, nilot or other
person in the navy or marine corps, who has
"been, since the fourth day of March, 1861, or
shall hereafter he, disabled hy reason of any
wounds received or disease contracted while in

the service of the United States, and In the

line of duty, he shall, upon making due proflf

of the fact, according to such forms and regula-

tions as are or may be provided by or in pursuance
of the law, be placed upon the list of invalid
pensions of the United States, and be entitled to

receive, for the bluest rate of Usability, an
amount proportionate to the highest disability,
to commence as hereinafter provided, and to

continue during the existence of such disability.
The pension for a total disability (and blindness
was considered such a disability) for offleers*

noncommissioned officers, musicians and privates
employed in the military service of the United
States, whether regular&s, volunteers or militia*
and in the marine corps, shall be as follows, vis.,
lieutenant-colonel and all officers of a higher
rank, thirty dollars per month; major, twenty-five
dollars -per month; captain, twenty dollars per month;
first lieutenant, fifteen dollars per month; and
noncommissioned officer?, musicians ?2id privates,

eight dollars per month.

3

The first pension law that specifically mentioned the

war-blind went into effect on July 4, 1064. Section five

of the law read as follows:

AH persons now by law entitled to a less
pension than hereafter specified, who shall have
lost both feet in the military service of the
United States and in the line of duty, shall be

entitled to a pension of twenty dollars -per month;

and those who under the same conditions have lost

both hands or both ©yes shall be entitled to a
pension of twenty-five dollars per month.

5Fhis act assured a person who had lost both eyes in the

military service a pension of at least twenty-five dollars

a month, regardless of his military rank. By the previous

act of 1862 only a person with the rank of major or higher,

3. goitre galore^, ftldfaq. 37th Congress, Second Session, 1862,

appendix! Laws of the United States, Chapter CLXTI, p.405.
**• ^ongreflsional Globe. 38th Congress, First Session, 1864,

appendiacs laws of the United States, Chapter CCXLVII,p.260,
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If he had lost hlgi sight in the lino of duty, could have

expected twenty-fire dollar?; a month or more. The act of 1864

is of fxirther interest la that in it the assumption was made

that a person who had lopt "both Lands or both eyes was

entitled to a greater recompense than a person who had lost

"both feet.

On June 4,1872 a new act sup® redded that of 1864.

By its terms the lose of the sight of "both eyes entitled a

person, "blinded i:i the line cf duty for the United States, to

5
thirty-one dollar.: and twenty-five cents per month.

On June 18, IS?*!- the sun was again raised. For the loss

of the sight of hotji eyes a person was entitled to fifty
6

dollars per month.

An act that went iuto effect on June 17, 1378, raised

7
this amount to seventy-two dollars per montlu

At the conclusion of the Spanish-American War, the problem

of pensions for disabled servicemen having "been freshly raised,

the amoiuit for "blindness was fixed at one hundred dollars per
8

month*

Until the entrance of the United States into World War I

the act of 1904 marked the last effort of the Federal

Government in behalf of the war-"blind.

5» Congressional fllofce . 42nd Congress, Second Session, 1872,
appen&ixt Laws of the United States, Chapter CCCXVTI,

p. 801..

6. ynite^ States Code . 194-0 edition, Title 38, "Daragrauh 157i

P . 3231.
*?• |&yj«» paragraph 159 •

8. Congressional Becord . 58th Congress, Second Session,
Yolume XXXTIII. 1904, p. 3079.
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The problems of the war-blind of World War I were

considered as early as October 12, 1?17» when real planning

action was first initiated. The Committee on Ophthalmology of

the Council of ETational Defense called a meeting of persons who,

for the most part, were interested in the welfare of the

9
civilian "blind. At this conference, called by the Surgeon

General of the Army, it vras suggested that rehabilitation work

for the blind be started immediately in France, where special

stations would be set v.-p t and at various points of embarkation.

The urogram conceived here included almost everything later

adopted during the next seven or eight years. Omitted were

the specific nlans for vocational training which later proved

to be the most successful and popular aspects of the training

program. The preliminary rehabilitation work carried out at

base hospitals showed results which more than justified the

effort. So successful was this work that men who for one

reason or ano her did not have the advantage of having receive d

care in France by trained workers for the blind, never

equalled the high morale of those whose training for

adjustment tp a life without sight began immediately after
10

their Injury.

In France the blinded soldiers wtosre first sent to

special hos Ital centers where the surgeon is charge

officially determined their classification as blind. The

executive if^icer at the hospital was made responsible for the

9. J. BordXay, Plans of the United States Government for
Soldiers Blinded in "Battle, Outlook for the Blind.

Autumn, 1917. p. 5^«
10. United States Surgeon General's Office, Medical Department

of m Hftiteft gte&fia tag la m I2XU for, 1927. p. 175





professional care of the blind soldiers. Ho eraat ional and

occupational theropy began i»edlateiy and continued until

ombarkafcl-'V!. Prevision was also raade for this activity to

be continued on board the boat uhilo returning to Anerlca.

During this period* the blind *i©re distributed anong other

mo&icai cases in order to broaden their interests and to

reduce the depression brought on by segregation aacsog blind

only.

According to original plans* the Array was to supervise

the complete hesnoital oare, training sad .job placement for
31

l-he blind. Qas or noro military stations near She eastern

v3.«,board were to be devoted completely to their care, £-ach

would hold about two hnsdred men and at aach in addition to

juedlcGuL staff* tfer ro wild be a director in charge of

vocational activities. Initial instruction in prevocational

work would i)0 gi¥»n to adjust the sen to blindness and to help

develop and refine the senses ether thro sif~ht upon -yiiich they

would now have to rely for b:;-th vocational vork and recreation.

Tb&& would include swimming bowling* boating, basloBtry, and

ifusIc. Any additional vocational training &d»sts& advisable

by both patient and director* w.iixi be secured. Ottos'

subsistIons vr re to li&v© Federal ^laefetnent uffe&ts conduct

Industrial surveys to discover possible fields of eraployaB&t

for the blind* Following this* the man would be prepared for

eiBployat&at and placed on the job. Ills fajaiiy would, be given

XI* jfto*. glt.fr
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training to prepare it to "be of most help to him, and once

on the joo, the War Risk Insurance Administration and the

Tied Cross would cooperate with the Medical Department of

the Array in following up the Bias's progress arid helping him
12

medically, financially or in an.y way necessary.

The care of the "blinded veteran*, as it materialized,

included everything in the original plane reported and much

Etore, but it wae not. carried on permanently trader the

auspices of the Army, Ir. fact within six or seven months

most of the men who nad "been "blinded "by the time the Armistice

was signed -were already discharged from the Army. Before the

new arrangements are described, it might "be well to review the

legislation affecting the blind which actually made the training

and compensation possible.

She laws relating to the blind were first administered

by the Bureau of War Risk Insurance of the Treasury Department

and the Federal Board for Vocational Education. (By 1921 duties

of both of these agencies were transferred to the newly

organized Veterans' Bureau. The Bureau of War Risk

Insurance, established by the Military and Haval Insurance
14

Act of October 6, 1917 • included provisions for indemnities

12. free, flit *

13. Veterans Bureau, Annual,, ^epffff.t g£ ,ftfre Mjm&SS* 1922,
P. $fe

14. fyplfcp JQffw QO. 65th Congress, The Military and Baval
Insurance Act of October 6, 1917*
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for injuries and insurance. For the loss of sight the annual

indemnity was a sum egual to the yearly earning; before injury,

15
from $1,500 to $5,000, The main feature of the indemnity

was insurance without payment "by the hensfieiary under which

an allowance of $100 a month for life was granted in the

event of loss of sight of "both eyes* In addition insurance

on the order of that afforded by insurance companies was
16

up to $10,000 in monthly rates, for total disability.

The Vocational Rehabilitation Act of June 27, 1918, provided

that the Federal Board for Vocational Education should offer

training to all entitled to it by virtue of medical

17
disabilities. Eligibility for training was established

by Article III (Compensation for death or disability) of the

Military and Haml War Risk Insurance Act referred to above.

Any member of the Armed Forces with seriously defective vision

was to receive training fan the Federal Board for Vocational

Education upon certification by the Army Medical Department.

While undergoing training he would receive either the

compensation due him or his last monthly Army pay, whichever

was greater. At first it was contemplated requiring the men

to re-enlist in order to qualify for or continue vocational
18

training. In this way the men would receive only army

15. Harry Best, Blindness and The Blind in the United States.

p. 636.
16. Loc. Cit.

17. fMU few 179t 65th Congress.
18. Best, op. cit. . p. 636
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pay during their training period. Later, however, two

separate categories were planned for discharged men undergoing

training. In one, (Section 3 of the Award of Training,

Rehabilitation Division of the Federal Board for Vocational

Education) a veteran might receive along with his compensation,

the training necessary to prepare him for a new vocation. If

his disability disappeared, the compensation payments would

cease, but his training would still be paid for. Under Section

2, the category in which most blinded veterans were placed after

their discharge, not only was compensation paid and the train-

ing provided, but maintenance while undergoing the training was
19

also provided free. The direct responsibility for administra-

tion of sections of the law relating to the blind was given to
20

the Supervisor of the Blind.

It must be rezlised that care for the blinded veterans

of World War I was not completely provided by the early

legislation. There were continual revisions not only of

specific provisions, siich as the raising of the compensation
21

for the blinded to $175 a month, but more basic changes

in government and private agencies actually directing the

program* Rather than trace the legislative side of these

revisions at this point, the actual program as It evolved

will be treated and the legislative background of the program

19. Veterans' Bureau* Annual lenort of the Director of the

20. Harold Molter, The Application of the Veterans 1 Rehabilitation
Act to the War Blinded, American Association of Workers for
the Blind, Reports, June 1920, in OftUook, joy the §3ia&.
Volaae XIV, Bumber 2 (Summer 1920), p. 48

21. G. A. Weber and L. Scheckebler, The Veter :-,ai Administration -

Hi History. Activities and Organization, p. l*o
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will be sketched In as it occurred*

The suggestion of the Surgeon General regarding the

establishment of a spedial station for the "blind on the Eastern

Seaboard, where they would disembark, was realized when General

Hospital Ho, 7, at Evergreen, Maryland, was establisied as such

22
a center. The building had been loaned to the government in

November, 1917* and by April 1918 it was being remodeled for use

a s a hospital. It had been a large, private estate, beautifully

situated In a spacious private park. Although during the last

half of 1918 when it was opened, there were 105 enrollments at

the hospital, the number soon began decreasing. At the time of

the Armistice, Colonel Greenwood, Ghi«f Ophthalmologist of the

23
Army reported that 125 siea had been blinded In battle* There

were various explanations for the fact that many of the blinded

refused to avail themselves of the government's offer of therapy

and training. Chief among these was the large compensation

offered, which In many cases surpassed previous earning power.

Others fell prey to the widespread belief that blind men really

could do very little, and so refused to make the attempt. Still

others were antagonistic towards the civilian instructors

brought In by the Army to work with the men. This problem

remained to plague the civilian and military personnel concerned

with the work for the blind for almost a decade after the

initiation of the program. During the years following the

war* many veterans who had been slightly injured suffered*

22* United States Surgeon General's Office, On* Cljf *. 1927,

pp. 175-179
23* I»etter in investigator's possession from Walter E. Baker,

11 Main Street, Farmington, Conn* to Melvin Fenson, 77
Cathedral Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, dated
March 15* 19^6* Mr. Baker has worked as an instructor
of the b}.Ind at Base Hospital 8, Savenay, France, and
at the Red Cross Institute for the Blind at Evergreen,
Maryland. (See appendix.)





deterioration of their eight to the point where retraining

for new vocations "became necessary. In hundreds of cases,

resistance to training for one or more of the reasons mentioned

her© had to be overcome.

The chief alia of the program of General Hosltal Ho. 7

at Evergreen, during its ttarioue a&minl strati one, was to fit

its students for life. Although attention "was paid to

social adjustment, ami frequent &a&©es, parties and theatre

25
evenings were held, greater interest was shown in

vocational and prevocational training. The prevocational

training included such activities as would train the mind,

the sense of hearing and of touch — all of which would later

he used in the actual vocational training. This latter train-

ing included braille, typing and actually learning how to

26
study, in addition to acttiai industrial or agricultural

training.

During this period, tie instruction at Evergreen was

conducted almost coispietely or an individual basis - each

student was taught his particular subject privately. Many
27

members of the teaching staff were volunteers while

others were loaned by leading institutions for the blind.

24. Best, ot> clt .. p. 637
25. Hed Gross Institute for the Blind, The Past Year at the

E. 0. I. 2., Evergreen Review. June, 1920, p. 55
26. Best, .QCjt clt. . p. 637
27. United States Surgeon General's Office, op. cit .. 1923,

p. $55*





Two high grade instructors In mechanics studied problems of

the "blind with the students with an eye to developing simple

contrivances which would be of help to the men in performing

28
their various tasks.

The period of administration of Evergreen by the Sirrgeon

General of the Arsy Medical Department cannot be said to have

been completely successful. The morale of the men was low for

a variety of reasons. They resented not only the civilian

instructors, but also the military discipline which followed

the© eyeri into the mess hall* Instructors sat at separate

tables froK the men. The food was prepared and served

unattractively. The men lived in barren military barracks.

The general air of r&lit&ry supervision and lack of independence

elicited a reaction of noncoopsration* Men came late to classes

or cut them entirely. The various departments were very loosely

29
coordinated. Most of all, while the men were at the Army

Hospital* they drew only $30 a month, holding up the large

30
monthly compensation due them.

When this condition became apparent, the Surgeon General

recommended that all men in the hospital be discharged. Those

in other hospitals were ordered transferred to Port KcHenry,

Maryland (General Hospital Ho. 2). %en they attained

rcazimum physical recovery, they, too, were to be discharged.

28. United States Surgeon Ganeral's Office, on. oit .» 192?,
p. 1?6

29* United States Surgeon General's Office, op. cit., 1927,

p. 176
30* Red Cross Institute for the Blind, The Change from the

U. S. Array Hospital 7 to the Red Cross Institute for
the Blind, IJTexareaa. Review . June 1919, p. ^3*
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It was further recommended that General Hospital No. 7 he

taken over and administered jointly by the Federal Board for

31
Vocational Education and the E d Cross, and that military

supervision in the future* extend only to maintenance of

order and discipline, arid protection of property*

Just at the time tha-, \,he Army Administration of the

hospital, henceforth officially to he known as Evergreen,

ended, the new administrating agency, the Federal Bord for

Vocational Sducation, came in for a great deal of criticism.

5he criticism, which resulted in a Congressional investigation,

started when a newspaperman named Llttledale on the Uew Yorifc

Evening Post claimed that the following order vas issued by

W# H. Lamkln, in charge of the head office of the hoard, to

district offices: . "The organs used in approving cases are

the eyes ap.d hrain. . ..ears and heart do not funcion. . ..he

hardboiled. . . ..take all the cigarettes you can get from
32

members of the district offices, hut no advice.

"

In a

series of articles, Llttledale accused the hoard of gross

mismanagement, inexcusable delays, lack of sympathy,

negligible resuls and of offering unsultahle training. Many

of the charges were suhstantlated and an indirect result, which

materialized after Warren G. Harding assumed office, was the

creation of a Veterans * Bureau to assume com-lete responsibility

31 • United States Surgeon General*© Office, op* clt «. 192?
p. 179.

32. Weher and Scheefeehler, op. clt *. p. HI.





from the Federal Board for Vocational Education, the Bureau

of War Rick Insurance, and the Public Health Service and

Army Medical Department for veterans' affairs, A more

33
immediate result of this 1nverttigatio;n in 1919 was the

adoption of the recommendation that all those who had suffered

a 10$ (or more) disability be entitled to free training and

maintenance in addition to cny compensation they wn>rs already

receiving. This meant, as far as fche blind vere concerned,

that any degrees of lose of si£ht beyond 10$ now entitled

the veteran to section Wo trair. J :i^ t c-.s previously explainer.

Because of the criticism which the Federal Board was

subject to, it actually never assumed direction of Evergreen.

On June 1, 1919» the Hospital opened, under the Direction of

the Bed Cross as the Red Cross Institute for the Blind, and

remained under that administration until the Veterans

'

Bureau took over on January 1, 1922, The Federal Board still

had all eligibility and cogens at i cm cuestiorss under its

control, and actually maintained an office at Svergreen.

During the first year of the ne\? arr-.n~err.ent , a conference

of Federal Brsrd sta^f and the RCEB Staff was called to work

out problems which they faced together. But to all indents

and purposes, the direction and supervision of the school, formu-

b
li-.tion of courses, decisions as to kins, of training.

33. 66th Congress, Second Session, House Education
Qoromifetee Hearings. March 2 - 15, 1920, p. 1049,
Charges against the Federal Board for Vocational
E&ucatlon*

3^ Bed Cross Institute for the Blind* The Past Tear at
the Bed Cross Institute for the Blind, Evergreen

[» June 1920, p. 5$.
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institution of recreational programs and initiation of

industrial research projects - all were completely under

the control of the Red Cross. The fund;? necessary to effect

the -physical changes end finance the whole revised venture

35
totalled $1,000,000 and cam® from the Permanent Blind

Relief Fund, a privately established fund, the Federal

Government and the American Bed Cross.

The led Cross set to work to discover the capabilities

of the blind with regard to certain industries and published

son© interesting studies in this fieldf studies which

ultimately affected the nature of the courses offered at

the Institute. Expert industrial engineers were employed

37
to find out in what industry the blind could work. Among

the studies published -were some on the rehabilitation of

war-blinded soldiers in France and in Italy, and one on the

relation of industry to special enroloyment provisions for

38
the blind.

5?o improve the quality of Instruction, the Hed Cross

added to the salaries of trained teachers ao that those who

could not work at governmen scale salaries might be retained.

In addition, mor& volunteer workers were secured so that in

Braille, typing and manual, training, each student might have

39
individual instruction. However, individual instruction

35* B9S*» flB
lt.,<tMffl» P* 636

36. Wex-i York limit December 5, 1920, Section II, p, 22,

Column 8.

37. United States Surgeon General* s Office, pp. eit .. 1923t

p. 555- -r
38. ggj Cross Ins^tute for the Blind Publications. Evergreen,

Series $* Ho* 2» 1 No* k and I No. 3 respectively,

39» United States Surgeon General's Office, on. elfr. * 1923.

p. 555*
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was not the rule as It had been when the institute was under

the jurisdiction of the Surgeon General. It was found, for

example* that far be*ter results could he achieved in

arithmetic through. group work in classes, than by the previous

iutor-pupil method.

The arrangement of courses and their content had under—

gola considerable change. 37ow courses were continuous, and

although there was union class work, individual rather than
'40

group needs were kept in raln^ Anyone could start tlte

course at any tiiae. The basic goals had not changed and still

remained primarily the fitting of the 6tudent for life as a

useful and happy citizen, mainly by equipping him for a

vocation. Of secondary importance was the avocational part

of the program - the social and recreational activities, the

daily newspaper readings, the musical program and litereature

reading.

The academic department of the institute gave courses

m typing, braille, business correspondence, commercial

arithmetic, English and spelling. These were felt to be

Important in equipping the student to prosecute almost any

other work he would undertake. The difficulty of administer-

ing these courses to a group of men with varied backgrounds,

in many instances, confirmed the wisdom of the earlier

administration in emphasizing the value of a tutorial

system. In addition to these basic courses, there were

40. United States Surgeon General's Office, on. cit .. 1927,

p. 177.
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available electives in American history* civics and

literature. For those who chose to "become masseurs* courses

in anatomy* the academic background subject, x-rere made

available.

She sec nd division of the curriculum was the commercial.

Here courses in store merchandising, record keeping,

coi.Bu;icrcial and business l&w and store practice were ^ivan.

tChe latter was taken at the Model Red Cross Stores near the

Institute* at Perryville, Maryland.

The t ird division, the industrial department, was

really the most important from the point of view of' the

primary purpose of the school - to equip the men with a

vocation so that the;? could lead noriaal lives. \ The three

points gilding the faculty in the selection of a vocation for

an individual student were 1. personal preference (with

regard to limitations for the blind) 2. the possibility of

fair remuneration as e. worker 3. the possibility of

establishing a business in the field with a small amount of

capital. As far as possible, courses in the industrial
41

dividian were aimed at both outlets - trad© and small business

allowing for differences in character and temperament of the

men* Some would prefer holding a good job while others would

prefer running their own "business. It was not merely the

possibilities of greater financial reward that made men

choose t'; go into business. Often it was just the comfort and

klm Red Crosc Institute for the Blind. Bvergreen Heview.

Volume 1, ITo, 8, August 1920, pp. 6?-71





convenience of working independently that attracted them.

Many, for example, preferred opex-ating a cigar or newapaper

stand for this reason, not for any i**ge expected income.

In addition, the fact that lay 1919 "blinded veterans

had an assured income of $1$>JG a year gave them a feeling

of independence *nd led them moi-i readily to think of

investing their savings In a busine sb. At the same time,

unfortunately, this $1900 was a bar to success with many

others. Many who ^ad never earns! such an annual wage before

beiiv; blinded felt very well rratiafied with this pension and

had. no desire to attend school voluntarily for a year or

longer.

Among L3ie many vocations that the men \*ere prepared for

and successfully engaged In were tire vulcanizing, chicken

raising, insurance selling, auto-re air inanagemeno, machine

shop o-oo rat ion, cigar laanufstcture said sal. ir\g, garage

manageffient, massage, store keeping, piano tunlug#

sales.-nansliin, typing and stenograohy, vocal and instrumental

EKisic, and dairying.

There was no general instructional technique for such

a wide selection of vocations. Those taking massage training,

for ezanple, v/ore given ins traction in the Orthopedic Clinic

of John Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore. Otters intending to

supplement their income by selling insurance, were given a

series of lectures by Bertram Day, President of the Crescent

^3* v"etel*aus , Bureau, toa^j Report of the Director of the

fjHffimf
1 $mm *#S pp« 305-307
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Insurance Co-nrary. Still others training for cigar

maanjfacture actually jnanufactured "Our Buddy" cigars at the

institute c-jB& their fallow student a studying cigar and

candy store, management sold these cigars at the Model Hed

Cross Store. The future poultryaian received practical

training at the institute in stock selection, in use f

various types of Brooders, ryA ir» other essential operations*

3?h® Evergreer, Heviev;, a publication covering the life

at Evergreen Bed Cross Institute for the Blind, and following

up the careers of successful graduates, testifies amply to

the success of the courses and the capabilities of the

graduates. One* Curtis 3. Williams, was reported to have

"becone tiis cuiief assistant to the Cincinnati Corareonity Sing

Leader. ¥m others joined the Baltimore Musicians Union and

performed successfully as drum-.ers. F, Raymond Pyle, a

successful dictaphone operator, '/rote cheerful letters ahout

his happy marriage .-and urged others to follow suit. Chicken

farmers, tire vulcanisers and dozens of others -wrote in show-

ingthe successful adjustment they had made with the help

of the school.

Among the exceptional services offered graduates in

need of help was financial aid. The Federal Board for

Vocational Education paid the $1500 salary of a drug clerk

for a ollnded, handless graduate *ho went into the drug

business. There were many other oases where "blind store-

keepers were given salaried assistants to help them for a

***** .|»QCt Cit.

$|# Bed Cross Institute for the Blind, Evergreen Bevley

Mai', June, August, Volume I, .Hos. 5, 6 and ?• 1920,
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definite period. Often part of th© initial Investment

required to open a store was paid by the board. Equally

Valuable in many cases was aid in other than financial forms.

In one case a graduate who decided to go into his father's

business was helped by regular -visits of a blind welfare

worker* an agent of the federal Board for Vocational Education

who lived in the man's home town. The purpose of these visits

was to assist him in social rehabilitation to a sight world.

The difficulties and expenses ent^aled in equipping

shops for the various trades taught at the Red Cross Institute for

the Blind had led some of the staff to question the wisdom

of such action. Would not training on the Job have proven

equally instructive and far more economical, they asked,

nevertheless, most of the vocational training was given right

at th© Institute.

Some changes occurred in co irses offered even during the

Red Cross administration. Changes in economic conditions made

cert in of these necessary. At th© beginning, the most

popular and most publicized course was tire vulcanizing.

By the year 1921, tires again became plentiful, their prices

fell, and the repairing of tires ceased to be profitable. The

course was discontinued. In 1923 the course in massage was

discontinued because there were not sufficient students with

the educational Wkcgrcund to absorb the anatomical knowledge

necessary. Cigar making was also discontinued because it turned

out to be unprofitable. All these experiences show how

basically experimental was the work at Evergreen.

46. Outlook for the Blind. Tolume 19, No. 1, 1925, p. 19-
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In addition to providing courses, trsfciing, said care for

the "blind men, the Red Cross Institute for the Blind actually

trained the men's families to "be of help to them. At

lyergreen there were special quarters for married men. The

i/ives were welcome to live there with their husbands in the

special barracks known as the "Double Decker" or 8Love Heat,"

and in Cases where injuries in addition to blindness made it

impossible for the men to work, their wives were taught

vocations. Besides wives, other close relatives were invited

to stay at special cottages free, while either visiting or

actually taking courses th&t would help both them and the

blind men once they returned home. Every family was

encouraged to have at least one member learn to read and

write braille, for ezaraple.

All who expressed their opinion of the work at the Red

Cross Institute for the Blind, commented on the tremendous

Improvement in general atmosphere and in men's morale incident

upon the change from the military administration. Special

men's evenings when students and teachers met to discuss current

events, daily teas and freauent entertainments, together with

the improvement end enlargement of the curriculua probably

accounted for the large increase from the thirty remaining

students before the Bed Cross took over to 104 during the

m
first year of its administration. Typical comments of

students were* "At Evergreen my first ray of hope came with

the information that the blind men were going to school...,

I now feel that I have a definite work to do in the worM.

4? f United States Surgeon General's Office, on. cit ». 192?

?• 555-
48. Bed Cross Institute for the Blind, Evergreen Review.

Joae, 1920, p. 55
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and am happy tring to do It." Another speaks of the

fact that he learned how "blindness alone was no handicap

to success* A third emphasizes the spirit of confidence, the

come-hack spirit acquired. This last comment came from

one of the seven or eight civilians who were trained at

Evergreen in a desire to give a few civilians an opportunity

which normally they could never afford, nor any institution

arran$fi,|}c provide.

An ultimate result of the investigation into the

inefficiencies of the Federal B«rd for Vocational Education

with especial regard to its handling of veterans' affairs, was
51

the establishment of the Veterans* Bureau, on August 9? 1921 •

The duties and functions of the Director of War Risk Insurance,

Treasury Department, and the fluties and functions of the

Federal Bard for Vocational Education were transferred to

the Veterans* Bureau, Beneficiaries of the two older agencies

were henceforth to he henef iciarles of the new "bureau.

Fourteen district offices, and 140 sub-offices were

established, and a tota& ef $65,000,000 was appropriated for

the first year's work. It actually was not until 1926, when

the led Cress Institute, or to he more exact, its successor,

had already been closed for a year, that a special division

for the blind was established in the Veterans* Bureau. Until

*$• T. J. Corcoran* What Evergreen Has Meant to Me - from the
point of view of a "blind soldier, Outlook for the Blind.
Auium, 1922, p# 76

50. 1, J* Cummlngs, What Evergreen Has Meant to Me - from the
point of view of a hlind civilian, Qu^ock for the, BJind.,

Autumn, 1922 » (Mr. Cummings, upon graduation became a
field worker for the hlind, employed "by the Veterans'
©ureau.

)

51* Public Law ^7, 6?th Congress
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tbat t&u&t fcowwert the werbumtirixtBd mach along the Hues

eetablitahed "by. the contained Rod "Cross - Federal Bemr&

adnlnl ustraticau

In 1921, after t-vra yee?« Joint direction with the

Federal Board* the Bed Cross? "begea. directing $&s school under

oo&traot with the Veterans* Bureau. On* year latert §h©

Tetorans 1
- Bureau Itatif aesutiad con let© direction of Vm

52
school* changing; the mam to the Ihiergreen School for the

BXln&» n»i continuing to- direct it for the final two gw&rs

of ita existence until Kay 1» 1925« 1^®a »••& *w i* **«

no longer felt*

One Innovation Introduced hj the new afciL.ilstrut ton was

uee of gratoatos a© field itforfosrs* £he#e people, «w»ro tent

into the field to mm* a Veterana* Bureau District and to

53
giw* voee&imal odrisetaent to the blind*

It t«a?* felt that the rasn could profit saeet "by adrisaEssnt

frOB mn *o understood their problems through sinllar

personal cscperiense* @s4 this fooling vos couple toly Justified

toy the SUoe«ee£ul vavSc done ^7 the blind field workers

»

At too Institute itself* ear*; me tatean not to 1st the

jwv change In adalnlstnitlaB 8*2se itself felt in the operations

of the curriculum* Stat work w&® not 5nterrtmt^d» scad except

for changes *daieh would ha^e occurred in the natural course !>f

events* s-eh as the increasing isiportsnee of poultry raising

52* A Bepert on Wm& Done for the War-Blinded V the United States
.

Veterans* Bureasa* .teflA JTos.JfcftJftiUafl* Volm 15-16. 1921-23,

P* 51*
53» X* J« Cannings t **» *lted leading the Blind* .Outlook for the

ffl$$&$. Volww 1S» Ho* 1* p» 1>





and eommercial "basketry aa possible vocational the old

curriculum continued. At this period there were men who

suae© s sftill: prepared themselves to toach, practice law and

osteopathy, "but these wore individual cases and "by no means

the norm.

By 1925t the Veterans' Bureau planned to close Evergreen

"because all those who needed rehabilitation or were willing

to undertake the course, had "been reeducated. Following

the closing of the school, some further plana were considered,

but they never materialized.

To forestall the impression that every veteran with

deteriorated vision was trained and rehabilitated at Evergreen,

It might be well to examine briefly the statistics available

on the World War I Blind.

The first fact that must be taken into account is that

all post-hospital care was voluntary, and men were free to

enter Evergreen or not, as they, or often, their families

decided. In some cases blindness was complicated by

tuberculosis, paralysis, deafness or other disabilities, naking

it either. impossible or undesirable for the man to train at

Evergreen. Ah out 5°$ of the blinded had a poor educational

background, were illiterate, or mentally retarded. All of

these factors made the taking of the course inadvisable.

Several others had passed through a period of misadvisenent

which made them anything but receptive to plans for entering

Evergreen, while others were admired, pitied and wept over to

staph & degree that they succumbed to the pampering Influence

$K Teterana» Bureau, IgmsA ItogS of the Pl^tor Qf the

grans' hW$M% 1^ V* 279.
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of family members who wanted to keep them at home and care

for them. Others deferred and even completely renounced

training in their pre-occupation with what was usually a

futile attempt to discover some possible cure for their

hlinesa. Finally, there were many who did take training,

hut only "because their eyesight had gradually deteriorated,

perhaps through no service origin, to the point where they

visited the Veterans' Bureau to put in a claim for compensa-

tion - at which time an agent told them of the training they

were entitled to.

The actual figures are difficult to ascertain. Walter

F. Baker, who has worked in government agencies for the blind

since "before the first World War, estimated the total number

to hare "been over a thousand, with nearly 600 being cared for

"by the Veterans Administration in homes and hospitals today.

The figure given at the time of the signing of the

Armistice if 125, with the Chief Ophthalmologist of the Army

as the source. By 1920, the American Association of

Instructors of the Blind reported that 277 men had "been

55
"blinded as a result of the war. In 1922, a qualified

observer estimated the number of "blinded veterans to have
56

"been "between 800 and $>$Q. The observer was Carl J, Bronner,

one of the most distinguished graduates of Evergreen,

The 1923 Annual Report of the Director of the Veterans*

Bureau lists 97^ blinded veterans as having registered with

S5* Molter, op. eit. . p, ^7

56, 68th Congress. 1st Session, Hearings before the House,

fediclarv Committee on a hill to incorporate the Blind
,

Veterans of the World War.
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the bureau since its opening. Of these 682 required special

training to prepare themselves for a. vocation, and 373 had

undertalcen the training "by that time.

The following ye't'o report Hats 801 new cases, for the

most part, of men whose vision had seriously deteriorated in

the past year to the point where they could he classified

"blind. Only 2$k of these men undertook training, and only

k6 of the 254 took the full course at Evergreen. Others took

part time training at institutions, or had placement or project

57
training arranged for them "by the bureau.

Although Evergreen accomodated about 100 men at a time

for over siz years, and educated the majority of these

eligible for training, other institutions also cared for

blinded veterans* The Maryland Workshop for the Blind, and

the School for Colored Deaf and Blind at Austin, Texas, cared

58
for blinded negro veterans*

In June, 1922 alone, there were 85 men taking full

training at Evergreen, and 20^ others taking training at other

59
institutions, on the job or on special projects. It Is of

course understood, that the majority of those with seriously

impaired vision were taking the Evergreen course. Because of

this, the work undertaken by the government for the World

War I blinded veteran© has become closely indentified with

the work at Evergreen.

57. Veterans * Bureau, Annual Report of the Director of the

Veterans, PmWb I9tk* p. 280..

58, Veterans* Bureau, Annual Renort of the Director of the

Veterans' Bureau. 1923. p. 305-

59* !>!&« . p. 303.
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One of the moat obvious fault a of the World War I

program for the war-blind lay 1e the failure to maintain

follow-up records of individual blind veterans. Consequently,

it has "been impossible, except in some isolated cases, to

stat© accurately the results of the program.

The program in "behalf of the war-blind of World War I was

in some instances poorly directed and wasteful of money and

the time of the men whose rehabilitation was sought. It must

"be acknowledged, however, that on the whole a good job was

done, considering that this was the first program of its kind

in the United States. Glib adverse criticisms in light of

later developments in work with the war-blind may be easily

pronounced, but such pronouncements are unsound in that they

are made in disregard of historical trends. Consequently,

the judgment is made that through the operation of the

program much was learned by those engaged in carrying it out

and that a considerable amount of benefit accffited to the

war~blin&«





PART III

THE EFFORTS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN

BEHALF OF THE WAR- BLIND OF WORLD WAR II

CHAPTER IV

THE ARMY PROGRAM

The present American program for thw war-blind is

actually composed of three programs. The -^rmy and Navy each

sponsor a program, and so does the Veterans Administration.

Profiting by the experience of World War I, it was deemed

necessary to make the initial stages of rehabilitation

compulsory. Under the programs of the Army and Navy,

disabled men (still in uniform) are ordered to learn to

adjust themselves as much es possible to their new conditions.

Not until they have at least been exposed to the required

training, are disabled men eligible for discharge from the

Army and Navy. As civilians they beoome the charges of the

Veterans Administration, which attempts to complete their

rehabilitation.

It is difficult to estimate the number of war-blind who

are served, or who will be served, by this over-all program.

In August, 19^6, the Veterans Administration listed one

thousand blind veterans under its program. At the time,

it was also stated that about four hundred more of the

war-blind were still in the Army and Navy. Therefore, an

approximate number of fourteen hundred Americans were

blinded in World War II. An estimate must suffice for the

time being, because no official figures as to the number of

those blinded have been released.

On the basis of experience of World War I, it is

generally believed by those acquainted with the problem of the
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war-blind, that the number of war-blind estimated at present

will be doubled or trebled within several years. Delayed

service-incurred oauses of blindness will be responsible.

A description of the development and functioning of the

present over-all Amerioan program, regardless of how small or

groat is the number of the war-blind, may be made clearly, when

each of the three programs, which go to make it up, is

described separately. In order to begin these descriptions,

attention is first directed to the Array program.

Blindness is defined by the Army as visual acuity of

20/200 or less according to the Snellen chart, in the better
1

eye with the use of corrective lenses.

About sixty percent of the blindness at Valley Forge

General Hospital was caused by trauma, carrying with it such

complications as hemorrhages into the vitreous, retinal

detachments, cataracts and retention of foreign substanoes

bjr the eye. In cases of vitreous disturbance, Cutler at

Dibble General Hospital, pioneered in transplanting vitreous

from unaffected eyes as is done with corneal transplants.

Methyl alcohol (a teaspoonful of which will usually blind

a person and an ounce kill him) encountered in poisonous

liquor was also a oause of blindness, as was the nutritional

disturbance resulting from a deficiency of the thiamin

oomponent of Vitamin B. Syphilis, sinus infections throwing

off toxins affecting the optic nerve, bale's disease,

retinitis pigmentosa — hereditary and appearing often in men

1. Charles C. Hillman, The Army Program for the Blind and
Deafened, Archives of Physical Therapy , Volume XXV,
Number 8, August 1%U, p. 1*78.
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in their twenties and thirties — and glaucoma were other

important causes of blindness.

In some cases the eyes were normal, but the occipital

lobes of the brain, centers of visual interpretation, were

destroyed. In other cases the nerves controlling the muscles
2

of the eye were damaged affecting efficiency in seeing.

About one thousand men were blinded while serving in the

Army during World War II. 1'he manner in which sight was lost,

and the degree of the resultant blindness varied widely among

these men, but all of them had a certain background in common?

namely youth, the fact that they were recently blinded, and

that before injury they were in good health. Inasmuch as most

of these cases resulted from the explosion of land mines and

3
booby traps, some of these men were additionally handicapped.

But to all of its soldier victims, sudden blindness presented

the grave problem of a questionable future in civilian life.

Would they be able to hold a job and thereby make a living,

marry, and support a family? Would their relationships with

family, friends, and the world as a whole be radically altered'

In short, what effeot would blindness have on the normal

return to civilian life that the soldier had been looking

forward to for so long?

The Army, having assumed much of the responsibility of

preparing these men for civilian life, not only convinces

them that they are capable of making a normal adjustment,

2. Paul Lambrecht, Lecture before Orientation Counselors

of the Blind of the Veterans Administration, August 8, 19U6,

at Valley Forge General Hospital.

3. Gabriel Farrell; Help for the Blinded Soldier, Hygeia ,

Volume 22, Number k, April 19bk, p. 317.
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but also provides then with the tools and instruction for

securing that objective.

The present Army program for rehabilitating the war

blind begpn in 19^3. with the realization that "the particular

emotional problems of newly blinded and their need for

assistance in learning how to live without sight, create a

h
need for specialized rehabilitation."

Accordingly, on May 28, 19^3, two hospitals, the Valley

^orge General at Phoenixville, Pennsylvania, and the i-etterman

General at San Francisco, California, were designated as

centers of rehabilitation for the blind. (On August 25, 19UU,

Dibble General Hospital at Menlo Park, California, replaced

5
the Letterman G9n9ra i hospital.)

The subsequent transfer of all blinded patients in Army

hospitals to these newly designated centers insured that the

retraining of blind soldiers would not be attendant upon their

discharge. It made possible a beginning toward social adjust-

ment concurrently with surgioal and medical treatment. At

the same time it was understood that only fundamental retrain-

ing was to be attempted at these hospitals, the Veterans
6

Administration being left with the greater part of the task.

1;. The Office of the Surgeon General, ^ar Department, Washing-

ton, D. C, the Directives Covering the Rehabilitation

Program for the Blind in the United States Army, Outlook
for the Blind and The Teachers Forum , Volume 38, Number 7,
September 19U3» P» I9I«

5. Loo. Cit.

6. Walter E. Barton, Program for the Care of the Blind in

World War II in Army Hospitals, Proceedings of the

Twentieth Biennial Convention of the ^iaerican Association
of Workers for the Blind, July 19^3, p. I|2.
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With the opening, on June Ik, 19W+, oV the u ld Farms

Convalesoent iXospital at Avon, Connecticut, the Army increased

the scope of its rehabilitation program, by giving the blind

soldier further training in social adjustment plus a basis

for future vocational rehabilitation. "Old Farms Convalescent

Hospital was established bb a result of a determination by the

President of the u nited States and the Surgeon General of the

Army, that at the conclusion of World War II, non blinded while

in the Army would not be turned baok to civilian life with the

7
handicaps of improper preparation and inadequate training."

To insure that all blinded soldiers would profit from this

opportunity, the Army made it mandatory for all its war-blind
8

to attend Old Farms for the required time before discharge.

In attempting to prepare the blind soldier for a new way

of life, the Army program recognized that in addition to

rendering the best in modern surgical and medical treatment, it

had to aid him in making a satisfactory adjustment to his

blindness. At the same time it had to help him attain that

independence which is so essential if he, himself, was to

perform his daily, routine tasks. The confidence he gains

from realizing this measure of self-sufficiency, declares

Jameson, is of paramount importance in his psychological

7. William A. Jameson, Jr., Old r arms Convalescent hospital

Where Blinded Soldiers "Come Baok"l Outlook for the Blind

and the Teachers Forum , Volume J& , Number 10, December, ¥5Ldi,

p. 271.

8. Outlook for the Blind and the Teachers Forum , Volume 39*

Number 5# May 19hh, P« 12Z+ (an announcement).
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9
adjustment.

The program gives him a method of choice for a future

vocation based on his aptitudes and interests and prepares him

for the specific vocational training to follow. This training
10

is the responsibility of the Veterans Administration.

It was also hoped in the Army that the opportunity

afforded by observation of such a large group of blind people,

would be of some aid in answering problems concerning the

blind in general. With this as a goal, it encouraged the
11

keeping of adequate reoords on each patient.

In the following paragraphs, an attempt will be made to

examine the working details of the Army program, from t he time

of the patient' 8 arrival at a hospital until his discharge from

the service. The objectives and the methods of achieving these

objectives in each phase of training will be considered.

First, then, the work at the hospitals will be considered,

A young man, in the prime of life, suddenly and violently

deprived of his sight, may readily succumb to despair. To

prevent such despair from so gravely affecting the patient's

personality as to frustrate any future attempts at rehabilita<=

tion, the Army tries to build in the patient hope and courage at

the earliest possible opportunity. Therefore, the blinded

soldier is visited by a consultant at the first hospital to

which he is sent. It is the duty of this consultant, himself

a well-adjusted blind man, not only to provide psychological

9. Jameson, op. cit. , p. 272.

10. Hillman,~op. cit. , p. U80
11. The Office of the Surgeon en9 ral, op. cit,, p. 195
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support, but also to arrange a temporary training program for

the patient. He also counsels ward and medical personnel on

the handling of the case until the patient can be transferred
12

to one of the two hospital centers for the blind.

Upon arrival at one of those two Army hospitals where

medical and surgical oare will be completed, and where the

psychological and physical adjustment to blindness will be

begun, the patient receives a complete medical examination

on the basis of which he is informed of his prospects. The

sooner the true severity of the disability is faced, states

Greear, the sooner can the patient begfin to adjust to it.

In regard to this emotional adjustment, Cutler says, " Th<

reaction to this varies; some are depressed, some are matter-

of-fact» Others do not quite accept it, and insist on holding

out for a miracle. With those patients who already know they

are blind before arrival, some mav have a feeling of depression,
lit

occasionally of hopelessness, sometimes of euphoria."

Many blind patients are further handicapped by the loss

12. Ibid., p. 192
barton , op. cit. , p. 52
Hi lima n, op. cit. , p. 1*79

13. James N, Ureear, Jr., Rehabilitation of the War-Blinded
Soldiers, Outlook for the Blind and the Teachers Forum ,

Volume 38, Number 5, May IQ/4I1, p. 121.
N. L. Cutler, The First Year of the Blind Rehabilitation
Program at Dibble General Hospital, Outlook for the Blind
and the Teachers Forum , Volume 1*0, Number 2, February lQi+6,

PP. 31-52.

Ik. N. L. Cutler, The First Year of the Blind Rehabilitation
Program at Dibble Ceneral Hospital, Outlook for the Blind
and the Teachers Forum , Volume J4O, Number 2, February 1Q^6,

P- 3^.
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of one or more limbs, parts of hands, severe brain injuries,

badly scarred and mangled features, temporary disuse of limbs,

15

loss of sense of smell and seriously defeotive hearing. In

this connection Cutler claims, that "Multiple injuries per

16
se...have not made psychological adjustment more difficult."

The degree of blindness is in some cases total and in

17

others reasonably useful for traveling;. Cutler states,

"It has been observed that, in general, if a person is

completely and hopelessly blind, he adjusts quicker than one
18

who has some sight."

Cutler also notes that, "The soldier who has lost his

sight in combat adjusts better than one who has lost his
19

sight through an accident or through his own oarelessness."

There is of course a great variation in environment,
20

education, and intellect among these men. According to

Cutler, "The ability to adjust does not appear to be related
21

to intellect or background."

Physical adjustment to the necessary activities of life

is begun as soon as possible. One of the most important

phases of orientation is learning to travel or get about

15. Rosalie R. Cohen, Rehabilitation Aide Tells of Work at Valley
Forge (letter), Outlook for the Blind and The Teachers Forum

,

Volume J4O, Number 1, January 19k6, p. 22.

16. Cutler, op. cit. , p. 32

17. Cohen, op. cit. , p. 22

18. Cutler, op. cit. , p. 32

19. Loc. cit .

20. Cohen, op. cit. , p. 22

21. Cutler, op. cit., p. J>2
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alone. (This is now technically referred to as foot travel.)

At Valley Forp;e Goneral Hospital blinded soldiers first learn

to locate their beds and lockers and then to find their ways

in the wards by following a rubber floor mat with their feet.

They are instructed to keep to the riftht and to use their arms,

held parallel to the floor before them, as bumpers. Following

this instruction the men learn to get about the hospital with

the protection of a oane held so that it crosses the front of

the body with its tip almost touching the floor. The crook or

handle faces outward, and the hand grips the cane on the side

nearest the body, allowing the crook to protect the knuckles

of the hand. Following "Hospital travel" the men are taught

to get about Phoenixville, "downtown travel." For this purpose,

a cane technique developed at Valley Forge General Hospital, (a

remarkable and almost foolproof method of using a cane,

especially of great value to blind persons beginning to travel),

is employed, calling for the rhythmic swinging of the oane in

front of the foot moving forward. The cane used is lone; enough

to tell the blind person of obstacles, kerbs and holes in
22

sufficient time to allow him to avoid them.

Innadvanced travel," the patient must compensate for his

loss of sight be developing the ability to interpret sounds, a

sensitivity to changes in air currents and temperatures, a fine

sense of balance, and a large number of less definite techniques,

The individual ability to travel well, like individual abilities

of any sort, varies greatly, confidence playing a major role.

22. The investigator's observation and experience of this
phase of orientation at Valley Forge General Hospital,
July 29 - August 10, 19U6.
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Those patients who shov/ some facility are given further training

in foot travel at the hospital.

The use of guide dogs as aids during preliminary train-

ing is deemed inadvisable, not only because their presence is

impractical in a hospital, but also because it is imperative

that the patient first develop the ability to get about with

"the minimum of assistance. No decision is made on guide dogs

until it has been determined that the patient has a definite

need for such an aid and thet the vocation he has chosen to

follow in civilian life permits such an encumbrance. The

patients are familiarized, however, with the advantages and

disadvantages of a guide dog.

A second step in orientation involves learning to use the

tools and methods of the blind, namely braille, braille watches,

soriptboard, touch system in typing, and the Talking Book.

About 80/£ of the trainees learn to type, and about

35# learn braille, largely Grade I, at Valley F rge General
26

Hospital

.

Another step in orientation, and one involving social

adjustments, is the prevention of those habits, such as the

expressionless face, sloppy dress, flat voice, shuffling gait,

23. Cutler, op. cit. , p. 32

22*. Loo. Cit.

25. The Office of the Surgeon General, op. oit. , p. 192
26. Cohen, op. cit. , p. 23.

Paul Conlan,' Lecture before Orientation Counselors
of the Veterans Administration at Valley Forge General
Hospital, July 29, 19l*6„
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and indiscriminate cane-tapping;, known a s blindisms, which

instantly mp.rk and set apart the blind man who is a slave
27

to them,

Recreation is an important part of the orientation program,

for by engaging successfully in swimming, fishing, skating,

dancing, and similar activities, and by enjoying the radio,

phonograph and Talking Book, the blind patient not only fills

his leisure time, but learns to appreciate the fact that mentally

he is not blind, and that many activities are still open to
28

him. At Valley Forge General hospital, horseback-riding,

tandem-bicycle riding, bowling, and modified golf were also

introduced.

At both Valley Forge and Dibble General Hospitals,

occupational therapy shops have been set up. The men engage

in such work as weaving, ceramics, and leatherwork, all of
29

which are helpful in teaching them to use their fingers.

At both hospitals, blind patients, at the beginning of

their stay, are segregated in wards and experience has shown

that newer arrivals are helped and encouraged by the examples

set by the more advanced patients. Later on in the

adjustment process, asscciatiojf with sighted patients is
31

deemed advantageous. Throughout the hospital period, it

is important that there be a close relationship between the

27. Cutler, op. cit. , p. 33
28. Loc. Cit.

29. Greearm op. cit. , p. 122.. . .Cutler, op. cit. , p. 33
30. loo. Cit.

Cohen, op. cit. , p. 23

31. Cutler, op. cit., p. 33
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patient and his instructors, points out r.reear, so that the

letter can gain the confidence of those whose problems they

seek to understand. If, in the hospital phase of training,

tha patient is able to accept his disability, If he can

maintain his sense of humor, and if he is learning how to

overcome the mechanical handicaps of blindness, then, Cutler

claims, he is well on his way towards making a good adjust-

33
ment to his handicap.

When the patient has received the maximum medical

benefit obtainable at the General Hospital, he is transferred

to the Army's special training center at Avon, Connecticut,

where an intensive program in social adjustment awaits him.

This program, which constitutes the last phase of his

Army career, attempts "...to prepare the blind soldier for

homegoing, equipped with a sensible plan for employment or

continued training, a knowledge of his own interests and

abilities, and a readiness to fit with self-reliance into his
3^4

community, be useful, and enjoy life." The key to such a

future lies in self-confidence. With this in mind, the work

at Old Farms is designed to offer the trainee practical

experience in a wide variety of tasks, the performance of

35
which builds in him a soundly-rooted self-confidence.

32. Greear, op. cit. , p. 123

33. Cutler, op. cit. , p. 33

3!).. Old Farms Convalescent Hospital (SP), " Social Adjustment
Program, June 19U5i P» 1« $See Appendix!

35. Jameson, op. cit., p. 272
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At the same time, this program instructs the trainee in

basic skills and familiarizes him with a great many lines of

endeavor, from which he determines his interests and abilities.

The Army has set up certain standards of social adjustment

by which it judges the trainee's achievements. The general

standards have been satisfied if, during the stay at Old

Farms, the trainee has:

1. Satisfactorily fitted into the community life and

appears capable of assuming his normal social obligations.

2, Developed a reasonable insight into his limitations

and capacities and has achieved a satisfactory emotional

adjustment toward his handicaps.

3» Demonstrated the ability, based on his adjustment

here, to reassume his civilian obligations.

The specific standards include;

1. Satisfactory completion of a specified number of

courses. Specific levels of achievement for each course have

been established.

2. Attainment of sufficient spatial and personal

orientation to be relatively independent. This is appraised

by special tests.

3. Participation in social activities and demonstration

of the ability to work and get along with others and in

organized group activities. Reports are available on

trainees' participation in social activities.

I4.. Development of a responsible attitude toward the

future with some formulation of organized plan or goal within

the individual's capacities.

5« Attainment of social consciousness and responsibility
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as expressed by willingness to cooperate, to conform, and to

assume responsibility.

6. Proof of satisfactory control over unwholesome

attitudes and habits such as alcoholism.

The length of the training period at u ld Farms is

seventeen and a half weeks, but there is an accelerated program

of thirteen weeks, and an extended use of twenty-two weeks for

those trainees whose abilities or lack of abilities warrant

them. At any rate, no soldier is kept at Old Farms after he

has made the best adjustment deemed possible in his

37
particular case.

The seventeen and a half weeks training period at Old

Farms is divided into four phases. The first of these

attempts to restore the trainee's confidence in his ability

to care for his essential needs. The second phase provides

an introduction to various types of work open to the blind.

The third involves specialization in desired oourses, and

the last phase gives the trainee opportunity to work at some

38

job in a nearby plant or factory.

The initial week and a half of training is devoted to

orientation. This includes instruction in self-care and

learning to travel unaided both inside and outside the grounds.

To enable him to form a clear picture of his surroundings, the

36. Old Farms Convalescent ^spital (SP), op. cit. , pp. 1-2

37. Ibid. , p. 2

38. Jameson, op. ci"fc»» PP» 272-27U.
Stanley B. Weld, Old ^arms Convalescent Hospital for the Blind

Soldier, Connecticut State Medical Journal , Volume VIII,

Number 12, L>ece,ber lQhk, P» 876.
"
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trainee studies models of the grounds, and is conducted by

an orientor to all the buildings via the various paths.

When he is able to get about the four buildings and

grounds he has made no small achievement, for Old Farms

Convalescent -tiospital, formerly a preparatory school, forme

a good substitute for an obstaole course. The oeilings are

of various heights, none of them very high; the stairways are

winding and uneven, and the floors are uneven too. Small

windows admit little light, makinr it difficult for those

with travel vision.

To give him the opportunity of facing such problems as he

is likely to encounter when usinr the existing modes of travel,

the trainee is taken to nearby Hartford where he learns how to

get on and off buses, and familiarizes himself with the

location of coin boxes, s eats, baggage racks, and station

lavatories. This experience is instrumental in building up
39

the soldier's confidence in his ability to travel alone.

During this stage of training, the soldier also attends

zhe testing clinic where, on the basis of interests,

personality, aptitude, and previous experience, alternative
Uo

occupations are indicated for him by counselors.

At this point, he is also interviewed by a representative

of the Veterans Administration, who explains to him that when

the work fit Old Farms is over, the Veterans Administration will

39. Jameson, op. cit. , pp. 272-273

Z+0. Stephen Habbe, The Blind Can Help Themselves, Hygeia,
November 19U5, P» 81+8
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kl
continue with further vocational training and job placement.

In the phase that follows, the trainee begins work in a

wide variety of oourses, some of which are likely to appeal to

his personality, Courses of instruction are offered in

academic and professional fields, music, manual and mechanical

skills, business, agriculture, and physical reconditioning. The

type of work done is exemplified by the field of manual and

mechanical skills, where courses are available in garage service,

machine shop, industrial skills, piano tuning, printing, radio

repair, and woodworking among others. Similarly, some of the

business courses offered are retail business, business methods

and salesmanship.

Aside from physical reconditioning, which is mandatory,

the trainee is free to choose from this diversity of subjects,

provided he makes up a full program. Most of the courses given

are of four week duration, but a few last eight weeks. Six

forty-five minute classes are held daily except on Wednesday

and Saturday, which are half days for instruction, and of

course Sunday.

in the third phase of work, the men specialize in those

oourses which they found of most value and interest, and in

addition are given jobs such as the placing of bobby pins on

cards, and spark plug assembly, which are sent in by outside

concerns.

•^•n the last phase of work at u ld Farms, the trainee is

I4.I. Jameson, op. cit. , p. 273

2j2. Old Farms Convalescent **ospital (SP), op. cit. , pp. 2-5

1*3. Ibid. , p. h

[£. Weld, op.roit. , p. 876.
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placed, for four or more weeks, at a job in a nearby plant.

He is taken to work every morning, works a full day next to

sightod people, draws a regular paycheok at the end of each

week, and is brought back to the social adjustment center

every evening. The results of such placement have been very

encouraging, for the trainees have gained valuable confidance

from this experience, and their employers have learned that

the blind can be good workers. In placing the trainees, the

hospital tries to choose jobs which offer the men experience in

1*6

thi fields they expect to follow, but it is important

to emphasize that ^ld Farms is not a vocational training

institution. It only gives the trainee an introduction to, or

sampling of, various types of work coupled with the knowledge

that he can perform certain jobs, some of which may interest
hi

him.

Throughout the training at Old Farms, formal studies are

supplemented by athletics and social r ecreation, so that the

trainees' time is always occupied. Except for those sports

which require hitting and catching a ball, these men can and
1+8

do indulge in all activities.

The Red Cross, Y. M. G. A., local groups, and private

individuals in Hartford and other nearby cities have cooperated

in arranging dances, parties, fishing trips and the like for

l+5» Jameson, op. cit. , p. 27U

U6. Habbe, op. cit. , p. 8^9

1*7. Jameson, op. r;it. t p. 273

1*8. Ibid., p. 272*
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the trainees. Movies, plans, the radio, the phonograph, the

Talking ^ook, a l6o piay a share in filling the trainees'

leisure time.

The aohieveraent of any individual trainee at Old Farms

depends primarily on his mental attitude toward the program.

As a rule, the blind soldier needs no prodding to avail himself

of the opportunities offered, a remarkable fact in considera-

tion of the war experiences, surgical operations and the

blindness which has come to him in such a compact period of

time. Moreover, it has been found that in the semi-civilian

atmosphere of °ld farms, the reluctant trainee is spurred on
50

by the accomplishments of his fellow trainees. In some

cases it is difficult to interest a man in that type of work
51

for which testing has indicated him to be most fit. Certain

types of work, however, ars looked upon with distaste by all.

Work traditionally associated with blindness, such as basketry,

weaving and woodworking, falls into this category. But with

the realization that these occupations can be pleasant and

productive hobbies, the trainees attempt to develop their
52

skill in them to the utmost. Brqille, too, is almost

universally disliked at first, due mainly to the pre-

conceived idea that it is impractical. A little knowledge

of the subject, however, brings with it an appreciation of

53
its value.

2*9. Ibid. , p. 275
50. Habbe, op. oit. , pp. 819, 82*8

51. Jameson, op. ^it., p. 273

52. Ibid. , pp. 273-27*1

53. Ibid., p. 273
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With the completion of the training at u ld *'arms, the

Army discharges its responsibility to the blinded soldier,

and his separation from the .service follows promptly. The

veteran can then, if he so desires, obtain further training

in and assistance in job placement from the Veterans

Administration and from various Federal, State and local

agencies for the blind. What he will make of his future years,

depends mainly, however, on what he has assimilated from the

Array Rehabilitation Program and the strength of his own

character

.

In dealing with blinded soldiers, the Army has provided

adequate facilities and availed itself of the most modern

knowledge and experience in offering them medical and surgical

treatment and psychological, social and prevocational rehabilita-

tion. L t has increased the knowledge about corneal transplants

and pioneered in vitreous transplanting. It has recognized the

psychological importance of usinrr blind consultants for the

initial contacts with the war-blind. It has established a

social adjustment center for the blind. It has employed

civilian personnel whenever military personnel were found

unsuitable. Altogether, it has made an all-out effort to

restore the war-blind to useful living.





CHAPTER V

THE NAVY PROGRAM

Between January I9JU3 and April I9I4I4., the U nited States

Naval hospital at ^hile delphia admitted its first six blind

war casualties. In July 19^U# this hospital was designated by

the Surgeon General as the national oenter for the rehabilita-

tion of blinded personnel of the Navy, Marine Corps and Coast

Guard. By November 19^5* 157 war-blind patients, whose vision
1

was 2/20 or less, had been admitted.

Of these 157 cases of blindness, 99 were the result of

traumatic injury to the eyes. The common causes of these

injuries were bullet, mortar, and grenade wounds, land-mine

explosions, bombs and shell-fire. The destructive nature of

modern warfare was aptly demonstrated by the long list of

accompanying injuries to blindness suffered by these men, only

one of whom escaped such injury. Eighty-three men suffered

facial disfigurement, while injury to cranial nerves, loss of

the senses of smell, hearing and taste, soft-tissue foreign-body

wounds of the trunk and extremities, and fractures of the skull
2

and extremities took smaller tolls.

Blindness of non-trauma tic origin affected 58 men, and

of these 28 were viotiros of poisoning by methyl alcohol

ingestion. The remaining non-traumatic cases were caused

chiefly by retrobulbar neuritis, macular choroiditis, and

1. A. Duane Beam, Traumatic Blindness, Rehabilitation at the
U.S. Naval Hospital , Philadelphia, March 191|6, p. 253.

2. Ibid., pp. 255-256.
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3
severe vitamin deficiency.

For all of these 157 patients the prognosis for restora-

u
tion of vision was nil or very poor. Theirs was a handicap

that called for acoeptanoe and to which adjustment on their

part was necessary. Consequently, "...the naval rehabilita-

tion program is dedicated to the purpose of retraining its

blinded personnel so that they are willing and able to live

normal, active lives as sooially and economically sufficient

contributors to community life." This program has been

carried out almost in its entirety at the United States Naval

Hospital in Philadelphia. Surgical and medical treatment,

as well as rehabilitation, has been provided there, the Navy

refusing, as was originally planned, to send its war-blind

to @ld Farms Convalescent Hospital or to establish a

convalesoont hospital of its own for the blind.

The Navy's failure to set up such a specialized training

center, does not mean, however, that it had intended to omit

this most important phase of training, for as it shall be seen,

a program which was considered by the Navy comparable to that

at °ld Farms has been in progress at the Philadelphia Naval

Hospital, The consideration given by the Navy to rehabilita-

tion is illustrated by the fact that among 77 discharged

patients, the rehabilitative portion of the program consumed

more time than the medico-surgical phase. But the duration

3. James F. Finegan, Nontraumatic Blindness, Rehabilitation
at the U.S. Naval Hospital , Philadelphia, March 19/46,

pp. 263-265.

if. Beam, op. cit, , p. 253

5, A. Duane Beam, The Navy's Program for the Rehabilitation
of Blinded Personnel, Outlook for the Blind and The

Teachers Forum, Volume 39 » dumber 6, June 19^5» P* 155*
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of hospitalization, averaging as it did only four and a half
6

months, (and ranging from one and a half to twenty-one months),

does not compare favorably with the time spent by the blind

under the Army program* At '-'Id farms alone, seventeen and a

half weeks are devoted to rehabilitation.

The surgical and medioal phase of the Navy program was

designed to improve vision whenever possible, to render the

eye suitable for a prosthetic appliance, and to care for

associated wounds. Procedures used in the treatment of

associated injuries included plastic surgery, brain surgery,

7
and the oare of fractures and amputations.

A valuable contribution to ocular prosthesis has been made

by the Navy with the development of a technic for the construction

of acrylic prosthetic eyes, which have been found superior in most

ways to glass eyes. The existing socket is first examined,

and if necessary, the soft tissues lining the oavity are stretched

by inserting a plastic form for a few days. The socket is

then filled with e mass of impression material, in a fluid

state, which soon sets and can be removed in one piece.

The elastic qualities of this material permit its withdrawal

from the socket without any distortion, and consequently a

perfect negative of the socket is obtained. The impression

is then surrounded by plaster of paris, which on setting,

gives a duplicate of the actual eye socket. From this plaster

mold, a pattern is constructed in wax, and this pattern is

6. Beam, Traumatic Blindness, Rehabilitation at the U. S.

Naval Hospital , Philadelphia, March 191.6, p. 257

7. Ibid., pp. 25H-260
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tried in the eye socket and adjusted to provide maximum

movement and oomfort, and to best restore the natural oontour.

The completed wax pattern is then placed in a metal flask

filled with plaster of paris. When the plaster sets the

flask is opened, the wax boiled out, appropriate shades of

acrylic material pecked into the resulting mold and the

flask closed and placed in a compress, The acrylic material
o

is then cured by keeping the flask in boiling water of 160 F.

for four hours. After removal of the acrylic form from t he

flask a cavity is made in its surface to accommodate a false

iris, which has been painted on water color paper to conform

with the patient's remaining eye, or in cases of bilateral

eye loss, with his complexion and hair color. The iris is

cemented into this depression, and the entire prosthesis is

then covered with a transparent coat of acrylic material by

fla sking and processing it once more. The completed product
8

is highly polished to simulate the natural eye.

These plastic eyes have been of most value in cases

where the orbital cavity and surrounding tissues were

considerably mutilated. Hanson lists the chief advantages

of the acrylic eye as lightness of weight, permanence of

color, durability, tissue tolerance, the fact that there

is no danger of the eye bursting in the cavity as glass eyes

sometimes do, and that the material is unaffected by the

8. Warren V. Hanson, Acrylic Eye Prostheses, Rehabilitation

at the U. S. Naval Hospital , Philadelphia, March 19U6, pp,

268-272.
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fluids of the eyo socket. The acrylic eye conforms to the

oontour of the sooket whereas the glass eye is merely a

shell-like covering in front of the cavity. In only one

patient was the tissue lining the sooket chemically

9
irritated by the plastic material.

The rehabilitation work at the N8 val Hospital aims at

developing the patient's independence. Based on this objective,

the work has been organized into four interdependent elements

termed s initial orientation, basic re-education, general

psycho-sooial readjustment, and prevocational training and
10

vooational guidance.

The following paragraphs will be devoted to a description

of the work of rehabilitation at this hospital as well as the

testing period at the New York Institute for the Education of

the Blind.

The great majority of the Navy war-blind were injured in
11

the Pacific War Theatre. They had to be transported many

thousands of miles to reach the Naval Hospital in Philadelphia.

An example of such a trip is furnished by Monroe Fox, a

blinded sailor, in his description of his journey from Iwo

Jima to Philadelphia. On February 8, 19U5» he was blinded

by an explosion aboard a vessel off -^wo Jima . He was soon

placed on a hospital ship that took him to Saipan, where he

remained in a hospital for over a week. From there he

9. Ibid. , pp. 272-275, 276.

10. Beam, The Navy's Program for the Rehabilitation of
Blinded Personnel, Outlook for the Blind and The

Teachers Forum , Volume 39, Number 6, June 19U5# p« 155

«

11. Beam, J-'raumatic Blindness, Rehabilitation at the 0. S.

Naval Hospital, Philadelphia, March 1Q1|6, p. 255.
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traveled by transport to Pearl Harbor, a ten day journey.

After about a week at the Pearl Harbor hsopital, he was trans-

ferred to the Naval Hospital at Oakland, California, six days

being consumed. He spent some time at the latter center, and

finally was flown by Naval Air Transport cross country to the

Philadelphia Hospital, where he wa s admitted on April 22, 19h5»

more than two months after the injury. Although some efforts

were made to teach him how to get around and eat, at the

Oakland Hospital, it was not until he reached Philadelphia that
12

a definite surgical and rehabilitative program was instituted.

Nor is this case unusual. Beam states the t the average time

elapsing between injury and arrival at the Philadelphia center

was three and a half months, with a variation of from four days

to thirteen months.

The ^avy has failed to follow the Array's example of

having a blind consultant make contact with the newly blinded

person as soon as possible after injury. Those experienced

in work with the war-blind, in England particularly, believe

that such a step is of great psychological benefit to the

newly blind.

On arriving at the hospital, the patient is introduoed

to the program by way of an examination by the ophthalmologist-

in-charge, who determines and plans the necessary medical and

surgical treatment. This is followed by an interview with

12. Monroe L. Fox, Blind Adventure , pp. 1-166

13. Beam, op. cit. , pp. 256-257

IJ4.. Beam, The Navy's Program for the Rehabilitation of
Blinded Personnel, Outlook for the Blind and The

Teachers Forum, Volume 39 » Number 6, June l%-5* P» 155'
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the supervisor of re-education, who explains the training-

program to the patient, describing the routine of care and

training, and introducing the patient to his physical

surroundings at the hospital. At the same time, the patient's

questions are answered, his fears and anxieties allayed

through frank discussion, and his participation in the

15
program encouraged. In conjunction with this there is

another interview with a raedioo-social worker, who obtains

the patient's social history and subsequently makes contact

with the patient's family for the purpose of enlightening them
16

as to the facts of the case.

In the first stages of training the patient must learn

to oope with the practical problems of daily living that have

arisen from the loss of his most important sense. He must

accommodate himself to blindness, training his other senses to

compensate for the loss of his sight. The words of a recently

blinded sailor who v;en t th rough this period of readjustment

are fully explanatory. "Each day brings out something new

to be met and solved. In a way it's like being reborn. A

newly blinded person must learn to do the simplest things of

life all over again, and the surprising part of it is, that

those things can usually be done with such ease that you
17

wondur why people have such a horror of blindness." Still

this is no easy task,, but it is altogether necessary if the

patient is to obtain some degree of self-sufficiency. During

15. Mary E. Kugler, Re-Education of the Newly Blinded.
Rehabilitation at the U. S. Naval Hospital , Philadelphia,
Maroh 19U6, p. 279

""

16. Beam, op. oit. , p. 155
17. Fox, op. cit., p. 8





this period of adjustment, the trainee requires individual

instruction for patient, understanding and experienced

teachers, The teacher-attendant is designed to occupy such

a role in the Navy program. It is he who introduces the

patient to his bed, locker, cubicle and ward, assists him

in getting around, dressing, eating, and performing the varied
18

and necessary tasks of everyday life.

After only a short period of training, corpsmen are used

as teacher-attendants. The initial task of the teacher-attendant

is to conduct the new patient to his bed, and to explain

orally and with the aid of models, just what position the

patient's bed occupies in his cubicle, its relation to other

beds in the cubicle, end the relation of this cubicle to

others in the ward. This is followed by a tour of the ward,

which further aids the patient in forming a clear picture of

his surroundings. At the same time, the teaoher -attendant

shows the patient how by listening for the sound of the

water fountain and the ring of the telephone on the nurse's

desk, and by similar guides, he can orient himself as to his

position in the ward, "her he is satisfied that the newcomer

has absorbed this knowledge, the teacher-attendant helps him

arrange his equipment in his locker in an orderly fashion,

encouraging him to identify and organize the articles.

Following this, the patient is oriented to the entire

19
hospital

•

18. Kugler, op. cit. , pp. 280-282
Beam, op. cit. , p. 155

19. Kugler, op. cit., pp. 281-283
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During the first few weeks of training* the patient

receives instruction in location and identification of

objects, personal hygiene, acceptable eating habits, mainten-

ance of normal posture and gait, and control of socially
20

objectionable mannerisms.

Learning to eat in a socially acceptable manner is one

of the most important and difficult processes in retraining.

An attempt is made at the hospital to simulate civilian eating

conditions. Food is served in plates, cups, saucers and

glasses rather than on compartment trays. It is arranged

in a clockwise fashion, so that a casual announcement of the

menu at each meal, for example that, meat is at six, potatoes

at nine, and beans at twelve, enables the patient to eat

without asking any questions. Ambulatory patients eat in the

mess hall together with teacher-attendants, so that the latter

can both serve and instruct the trainees in such matters as

cutting their meat, buttering their bread, and seasoning their

food, -k meal eaten in the company of the teacher-attendant, in

a restaurant, gives the trainee experience in getting the

waiter's attontion, giving his order, and having his food

21

properly arranged.

Another important phase of re-education is teaching

the patients how to travel alone safely outdoors. To this end,

the department of physical education has set up a series of

four "progressive" tests which serve both to instruct and

20. Beam, op. cit. , p. 156

21. Kugler, op. olt. , p. 283
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22
test the trainee. In the first of those tests, the patient

must leave the ward, go out the gate a distance of 200 yards,

turn the corner, walk a short distance and return. The

second test involves taking a bus to a nearby residential

section, making a circuit of the block and returning to the

ward. The third test takes place in a noisy residential and

business area, involving a stop light and various stores.

Before negotiating the route, a complete explanation of what

he can expeot is furnished the trainee after which he is

taken over the course by the instructor, and finally is put on

his own with the instructor some distance away. For the last

test the patient is placed in the subway and heavy downtown

traffic of Philadelphia. (Because of additional injuries to

blindness, some men are excused from this test.) In the

course of these tests, the trainee learns, to varying degrees,

how to get into a bus and pay his fare, how to avoid street

obstacles, and secure aid from passersby in crossing streets,

how to take advantage of the recognition of store odors and

noises, how to manipulate subway turnstiles, and countless

other helpful pointers. his experiences enable him to

cope more adequately with future problems, not only because

of the specific obstacles he overcomes but also because of

the confidence such accomplishments give him.

Converse states that in learning to travel alone,

desire to learn is the most important requirement, Intelligence,

memory, and a sense of humor are other deciding factors.

22. Everett C. Converse, Outside Orientation and Physical
Reconditioninf, Rehabilitation at the U.S. Naval
Hospital, Philadelphia, karch 1%6, p. 303

2 ?« foid* » PP» 30U-307
Ph. Ibid. . nn. WZ zrvzrv7 zaq
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The study of Braille presents the newly blinded men

with a difficult task, not only as regards the complicated

nature of Braille itself, and the necessity of having to

develop a new type of sensitivity in the fingertips for

perceiving the Braille characters, but also because of the

psychological requirements. As Kugler points out, "The

actual beginning of the study of Braille, marks, on the part

of each patient, the overcoming of a basic psychologic

obstacle. It means he has accepted his blindness, and in so

doing, is taking one of his first forward steps in his process

of rehabilitation. It means he has grasped the value of
25

Braille as a practical method of reading and writing."

The following response of a newly~blinded sailor is

illustrative of the attitude toward Braille taken at first

by many of the war-blind: "Before I started to study Braille,

I was a little dubious about it. I had heard it was very

difficult. I couldn't see why 1 needed it anyway. I knew

I could get a 'A'alking Book machine that would allow me to

listen to any book I wanted, and I was afraid the time

involved would slow me up in getting my discharge and getting
26

home."

In the program at the United States Naval Hospital, the

patient is not required to continue Braille after he has

completed Grade Ifr. Many, however, elect to go further, so

that of 100 discharged patients, seven completed Grade IHf

23 completed Grade II; ~$1 completed Grade !§•; and 15 studied

in Grade I„ The last group included men who have been unable.

25. Kugler, op. cit. , p. 288

26. Fox, op. cit. , p. 13k
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to make the necessary adjustment early in their retraining,

and also a number who lacked the required tactual ability.

Twenty patients had sufficient vision to read inkprint

and therefore received no instruction in Braille, and three

m«n were discharged before a j'ormalized program of instruction

was instituted. The average number of lessons needed to

complete Grade I was 25, while for Grade II about 15

2?
additional lessons were necessary.

In contrast to the difficulties presented by the study

of Braille, typing is readily taken up by the patients, all

of whom were eager to learn a means of private communication

with the sighted. Systematic daily instruction in the touch

system is provided for each patient, ^n completing 36 hours

of instruction, the trainee recives a typewriter, provided

he has attained a speed of 25 words a minute (allowances

are made for additionally handicapped patients, such as

one-armed men), and has a knowledge of letter forms,
28

operating technique, and care of the machine. Weekly

reports on each patient's progress, in both Braille and
29

typing, are made to the supervisor of re-education.

In conjunction with the program of re-education, the

Navy has instituted certain activities designed to facilitate

psyoho-social adjustment. A physical reconditioning program

emphasizing enjoyable sports and group games, held outdoors

whenever possible, occupies a definite portion of each

trainee's time. Formal calisthenics, conducted in small

27. Kugler, op. oit. , pp. 293-29k«

28. Ibid.
, pp. 287-^88

29. Ibid'.', pp. 288, 293
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groups of equally advanced trainees, is helpful in regain-

ing muscular coordination and good posture; medicine-ball

handling, tug-of-war and rowing, give the patients the feel

of working as part of a group. Archery, employing a sound

signal to give direction, is practised at close range. Swimming

and wrestling, both ideal sports for the blind, have had few

followers, because of lack of facilities and presence of preven-

tive surgical operations and injuries. Bowling and modified
30

golf are also available.

Other recreational activities are left to the Red Cross,

which arranges games, dances, and musical instruction within

the hospital, as well as parties and visits to public centers

31
and private homes outside. The location of the Naval

hospital in Philadelphia, a large oity, offering all sorts

of recreational, educational and vocational facilities, is

a distinct advantage not enjoyod by the Army "enter at Avon.

It makes it possible for the patients to visit places of

32
historical interest, schools, and theaters. Writing of

Philadelphia, Monroe Fox saysj "There were several organiza-

tions in the city whose sole purpose was to entertain

servicemen. Many people invited the boys out to their homes

for the weekends, gave special dinners and parties for them,

and even took them on trips to nearby Atlantic City. In fact,

there was some place to go every night, if a serviceman in

33
that hospital—not just the blind ones--cared to go."

30. Converse, op. cit ., pp. 308-3lii

31. Beam, The Navy' s "Progress for the Rehabilitation of
Blinded Personnel, Outlook for the Bnnd and Tfle

Teachers Fcwum , Volume 39, Number 6, June 19U5, p. 157
32. Ibid. , p. 335

33- F°x, op. cit., p. 139
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Another activity used in the adjustment process is

occupational therapy, which serves primarily to develop

manual skills, finger dexterity and coordination. At the

same time it provides a satisfying diversion and in some

instances uncovers some heretofore unrealized abilities.

In addition to weaving, the Navy has successfully

instituted in its occupational therapy department leatherwork,

woodwork, gardening, X-Ray film developing and the use of

35
powe r equ ipment

.

Leatherwork, the most popular, has the advantage of

providing a graded type of activity. The initial project

is so simple as to insure success, and as Koch points out,

suocess on the first venture is very important in establishing

self-confidence. The making of such leatherwork articles as

belts and moccasins gives the trainee considerable

satisfaction because he can present them as gifts to

relatives or friends. 7/oodworking is undertaken by using

simply adapted hand tools which allow the blind to do -their

36
own measuring, cutting, hammering and sawing.

trainees interested in outdoor work, boys from the farm,

find pleasure in gardening. By clamping specially adapted tools

to a taut wire stretched between movable metal stakes,

accurate spading, planting and cultivation are performed.

Koch says that gardening has been most beneficial to men who

J>h» Faith &. Koch, Occupational -therapy, Rehabilitation at
the U. S. Naval Hospital , Philadelphia, March 1%6,
pp. 295-296

35 • £W£i» PP» 297-300.

36. Loc. cit.
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had difficulty adjusting to their handicap—it increased

coordination, lessened nervous tension, and gave the patient

the satisfaction of perceiving things grow as the result of

37
his own efforts.

A new field for the blind has been opened with the

introduction of X-ray film developing, a process which must

be timed in a darkroom. Braille markers enable the worker

to match corresponding film and envelope, while a braille

watch is used for the timing. As a result of this training,

the Navy has placed three of its former trainees as X-ray
38

technicians in hospitals.

The Occupational Therapy department also operates a

stand as a subsidiary of the Ship's Service store, and this

project provides training for six patients at a time who are

interested in retail business. Operating the cash register,

taking inventory, replacing stock, and keeping records are

39
all attended to by blind men.

To facilitate the patient's adjustment, group conferences

with departmental administrators, the clinical psychologist,
ho

and the chaplains are held regularly. But there are also

unplanned forces at work. One instance of these is the

example set to those newly arrived, by those more advanced

in their adjustment. The point is well illustrated in the

following quotation by Monroe Fox* "A man may worry about

being; blind when he first gets there, but he soon gets over it.

37. Loc. cit.

38. Loc. citT

39. Koch, opT cit. , pp. 3OO-3OI

I4.O. Beam, The Navy's Program for the Rehabilitation of
Blinded Personnel, Outlook for the Blind and The
Teachers Forum , Volume 39, Number 6, June 19ii5, p. 156
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When he sees (perceives) from JO to 50 men who don't give

a darn about thoir blindness, men who can talk with

confidence about their future, men who go out every night

of liberty — and every other night they can without being

caught — men who can still discuss the Navy's favorite topic

—

girls—and do it without a trace of self-consciousness

because of their blindness, he soon learns that he feels

better when he doesn't worry himself about not being ab]e

to see." And also in the following description of one

of his mates: "...yet he's one of the most cheerful men I

know. He's had operation after operation to rebuild his

face. He's had to learn to run a typewriter with one hand.

He's had to ovorcomo his blindness just like the rest o^ us."

At the °nited States Naval Hospital in Philadelphia,

considerable emphasis has been placed on educational and

vocational counseling, and particularly on the associated

phase of job try-outs. Before a program of work is

planned, information concerning the patient s background;

interests, hobbies, experience and ambitions is obtained at

an interview oonducted by the educational service officer,

the teacher-attendant in charge of the patient's extra-

hospital work experience and the occupational therapy officer,

Another lead as to the type of work suitable for the patient

is obtained from the results of a series of psychological

ill. Fox, op. cit. , p. 12l|

lg, Lqc. Cit.

I43. Dale B. Harris, Educational and Vocational Counseling,
Rehabilitation at the JJ, S. Naval Hospital , Philadelphia,
March 19U6, pp. 315-321
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aptitude tests administered at the New York Institute for

the Education of the Blind, where each trainee spends two

weeks. Group guidance classes, acquainting the trainee

with the abilities, necessary training, advantages and hazards

of particular vocational oppor tunities for the blind, help

him sort out the vocational possibilities open to him. Before

leaving the hospital, each trainee receives information con-

cerning the specific guidance agencies to which he can apply

when he arrives home.

Prevooational training, planned on the basis of informa-

tion gained from interviews and tests, includes work in and

outside of the hospital. As has been noted, occupational

therapy serves, in many instances, just such a purpose. The

work experience in X-ray film developing has proved valuable to

some. The Ship's Service store has served well in training

those interested in retail business.

V>'ork experience outside the hospital is made available

at the Philadelphia Naval Base, the Marine Quartermaster ^epot,

and at a large number of industrial and commercial plants and

sohools, all of which are cooperating with the Navy in its

program of training the blind. The great variety of

types of work offered by these plants is illustrated by

the fact that blind patients in the Navy program have

successfully performed such operations as sub-assembly of

parts, (using power presses and staples in many instances),

packing, crating, nailing, hand tapping, boring, and reaming,

drill press operation, (on both wood and metal jobs) steel

wire-cutting and forming, inspection and cleaning of parts,
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arbor press operations, hand work on leather and wood

novelties, hand work on athletic equipment, stockroom work,

order filling, window displays, all types of farm chores, (with

the exception of heavy field work), and photographic darkroom

work, (with the exoeption of retouching and reprinting).

When a man's choice is in industrial work, he is

placed in a half-day job in Philadelphia, which he must hold

for at least four weeks before his discharge from t he

hospital. On the first day, the trainee is accompanied to

the job by the teacher-attendant in charge, who introduces

him to the manager or owner of the plant and to the foreman,

as well as to the job itself. The teacher-attendant

repeatedly checks on the patient's progress on the job. Such

placements, made only after the patient's interests and

aptitudes appear to warrant them, and continually checked

by the hospital corpsmen, have resulted, according to Harris,

in a high proportion of successful job try-outs. When the

patient chooses retail business, he is taken to meet

businessmen and examine business establishments. Training at

a business school as well as employment at the Ship's

Service store follows. For men interested in farming, the

Navy has made an arrangement with a school of horticulture

in Ambler, Pennsylvania, which permits the trainees to spend

some time there familiarizing themselves with typical farm

chores. When the patient intends to continue his education,

necessary steps in having him properly accredited, arranging

tutoring, and facilitating his entrance into the proper

i^. Loc. Cit.
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U5
school, are taken by the Navy.

The New Yor k Institute for the Education of the Blind

is one of the leading schools for blind ohildren in the

United States. In cooperation with the Navy, it sponsored

a program of rehabilitation for blinded merinos and sailors.

The two-week testing period spent by Navy war-blind at

the New York Institute has already been mentioned, and it

was said that psychological tests were administered there.

In testing intelligence, the mean score of 106 subjects

was (strangely enough) 106. The range was from 71 to 131

•

All scores were based on the Wechsler-Bellevue scale, with

the exception of four, which were based on the Haye3-Binet

scale.

To determine mechanical aptitudes, a number of tests

were given; the Giggly Block assembly, Radio Tube Inserting,

Matching Forms and the Playschool Assembly. Most patients took

the Wiggly Assembly plus one of the others.

One hundred and ten patients were tested on manual

ability, such tests being used as the Minnesota Rate of

Manipulation, Detroit Manual Ability, Hand Tool Dexterity,

Small Parts Assembly, Washer Sorting, ^orevi and Washer

Assembly and Dual Hand Dexterity.

A few received vocational preference tests, the Standard

Diagnostic Interview Guide being the most extensively used.

Social and personal adjustment of twelve patients were

tested and classified on the Bell Adult (Form A) scale.

1j5. Loc. Cit.

1+6. Kugler, Re-education of the Newly Blinded, Rehabilitation
at the U.S. Naval Hospital , Philadelphia, March I9Z+6,

pp." 285-2tf5
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It may be enlightening to examine what was the

evaluation given to this testing period by a sailor who

experienced itj "The story of my progress in the rehabili-

tation program, would not be complete without a short account

of the two weeks I spent at the New York Institute for the

Education of the Blind. The main idea of sending us to

New York was to give us certain tests to see how adaptable

we were to industrial jobs. V/hy these same tests couldn't

have been given in Philadelphia, I don't know, for the

materials used were very simple. For example, one test

consisted of picking up marbles one at a time with each hand,

from a tray, and dropping them through small holes in the

tops of two large bottles. Another test was removing the

nuts from the end of several different-sized bolts which were

placed through a board. We we^e supplied with a large number

of tools from which we had to select the right ones to use.

u nce the bolts were removed, we had to replace each one in

the hole it fitted, and secure the nut. We were timed during

all these tests, and no doubt they proved something, but just

what no one ever told us. And why we should have to spend

two weeks taking tests which could have been finished in

two or three days, was another question no one ever

hi
answered."

Besides testing, further instruction in Braille and

typing was given. Blind instructors also taught the finer

points in traveling without sight. Counseling interviews

Ifl. Fox, op. cit. , pp. jrjRSUfft
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were conducted. Trips were made to news-stands managed

by blind men, and to the local organizations for the blind,

including the Brooklyn industrial Home for the Blind, the
he

Lighthouse and the New York Guild for the Jewish Blind.

Sooial dancing, parties, theater attendance and other

means of entertainment we 'e amply provided, to such an

extent, in fact, that many of the marines and sailors

considered this th9 main feature of the program.

The most valuable aspect of the program according to

the statements of the trainees, lay in the opportunities offered

of meeting well-adjusted competent young blind people among

the older students of the school. Many of the marines and

sailors told the investigator that these meetings accomplished

more than all the lectures on adjustment to which they had been

exposed. They perceived for themselves that the blind

could do most of the things the sighted could, they said, and

many of them were inspired to imitate these boys and girls.

It is not yet possible to judge fully the value of the

^avy's program for the war-blind. The ultimate test of its

value will be the extent of the psychological, social and

vocational rehabilitation of those who received its benefits.

Since the passing of several years at least is usually

required for the rehabilitation of newly blinded persons,

according to those experienced with the blind, judgment of

necessity must be delayed.

For the same reason, sound over-all judgments in regard

to comparisons between the programs of the Army and Navy, are

ihis information is based on the experience of the
investigator as a teacher at the Institute at the
height of the program.
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also impossible at present. But by comparing techniques employed,

personnel involved, and facilities made available, it is

possible, in some specific instances, to make a few valid

preliminary judgments.

In travel instruction, the Army developed and used a

fool-proof cane technique. The Navy did not. Nor did it

employ an equally workable substitute.

The Army used blind consultants to make the initial

contacts with the war-blind. The Navy failed to appreciate

the psychological importance of using such consultants.

Yfaen it found its own personnel inadequate, the Army

hired civilians. The Navy did not.

The Army established a social adjustment center for the

war-blind, to supplement the instruction given at its

hospitals. The Navy confined all of its medical, social,

psychological and prevocational rehabilitation of the blind to

the Philadelphia Naval Hospital primarily, and to a very small

extent, to the New York Institute for the Education of the

Blind. That a number of blinded marines and sailors, upon

their discharge from the Navy, requested and were sent by

the "Veterans Administration to the social adjustment center

of the Army for the regular course, is undeniable evidence

that these men themselves realized that important elements

were missing in the Navy program.

These comparisons between techniques, personnel and

facilities, turn out in favor of the Army, but that of

course does not necessarily signify that in the long run

blinded soldiers will be better adjusted citizens than

blinded marines and sailors.





CHAPTO VI

THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

This chapter will deal with the four main phases of

the program of the Veterans Administration for the war-blind of

World war II. The pension laws and the specific legislation

for the war-blind, which the Veterans Administration carries

out, will be described. Then, the methods by which the

Veterans Administration cooperates with the Army's social

adjustment center for the blind, will be pointed out. Next,

the process for the vocational rehabilitation of the war-blind,

as it functions in the Veterans Administration, will be ex-

plained. Finally, the orientation programs for blind members

and patients in the veterans homes and hospitals will be des-

cribed.

The basic legislation governing the pensions for blinded

veterans of World War II is included in Public Law 182 of the

Seventy-ninth Congress, approved September 2C, 19it5» The

purpose of the legislation, as stated in the act, is to provide

additional rates of compensation or pension," and to "remedy in-

equalities as specific service-incurred disabilities in exces6

of total disability." More specifically, the law divides

veterans blinded in the service into three categories,

each of which is allotted a different monthly pension. The

first group, which receives a monthly pension of #200, includes

veterans who are blind in both eyes with a visual acuity

of 5/200 or less. If the veteran has been blinded in both

eyes and has been rendered so helpless as to require
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the constant aid and attendance of another person, he

receives a monthly pension of #235. Those veterans who

have suffered the anatomical loss of both eyes constitute

the third group, and receive $265 a month. If the degree

of a veteran's service-incurred blindness exceeds the

requirements for any of the three categories, the Administrator

of the Veterans Administration may, theoretically, at his

discretion, authorize the next higher or an intermediate

rate of pension.

A veteran who has suffered a disability, such as the

loss of or the loss of use of a leg or a hand in addition

to the loss of sight, is entitled under Public Law 182, to

receive a $35 monthly increase in his pension for sach suoh

loss, as long as his total pension does not exceed $3°°« For

example, a veteran receiving $^65 a month for the anatomical

loss of both his eyes, if he has also suffered the loss

of a hand, will receive $300 a month. Similarly, if

total deafness is incurred in combination with total blindness,

a monthly pension of $300 is also awarded.

The disability pension that used to be awarded for the

loss of, or the loss of sight of, only one eye, varied according

to the visual acuity of the useful eye. If that eye was wholly

unimpaired, a thirty per cent disability pension for the

impairment of the other eye (based upon a $115 pension per month

for one hundred per cent disability), or $h5 Pe r month was

awarded.

But at present, by the additional allowance of §35 per
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month, such persons receive §80 per month, '^he pension

increases as the strength of tho«tye with vision decreases,

until the visual acuity of this eye drops to 5/200. The

condition is then considered blindness, and the veteran

becomes eligible for a statutory rate of either |200 or $235

per month, as specified in Public Law 182.

xn order to compensate for the rising cost of living

during 19^6, Public Law 662, Seventy-ninth Congress, effective

since August 8, 19^6, authorized a twenty per cent increase

in all benefits and compensations, except those considered

statutory awards. (The statutory awards include the $200, $235»

and $265 per month pensions for the three categories of

blindness. The $35 P61* month supplementary awards, of Public

Law 182, are also considered statutory awards.) The twenty

per cent increase is applicable only to those benefits based upon

the SH5 pension per month, for one hundred per cent disability,

which was initiated by a Federal act on December 19, 19Ul»

Another instance of legislation affecting the war-blind

is found in ^ublic Law 309, Seventy-eighth Congress, approved

May 2J4, 19hh» It provided one million dollars for the

purchase of "Seeing-Eye Dogs" for blind veterans and travel

pay to and from the center for the training of guide-dogs

for the blind. The law also provided for the purchase and

distribution of electronic and mechanical equipment to aid

veterans overcome the handicap of blindness.

^he importance of coordinating its attempts at the

vocational rehabilitation of blind veterans with the work
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of orientation end adjustment training provided by the Army

at u ld Farms Convalescent Hospital, has been recognized by

1

the Veterans Administration,

To facilitate coordination in the task of selecting a

vocational objective for the veteran, of preparing a program

of training and employment for him, continuous with that

carried on at Old Sarins, and of obtaining and supplying

necessary information to and from ^ld Farms and the regional

offices of the Veterans Administration, several provisions
2

have been made.

The Veterans Administration has stationed at Old Farms

a vocational adviser and a training officer to assist in the

initiation of vocational guidance for the war-blind. These

persons have the added responsibility of securing, from the

appropriate regional offices, any information of value for

the vocational guidance end training of the servicemen at

^ld Farms. The information deals with home conditions and

training or employment possibilities in the trainees' home

communities. In turn, the Veterans Administration repre-

sentatives at Old Farms supply the regional offices with

pertinent information about the men who are discharged from

the Army, This information indicates the vocational objectives

tentatively set for the servicemen at u ld Farms, the possible

limitation in regard to the location of a training center for

1. Letter from the Assistant Administrator of Veterans
""
ATfairs to All Regional Offices and Combined Facilities

,

July 20, 19^5. P. 1 (See Appendix)

2. Ibid., pp. 1-i
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a veteran, end the types of training and employment facilities

that the veteran might require.

When a serviceman is discharged from Old Farms, his

records, as well as all findings and recommendations concern-

ing him, are forwarded to the appropriate regional office of

the v eterans Administration.

The regional office is urged to make contact with the

blind veteran as soon as possible after his arrival homo so

that he may be started on a progress which will continue and

complete the work of vocational rehabilitation begun at u ld

Fa rm s

.

The regional office, advised in advanoe by the personnel

of the Veterans Administration at Old f arms of a veteran's

homecoming and of his needs, tries to prepare to offer him the

training facilities and employment opportunities that he may

require. The responsibilities of the regional office in

this connection are many. It locates employment opportunities

for the veteran in line with his experience, abilities, education,

interests and residual vision, if any, as reported by the

representatives of the Veterans Administration at Old Farms.

*t secures training facilities, arranging institutional training

and training on the job. it secures the services of agencies

and institutions for assisting the blind veteran in his

orientation and occupational adjustment.

Another task of the regional office, to be performed

prior to the homecoming of the veteran, is that of securing

the cooperation and understanding of his family by visits to

his home.
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Should the regional office be equipped incompletely to handle

the problems of advisement, training and placement of the

blind veteran, it is expected to request the aid of the central

offioe in acquiring facilities.

In case a blind vetoran refuses the assistance offered by

the regional offioe, statements to this effect are placed upon

his record, including remarks on the attendant circumstances.

When a veteran does not resist vocational rehabilitation,

the Veterans Administration undertakes to help him. He is

given the general benefits provided by Public Laws 16 and 3l*6,

of the Seventy-Eighth Congress, and 268, of the Seventy-Ninth

Congress (laws desoribed in Chapter II), and special considera-

tion because of the severity of the disability of blindness.

Subsequent to the approval of Public Law 16, a Vocational

Rehabilitation Service of the Veterans Administration was set up.

M. I. Tynan, the Service's Supervisor of the Blind, at that time,

describes its organization ss follows: "The Vocational

Rehabilitation Service is under a Director and is composed of

three major divisions: namely, the Vocational Advisement

Division, Training into Employment Division, and the Research

Division. .. .The Training into Employment Division will be

responsible for prescribing the course of training, providing

the necessary supervision in order to insure restoration of

employability.. ..The Yocational Rehabilitation Division in the

Regional Office is under the control of a Vocational Rehabili-

tation Officer who is responsible to the manager."

3. Mm -1
. Tynan, Organization and Administration of Vocational

Rehabilitation Service. Proceedings of the 20th Convention

of the American Association of Workers 'for the Blind , lQl+3»

pp. 69-61.
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The following recommendation relative to blind veterans

made by the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, the

Chairman of the "ar Manpower Commission and the Administrator

of Veterans Affairs, outlines the task of the Veterans Adminis-

tration in providing vocational advisement:

That the Veterans Administration shall initiate and
complete as early as possible within the social adjustment
training period the vocational advisement of each case to
the end that as early as possible during his social ad-
justment training the blind person will kixm precisely
his plans for the future, including not only his ultimate
vocational objective but also the vocational training
program by which the objective is to be obtained.'4

The blind veteran formally expresses his interest in

vocational rehabilitation by filling out Form 100. At the

Veterans Administration guidance center to which he reports,

the provisions of ^ublic Law 16 and its amendments are

explained to him, and various psychological and aptitude

tests are Administered. Should the veteran be judged

incapable of returning to the type of work he was engaged

in before disability was incurred, the Veterans Administration

Rehabilitation Service must restore his emplovability for some

5
other vocation.

The first task, therefore, of the Vocational Rehabilita-

tion Officer at the "egional Office is to aid and guide the

blind veteran in the selection of a course of training that
6

will lead to a restoration of his employability.

The AH °tation Letter of September 6, 19^i3> requests

that the vocational advisement brief and the detailed training

U.. Ira Scott, Manual of Advisement and Guidance , p. 92

5. J. H. Garrett, ^Director of Rehabilitation of the

Severely Handicapped, Division of Vocational Rehabilita-

tion and Education, Veterans Administration). Lecture

before Orientation Counselors of the Blind of the
Vulhtrallb AQmlnlbt r atlofl , at Valley Forge General Hospi tal

August 6, 19Ut>-

6. Tvnan. on. eit.. dd. 60-6l.
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program, when completed, be forwarded to the Central Office

of the Veterans Administration for review. In discussing

occupational opportunities for blind veterans, this same

letter says:

Lists of occupations in which blind persons have
been successfully employed will be issued from t ime
to time. It should be borne in mind that blind persons
must have at least the same qualifications from the
standpoint of education, previous experience, etc., as
would be required for persons with sight, and as
has previously been indicated, the adjustment a

blind person has made to his disability must receive close
scrutiny. If an occupation is considered which has not
been included on the lists provided by Central Office, a

detailed explanation, indicating any unusual factors,
such as how and where it is contemplated the blind
veteran may be adjusted into satisfactory employment
upon completing necessary training, will be submitted
to Central Office for consideration prior to inducting
the blind veteran into training.

Tynan, discussing the specific program for the vocational

rehabilitation of the blind, says, "Through sound, systematic

vocational advisement, each blind veteran will be aided in

selecting a course of training which will fit him for

8

satisfactory employment."

Vshen he has a definite vocational objective, the

veteran begins training for employment. The responsibility

of prescribing a course of training, preparing a training

program for the veteran, inducting him into the chosen train-

ing facilities, supervising his training for employment, as

well as initiating contacts for training in institutions and

establishments, rests with the Vocational **ehabilitation

9

Officer in the Regional Office.

7. Letter from the Assistant Administrator of Veterans

Affairs to All Regional Offioes and Combined Facilities .

September 6, 19^3* P« 3 ( See Appemdix)

8. Tynan, op. cit. , p. 62

9. Ibid., pp. 60-61
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*n regard to looation and selection of training facilities,

the An Station Letter of September 6, 19^3 states*

Vocational training as distinguished from social
adjustment training should be provided in most cases
in schools and e stablishment s commonly used by sighted
persons. Also such training should be provided as close
as possible to the community in which the veteran •will

live following his rehabilitation. This is desirable
in order that the blind veteran may become as much as
possible identified with and in the community in which
he is to practice his new vocation. .. .Training agencies
must be carefully selected and must understand thoroughly
the requirements of the blind veteran and also the
Veterans Administration policy and especially that blind
veterans are to receive only such attention and assistance
as they absolutely require, and that tendency to deal with
blind vetgrans differently than persons with sight must be
avoided.

"To enable each blind veteran to pursue satisfactorily

his course of vocational rehabilitation," declares Tynan, "all

equipment, supplies, and reading assistance, which are clearly

necessary to the successful pursuit of his training, will be
11

furnished by the government."

Regular supervision of the disabled veteran is an

important part of the Veterans Administration program, more

so for training on the job than for training in educational

12

institutions.

The Veterans Administration recognizes the danger of a

blind veteran becoming "institutionalized," and consequently

avoids long, continuous periods of training in r esidence at

13

institutions for the blind.

10. Le tter from the Assistant Administrator of Veterans

Affairs to All rtegional Offices and Combined Facilities ,

September 6, 19U3, P« 3 (See Appendix)

11. Tynan, op. cit. „ p. 62

12. ^arrett, op. oit.

13. Tynan, op. cit. , p. 62
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Placement, the ultimate goal of vocational training, is

also a responsibility accepted by the Veterans Administration.

It itself, places the veteran, or makes contacts with private

agencies to do so.

The Central Office of the ^eterans Administration expects

its Regional Offices to maintain regular and continuous

contact with blind veterans and to Ifbuo bimonthly reports on

each case.

There remains still to be described the programs of

orientation established in veterans' homes end hospitals.

In the fall of 19^+5» under tho division of medical

rehabilitation, the nucleus of an orientation program for

blind members and patients in veterans' homes and hospitals

was established. Wine centers, in which the number of blind

members or patients warranted it, were authorized to appoint
it

an urientation Instructor and Counselor of the Blind.

These nine centers were located at Bath, New York;

Bay i'ines, Florida j Bronx, Ngw York; Dayton, Ohio; Kecoughtan,

Virginia; Los Angeles, California; Mountain Home, Tennessee;

Tuskegee, Alabama; Wood, Wisconsin.

By the end of April, 19U6, the blind members and patients

in these nine homes and hospitals numbered 357. Their average

age was 58. In most cases blindness was not service

connected. £he vast majority of the men were veterans of

World ;'ar I, many of them having become blind in recent years.

lL". The information on this section of the chapter is derived

from the experience and knowledge gained by the investigator

as Or ientation Instructor and Counselor of the Blind at the

Bronx Veterans Hospital. No reliable printed source material

has as yet been released.
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A new Veterans Administration policy intends implement-

ing the rehabilitation or partial rehabilitation of these

elderly blind veterans, as well as furthering the rehabilita-

tion of veterans of World War II undergoing additional medical

treatment. If a blind veteran of World War II needs a plastic

surgery operation, for instance, and if he enters a veterans

hospital in which an orientation program for the blind is

functioning, he may receive more instruction in braille,

typing, travel or any other phase of orientation. If a

patient in such a hospital has become blind since his discharge

from the service, obviously orientation to blindness must

begin from scratch for him.

The Orientation Instructor and Counselor is expected to

gain the cooperation of Social Service, Occupational therapy,

and other departments in these centers, in working out a

blind program. Suoh a program may consist of counseling on

the problems of the blind, instruction in braille, typing,

personal hygiene and organization, travel and the use of

devices such as the braille watch. Talking Book and script-

board. Occupational therapy (mainly leatherwork, weaving,

basketry and ceramics) is usually also an important part

of the program. In some of the centers it constitutes the

entire program. Attendance at plays and picnics, often made

possible by the cooperation cf the Ked Cross, is one of the

main ways of encouraging and facilitating social intercourse

by the members and patients. In the various centers,

circumstances and the personalities of the Orientation

Counselors determine which phases of such a program are to

be emphasized. In no two of the centers are there exactly
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similar programs.

The u rientation Counselor (one in each center at the

moment) is the only one in these centers equipped by training

and experience to handle work for the blind. The lack of co-

workers of similar experience and training has meant the

establishment of only token programs in some of the centers.

x t is not yet possible to dotermine fully the results

of the present American program for the wer-blind. Among workers

for the blind, it is generally accepted that several years at

least are required by a newly blind person for making his

adjustment. When a blind person is made to undertake training,

it does not mean that he will be placed successfully afterward.

&ven if he is placed on a job, it does not mean that he will

stay. And when a blind person refuses either to undertake

training or accept a job, it does not mean that he will not

change his mind in time to come. Consequently, with the close

of World v'ar II still very recent, the results of the present

program cannot be stated conclusively.

Nevertheless, there are some available indications of the

pattern these results may take.

In June, IQI46, the ^linded Veterans Association published

the results of a stidy it had conducted. The Association

had sent questionnaires to one thousand b&ind veterans, and

received replies from four hundred. When tabulated, these

replies revealed that twenty-five per cent were in gainful

employment, ten per cent were taking training, thirty-five

per oent were re-hospitalized, and that the remainder were

merely staying home. It was also shown that of those gainfully
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employed. Fifty per cent we-e dissatisfied with their work.

Many (the percentage was not p;iven) were employed by friends
15

and relatives.

A statement made in August, 19^6, by J. H. Garrett,

Director of Vocational Rehabilitation of the Severely

Handicapped, in the Veterans Administration, supported, to a

considerable extent, the findings of the Blinded Veterans

Association. He said that the records of one thousand blind

veterans showed that five hundred were employed or undergoing

training. Among the other five hundred some were receiving

further medical or surgical treatment. A number of others

were under advisement and almost ready for employment or

training. Most of this five hundred, however, were at the time

neither interested in employment or training. The rough

estimate was made that fifty per cent of the one thousand
16

blind veterans were employed or taking training.

In all likelihood it will be possible in time to come to

make an adequate study of the results of the present American

program. Unlike the situation after World War I, full records

are now being kept up to date by the Veterans Administration

to allow follow-up. By analyzing these records at a future

date, when the passage of time will have made it possible

to make valid judgments, only then will it be possible to

reveal the results of the present program.

15. Blinded Veterans Association, Questionnaire Results, B.V.A

Bulletin , June 15, 19U6., p. 3

16. Garrett, op. cit.





PART XV

AID FOR THE W/iR-BLDtD IN OTHER NATIONS

CHAPTER VII

GREAT BRITAIN AND THE BRITISH EMPIRE

For tho purpose of searching for what nay be valuable

to tho present American program for tho war-blind, desoriptions

will now be made of tho development of the programs for the

v/ar-blind in Great Britain and the British Empire, France

and Germany.

These nations have been selected primarily becuase their

programs were ooncorned with relatively large numbers of

war-blind. As a result, much valuable experience was

accumulated. Moreover, the cultures of these nations are

not so different from the culture of the United States as

to make difficult or impossible the adoption of any of their

policies and -nethods that may be valuable for the war-blind.

The period 19li|-19i47 will be emphasized, because that is

the period in which programs of rehabilitation were

established. It is from these programs that knowledge will

be sought for the improvement of the present American program.

To begin thi3 search, the efforts in behalf of the war-

blind made in Great Britain and the British Empire will be

examined first.

The first American blinded in England during World War II

was a sergeant, an upper-turret gunner of the 3th Air Foroe.

1. St. Dunstan's and American V7ar-Blind, Outlook for the

Blind and The Teaohers Forum. Murch 19L>3> P- 82.
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There were no American facilities in England for oaring for

war-blind, but through a reciprocal agreement with the

British government, all the facilities of "St, Dunstan's for

Blinded Soldiers, Sailors, and Airmen" were made available to

this sergeant and to all American servioomeij Minded in the

o
European Theatre." St. Sunstan'e, a private organization,

did such an excellent job of treating and rohabi litating the

war-blind of World War I that the English government entrusted

it with the responsibility of treating and training the

blinded servicemen of World War II.*

The sergeant was blinded while on a raid in December 19l£,

and was soon taken to the St. Dun stan's Hospital and Training

Center in the snail village of Church Stretton high, in the

hills of Shropshire.^ At the foot of the iTelsh mountains,

this former tourist center housed St. Dunstan's from I9I4O-I9I45

•

During that time, St. Dunstan's treated and attempted to

rehabilitate more than BOO blinded British and allied service-

men. 5 The training program was housed in nine buildings throughout

the village. Every morning the men walked unaided down the

hi 11 -side from the hostels to the workshops, where they were

trained in one of thirty-nine occupations ranging

from lathe-work and plastic-moulding to estate-keeping and

2. St. Dunstan's Review , November 19U2, p. 1.

£. I. Fraser, Whereas I Was Blind , p. 78.

k. St. Dunstan's and Aaerioan War-Blind, Outlook for the Blind
c and The Te&ohors Forum . March 1943, p«92.
• * C. Day, "Friend's "of the fli ghtles s, British Information

Service, folder l'Welfi're-Blfnd n
.
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dog-breeding. "' A wire stretohed three feet above the ground

on many of the village's streets made it easier for Dunstan's

newly-blinded to get about the training center, helping to

restore their oonfidenoe.? The townspeople of Ch )roh Stretton

often invited the men to their homes, and many of the young

ladies of the town gave up their only half day off

to be with the men, all of which helped tomake the long and

difficult training less arduous.

This training center at Shropshire was the result of

twenty-five years of work in welfare for the blinded British

servioeraen - which began in London at the beginning of the

first World War.

There were no speoial training facilities for blinded

servicemen in England or the dominions in 19l!i, for existing

blind oivilian workshops had been able to absorb the fewron

blinded in the empire's previous wars. But the poison gaE

,

highly explosive shells, and prevalent disease of World War I

quiokly took its toll in blindness. Arthur Pearson, the noted

London publisher who had been losing his si ght gradually for

two years previous to the war, realized that special facilities

would be neoessary for the care of many blinded servicemen.

He asked the British War Office to send blind servicemen

to certain hospitals in London, desiring the estab-

lishment of speoial oenters for their care. The Ministry

****-—.--————————————

—

— —-.-._-_ .....

6* Loo , oit .

7. British Help U. S. Blind Baok to Normal, New York Herald

Tribune, September 2h, I9kh, filed with British

Information Service, folder "Welfare-Blind".

8. Day, op. oit .
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obliged and designated the 2nd London General Hospital,

Chelsea, as the oenter for the treatment of all eye oases.

Arthur Fearson was a frequent visitor of the newly-blinded

at the 2nd London General and determined that some facilities be

provided to teaoh these men to be blin^ efficiently, and to

train them in some occupation that they could follow as

oivilians. He consulted experts on the rehabilitation of the

blind, but after many conservative opinions that sheltered

workshops were sufficient, he decided to work alone. In

February, 1913, be opened a training center for the blinded

men from the 2nd London General .° A house on Bayswater Hill

had been loaned as a training oenter, but the quickly swelling

number of blinded men forced Pearson to look for larger

accommodations. On Maroh 26, 1915» Pearson and sixteen blinded

servioemen moved into a mansion and a 150 acre estate in Regent's

Park loaned for the war's duration by Otto Kahn, the

Hew York financier. The mansion was known as St. Dunstan's

Lodge, taking its name from an old clock that had been salvaged

from the St. Dunstan's Church-in-the-West in the great fire of

London. St. Dunstan whose name was given to this hostel

for the blind, had been the Archbishop of Canterbury in

959, and was not, as supposed by many, the Patron Saint of

the Blind. 15

9. E.A. Baker, Canadian War Blinded, Outlook for the Blind
and the Teaoher Forum, Deoember 19U2, pp. 281-235.

10. St. Dunstan's. Annual Report , 1929, p. I4.

11. Baker, op_. oit .

12. Loc. oil[7

13. TT~Fraser, Whereas I Was Blind , p. 8
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Even the spacious quarters of St, Dunstan's Lodge

proved inadequate, for in 19l6 over 200 men were in residence

and temporary quarters had to be built on the estate grounds. **

St. Dunstan's fame also grew, and its founder, Arthur Pearson,

was knighted by the orown. **

St. Dunstan's was home, school and place of work to its

blinded residents. And above all, Dunstan's did its utmost

to return to these blinded servioemen their lost feeling of

independence. A braille watoh was usually the first thing

presented to new men at St. Dunstan's, and was often the

opening wedge in stimulating a desire to be independent. *"

Every man who was physically oapable was given instruction in

typing, and after successfully completing a typing examina-

tion, was given a typewriter without any charge. Although the

blinded men could not read their own t ping, it successfully

replaoed writing, which was now more difficult for them, and

provided the first link between themselves and their sighted

rel«tives and comrades. Braille reading replaced an important

function of the men's lost sight and was taught while the men

were still convalescing at the 2nd London General Hospital. '

Learning to be blind had to extend beyond academic classroom

instruction in typing and braille, however, for the newly-

blinded servioeman had to relearn such ordinarily simple

things as shaving, eating, walking unaided, and dressing

II4. Baker, op. oit.

15. Loo , oit .

16. Fraser, op. oit., p. 90.

17. Loc. oit.
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presentably. Strips of oarpeting on the floors and a cane

served to orient the men until they were able to learn to get

about without even these aids. 1 *

Onoe a man had learned to oaro for himself in his new

environment, he was ready to settle down to the long and

difficult task of learning a trade, which often took over a

year of studying at St. Dunstan' s. 1^ Re-eduoation can be

espeoially difficult, for as Arnold Lawson, Medical Commandant

of St. Dunstan's during the first World War, said, "In the

case of the blinded man, the intellectual senses have been to

a verylarge extent, dominated by the eyes and subservient

to thera."^ St. Dunstan's found that blind veterans who

had successfully completed vocational training made the best

instructors, and often employed these men in that capacity

in the later years of the war. Most St. Dunstaners were

trained t in one of eight occupations - braille shorthand,

oarpentry, mat-making, boot repairing, basketry, massage,

telephone operating, and poultry farming,^2 Dunstan's training

program was advanced for its time, being the first

to train numerous men as poultry farmers and telephone

operators.^ These specialized occupations required some

individual talent, but once trained in one of them, a blind

serviceman could successfully oompete with his sighted

competitors. A blind telephone operator could not, of course,

use a flash-light type switchboard without the modern

18. A. Lawson, Wa"r" Blindness at St. Dunstan's , p. 132.

1$. Ibid., p. lW-
20. Ibid., p. 127

21. Ibid., p. 137

22. St. Dunstan's, Annual Report , 1929, p. 6.

23. Loo. oit.
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adjustments for the blind, but most oomneroial houses of

that time UBed the drop-shutter switchboard, and the operator

oould identify the oalls by the dropping of the shutter. 2^

Over 100 St. Dunstaners were trained and secured well paying

employment in this field. 25 Those who enjoyed country life

and had a sighted relative, preferably a wife, to help them,

often ohose to learn poult ry-farming. 2b The training, which

was initiated by Webber, a blin'i poultry expert, was parrtially

oonduoted at a poultry farm at King* s Langley. St. Dunsta^s

realised that a blind poultry-farmer's wife might also need

training, and offered her a six weeks oourso in poultry-farm-

ing at the model /arm in Midlands. ^7 Poultry-fanning was so

popular with the men that by 1926 there were over 2 poultry

farmers tec in Britain who were graduates of St. Dunstan* s.2^

The profession of message is especially suited to

blind men, deolareB Pearson, since a blind masseur can

compete on equal and, in the opinion of many, often on better

terms than the sighted men of his profession.^ H. S. Bruce

Porter, the Commanding Officer of the 3rd London General

Hospital, said that massage was "one occupation for which the

peculiar qualifications of the blind man render him not

2k* Amerioan Journal of Care for Cripples, The Care and
Training of Blinded Soldiers and Sailors, March 1918,

pp. Ul-Lfrl
"

25. I. Fraser, Whereas I Was Blin d, P. 59.

26. Ibid., p. 65 "~

27. Ascerican Journal of G^re for Cripples, op. oit ., Maroh 1918,

PP. $KDm-A4&
28. K. Allen,"lay Visit to a St. Dunstaner in England, Outlook

FOR THE BLIND AND TEACHERS FORUM, May 192*3, p. lTfl

291 A. Pearson, Victory Over Blindness, p. 120.
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merely as good, but positively betters than the man who

can see. "30 Those who observed the blind masseurs were

very satisfied with their work, an<i the head of the massage

department of the largest command depot wrote Pearson that

the four St. Dunstanera in his employ were the best of his

51thirty-two employees, and asked for four more. Blind

masseurs did well financially, but St. Dunstan's restricted

itself to train only those with a delicacy of touch, and

eliminated many blinded men who had previously done manual

labor. * Arnold Lawson, the medical commandant, stated

that massage was obviously open only to those with the

proper social qualifications and refinement. ** The class

in massage at St. Dunstan's also represented the piok of

those men with a strong educational background, for St.

Dunstan's oontended that those with only a voard sohool

education were unlikely to prove good pupils in such subjects

as anatomy, physiology, and pathology, which are necessary

in training a masseur.**4 After finishing the oourse at

St. Dunstan's, the men completed their training at the

National Institute for the Blind Massage School and many were

quickly placed as masseurs in the military hospitals and

command depots. *5 Before the end of the war, more than

30. Loo , oit .

31. Loo , oit .

32. Lawson, op. cit ., p. 137-

33

•

Loc . cit .

3I4. Loo, oit .

35. American Journal for the Care of Cripples, March 1918,

The Care and Training of Blind Soldiers and Sailors .

pp. I4I-246.
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sixty St. Dunetanera! were employed ae masseurs.*

Still others wiiih more than a primary school education

were trained in secretarial work, and were successfully able

to oompete with sighted secretaries by talcing notes in braille

shorthand and then using the typewriter.^' The majority of

the men at St. Dunstan's, however, were trained in the less

profitable home handicrafts, such as cobbling, carpentry,

basketry, rug and mat-making.* The technique of teaching

cobbling to blind men was perfeoted at St. Dunstan's, and after

six or seven months of training, the average St. Dunstaner,

in the opinion of Arthur Pearson, had the "ability to sole

and heel a pair of boots as well as anybody in the kingdom. "*9

Instruction usually lasted only four hours a day, split be-

tween the morning and afternoon, but even this was of ten

considered too long aperiod. In the opinion of Arnold Lawson,

St. Dunstan's medical commandant, studying was very

tirinfe for the blind. He stated that, "If the work

requires great mental exercise, it is bound to tire and

strain rcuoh more than would be the case in a sighted person. "^0

Carpentry was not previously considered a feasible trade

for a blind man, but St. Dunstan's showed that although they

could not be all-around carpenters, blind joiners could

36. A. Pearson, Victory Over Blindness , p. 119-

37. American Journal for the Care of Gripples, op. oit.

March 1918, pp. 1*1-1*6.

38. I. Praser, Whereas I Was Blind , p. 55*

39. A. Pearson, Viotory Over Blindness, p. 139.

£0. A. Lawson, War Blindness at St. Dunstan's, p. 139.
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produce suoh saleable items as frames, tables, and corner

oupboards. Basketry, mat-making, and netting crafts

usually aBSooiated with the blind, were the least profitable

and St. Dunstan's was continually forced to aid financially

those in these orafts to make up for the advantage of sighted

competitors. In shopkeeping, however, many of the men with

retail experience proved so successful as to reouire no such

ht,

U5

aid. Cigar and cigarette making were also taught. Those

who were interested were trained as piano tuners

The eight, and later ten, occupations taught at St.

Dunstan's were not, of course, sufficient for all, for the

more educated trainees preferred, to return to th^ir previous

professions or to oontinue tiheir educations Arthur Pearson,

St. Dunstan's founder, personally organized the training of

eduoated men end officers, a job in which hewas" successful.^

Blind men who had been writers and journalists did not have

much trouble upon their return. Fred Martin, who had been

a reporter on the Morning Post before the first World War,

entered politios, ran under the Liberal Partyj, and was elected

to the House of Commons in 1922. ^ Former olergymen remained

in their profession, and a few St. Dunstahers even studied for

and were ordained ministers after they had been blinded.^'

ill. American Journal for the Care of Cripples, op. cit.,
To March 1918. pp. fa-Lb. ,

—
**2

' I . Fra se r , WhereasJE Was Blind, pp . 53*5(4

Il5. A. Lawson, War Blindness at St. Dunstan's , P. 13$.
14*. Ibid., p. 1^5

k5* I. Fraser, Whereas I was Blind
, p. 51.

k6. Ibid., p. l&l
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Although under a serious handicap, IT. D. 0. Loo, a senior

lecturer at a large oollege before the war, returned to hie

position in 1919and continued to do wellA^ gt , Dunstan's

encouragement was even More valuable for the men who were

finding it most difficult to return. A manager of an

industrial concern was rehired and proved that he oould still

handle his old position, an officer resumed his law practice,

and two other blinded officers found a sighted partner and

entered the insurance business.**"

Learning to be blind and training in one of the trades

was a long and often discouraging task, but the "Spirit of

St. Dunstan's," the high morale of it a newly-blinded ex-

servicemen learning together, earned the Lodge the title

"The happiest house in London. $ Maintaining » high morale

within the group was not difficult during training hours, for

learning a trade gave the men a feeling of independence. But

St. Du;' Stan's realized that it was also its task to keep the

morale high during the many hours of leisure time, and

organized an active recreational program, which included

weekly debates and concerts,-7 instruction in singing and

musical instruments, and instruction and competitive participa-

tion in many sports. 51 Rowing teams were organized and races

were held in Regent's Park Lake.?2 The men also participated

hi- Ibid ., p. 1*9

2+8. Lawson, op. oit ., p. 136.

L,9. American Journal for the Care of Cripples, The Care and
Training of Blind Soldiers and Sailors , March 1918,

pp. Ixl-ip.
'

50. Loc oit .

51. Law 3 on, op. oit ., p. 135

52. I. Eraser, Whereas I Was Blind, p. 1+1.
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in sprinting races, a sport, that previously had been oonsiderec

too difficult for blind men. Parallel steel wires eighty

yards in leigth wore stretched across the track and served

to guide the men xhdc running. J ^> But probably the most popular

leisure time activity at St. Dunstan's was dancing. Two

dances were held at the Lodge each week, one of which was

devoted exclusively to instruction. The other, and usually

the more popular, was what St. Dunstaners referred to as a

"regular ball" to which the trainees could invite their

lady friends.-

Officers at St. Dunstan's underwent the same training

program as the men, but were housed separately in two

commodious mansions on Portland Place, one of which was also

the home of Arthur Pearson. Married officers rented nearby

flats and travelled with the single offioers to the Lodge

each morning for their training.- -' Offioers at Gt . Dunstan's

had the use of the swimming facilities of the exclusive Bath

Club, frequently spent summer weekends on the saa, an;'

engaged in cycling Aa and horseback riding. In general, the

officers had better recreational facilities than the men.

On Thursday evenings, the officers also enjoyed the company

of some notables of British life who had been invited to

Portland Plaoe by Arthur Pearson in order to lead informal

discussions.
*

53- Ibid , p. h$
5I4. American Journal for the Care of Cripples, The Care and

Training of Blind Soldiers and Sailors , March 1918,

pp. U1-U6.

55. Loci oit .

56* A. Pearson, Victory Over Blindness, pp. 185-188.
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One of tho officers in training at Dunstan's during

the First World War was Ian Fraser, then a young subaltern,

and at present, the head of St. Dunstan's. Fraser had been

blinded in the Battle of the Sorame in 1916 when only a

youth of 18, and was taken to 3t. Dunstarfs in London,

where, within a year, he became Arthur Pearson's assistant.

Upon Pearson's death in 1921, Fraser was appointed to his

present position as chairman of St. Dunstan's, a job whloh

eventually earned him a knighthood.-^' One of Eraser's

main contributions to St. Dunstan's rehabilitation program

was tho formation of the "After-Care Department," whioh was

originally organised to air! those craftsmen who faced strong

sighted competition. The After-Care Department assisted

craftsmen by supplying thym with raw materials at cost

price and by handling anv product that the oraftsmen oould

not themselves sell. The costs involved in transporting the

manufactured article to London, handling, storing, and sell-

ing it, were absorbed by the After-Care Department. Local in-

spectors visited each craftsman 9t9ij six weeks to help

solve any problems that might have arisen and to oorreet any

unnoticed mistakes that might have crept into their work. Py

1921, 1200 ftind carpenters, cobblers, and basket-raa!:er t, and

mat-makers, were being aided by St. Dunstan's at the oost of

seventeen pounds a year per man. 58

57. I. Fraser, Whereas I Was Blind, pp.li-5;

58. A. Lawson, War Blindness at St. Bunstan's, pp. 139-1^.
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Though trained in one of the crafts and aided by the

After-Care Departjccnt, the .sajority of the men at 3t. Dunstan'e

were forced to rely on the government pension for the±r

financial independence. The govem;:i©nt pension dar:jng the

first year of World tfar I granted a private two shillings,

six d per day, with small incresaents ior non-commissioned

officers. The rapidly rising cost of living during the

latter years of the war necessitated consistent increases in

pensions, and by Noveraher 1918, afin blinded in the service

were receiving from iiU shillings a week for privates to 60

shillings for Warrant Officers, ana a children's allowance,

regardless of rank, of 7 shillings, 6 a for the f.i.rst child,

and 6 shillings fur each succeeding child born within nine

.rxjntns after discharge from the service. The Ministry of

Pensions also authorized a ten shilling a week allowance for

a wife, if tho marriage took place before the receipt of the

wo\n.d that inflicted blindness. An original allowance of

ten chillings a weak for an attendant, was, during the war,

raxsed to twenty shillings in any case where the constant

attendance of a second person was necessary. An alternative

pension in isany cases. Tnose who took alternative instead

o£ the flat-rate pension were allowed their pre-war salary

plus 3ixty percent of that salary up to a total of five

poinds a week.

59. Ibid ., p. 111.

60. TbTd\, pp. 11^-1x6.
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Eighteen months after the Armistice of World (Tar I,

over 10OU men had been blinded in the services. Of tiat

total, twenty-six percent liad not been wounded, but had

instead been blinded by disease. Syphilis was trie raain

offender, and those blinded by it were not aiioted government

pensions on the ground that the blindness was not directly

incurred by aiiitary services. The iainistry of Pensions

also refused to grant pensions to those uen who hau been

aliewed into the services with conditions which eventually

caused complete blindness. Lawson felt that these men had

been discriminated against unfairly. Ke wrote to the Pensions

Appeal Tribunal, of the .inistry of Pension.1

;, and succeeded in

having pensions granted to aaany of those who previously had been

excluded.

Viar blindness did not end with the close of hostilities,

for in 1?2G, two years after the armistice, St. Lrunstag's

adraitted lo6 sen who had lost their s;i ght as the delayed

result of gas, head wounda, and exposure during the war. -*

A few score iaen a year became victims of delayed blindness

for many years after, ana raised the total of British and

Erapire soldiers blinded in storid $ar I to nearly 3000.^

The After-Care Department, which had been organized to

aia craftsnten, was expended in this period between the wars.

It initiated insurance ochenies to protect widows, and provided

61. Ibid., p. 2

62. Ibid., pp. 121-125

63. St. Dunstan's, Annual Report, 1929, p. 16.

6J|. C Mackenzie, A Task in Incia, Outlook for the Blind ana
~ The Teachers Forura. October 19U2. pp. 211-213.
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for holiday allowances, maternity allowances, and emergency

allowances for sickness and accidents. A children's

allowance was also granted to those men who were not eligible

for the government allotment because their children had been

born more than nine aonths after their discharge from the

service. ° Over 22C blinded servicemen had been excluded

from any government pension whatsoever because of various

governmental restrictions, but were partially compensated by

a St. Dunstan's allotment equal to one half the weekly govcrn-

67
ment pension. Convalescent homes were built at which

every St. Dunstaner was given an annual two week rest without

charge. Special homes also were constructed to care for the

war-blind who were mentally ill, and to house those who had

physical disabilities in addition to blindness.

This generosity, which also included the purchase of

69
homes for many married veterans, ' was made possible by

world-wide contributions of from one half to three fourths

af a million pounds per year. Most of the rest of St.. Dunstan's

huge expenditures, which, for example, amounted to 1,861,932

pounds in the fiscal year 1930-1931, came from various charitable

70
organizations *k within the nation. Sty an agreement

with the British legion our percent oi the money from the

sales on "Poppy Day" went to St. Dunstan's, which also helped

to defray the cost of the after-care of nearly three thousand

65. Lawson, ojp_. cit. , p. 141

66. St. Dunstan's, Annual Report , 1929, p. 26.

67. St. Dunstan's Review, May 1944, p. 2.

68. St. Dunstan's, Annual Report , 1929, p. 14.

69. St. Dunstan's, Annual Report , 1929, p. 12.

70. I. Fraser, England's Blind World at ,,"ar, Outlook for the

Blind and The Teachers Forum, October, 1942, pp. 198-201.
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blind veterans.

The years devoted solely to the after-care of World T

'/ar I

veterans came to an end in 1938 when the government realized

the probability of another orld War and asKed St. Dunstan'e

to prepare for a new group of war-blind. When war arrived

in September 1939, the Directors General of the Medical

Services of the Admiralty, the ffiar Office and the Ministry

of Pensions conferred with Lt. Colonel Eraser and decided to

completely eliminate the use of the 2nd London General

Hospital by adding a hospital unit to Dunstan's new home at

Brighton- " This new house had been built in 1937 as a

Convalescent and Holiday Home for the disabled and older

World War I St. Dunstaners, but with the gathering of war

clouds, the beautiful buildings on the Sussex cliffs near

Brighton were converted into a hospital and training center for

the newly-blinded of World War II. '^ The home, which was

especially built for the blind, was constructed with each floor

of the building exactly the same as the others, and with no steps

around turns.

The first war patient at Brighton, a telegraphist in the

navy who had been temporarily blinded by an accident, arrived

in November, 1939, but was well wit .-.in a few weeks and returned

to duty. Brighton remained St. Dunstan's war center for less

than a year. With the fall of France in 1940, the hospital,

71. Mackensie, op_. cit., pp. 211-213.

72. St. Dunstan's Review , September 1939, pp 2

73. st. Dunstan's Hews, March 1941, Volume 1, Number 1, p. 2.

74. st. Dunstan't rtaview, November 1939, p. 1.
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and training center, which was only eighty miles from the

German occupied Franch coast, had to be evacuated to the

village of Church Stretton, Shropshire, where it remained

until it was returned to Brighton in December 1945-

German bombers had hit Brighton before St. Dunstan's

had decided to evacuate, but had not caused very much

damage. The home of the Secretary to Director Fraser had

been bombed, but the Secretary, fortunately, had escaped

without injury. Brighton was not the only part of St.

Dunstan's that had been damaged, for the headquarters buildings

in Regent's Park were almost completely destroyed during the

78
heavy air raids on London in the winter of 1%0. Another

German raid during the memorable Battle of Britain destroyed

St. Dunstan's Talking Book equipment, but did not damage

7Q T
the master records, which were kept in another place. in

a later raid, in 1944, the Church of St. Dunstan's-in-the-

'Meat was damaged, but the faraous clock that gave the church's

80
name to this organization for the w^r-blind was untouched.

St. Dunstan's work in rehabilitating the blinded veteran of

ftorld 7*ar II followed the same general pattern as its work in the

first World $ar. The training center at Shropshire still

taught the basic occupations that St. Dunstan's offered its

men in 1915, but research in occupational rehabilitation had

added thirty-one new occupations that men could learn at

75. I. Fraaer, Whereas I wa3 Blind , p. 82.

76. St. Dunstan's Returns to Brighton, London Times ,

December 19, 1945, filed with British Information
Service, folder "Welfare-Blind".

77. I. Fraser, Whereas I was Blind , p. 81.

78. St. Dunstan's News, March 1941, Volume 1, Number 1, p. 4

79. St. Dunstan's Review, November 1940, p. 1.

80. St. Dunstan's Review, April, 1944, p. 1.
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St. Dunstan's. The sheltered workshop of craftsmen

disappeared in this past war.
81

The crafts associated with

82the blind are now used only as hobbies, and to sharpen the

trainees' sense of touch. The reliable occupations of a

generation ago, such as poultry faming, telephone operating,

carpentry, and massage are still encouraged, but the

unprofitable basxet, mat, and rug-making, have been replaced

by upholestry, market gardening, dog breeding, and tne

83
profitable industrial occupations. In line with this new

policy of trying to fit its men in business or industrial

positions instead of sheltered workshops, St. Dunstan's in

the early part of the war, created a Research Advisory

Committee to find new occupations that would be suited for

their newly-blinded. The committee, which was approved by

the Ministry of Labour, found that blind men could successfully

operate light power presses, could assemble base parts of

rifle butts, make wire netting, and do bolting, deburring,

sand-blasting, gauging and inspecting, screw-tapping, dis-

lapping, and polishing. * So successful was this committee

in placing St. Dunstaners in Industry that by 1943 over 100

men were working in aircraft and munitions factories doing

work previously done by sighted men. ° Many men worked as

61. St. Dunstan's Review , February, 1944, p. 1.

82. 0. Day. Friends of the Sightless, January 9, 1946, p. 3,

83. filed with British Information Service, folder

"Welfare-Blind".

8#. Loc. cit .

85. St. Dunstan's, Through a ^orld of Darkness, Regent's Park,

London: p. 2.

86. Rehabilitation and Vocational Training of Blind , October

14, 1943, P« 7, filed with British Information Service,

folder "7/elfare-Plind"

.
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inspectors in aircraft plants, and their success was testified

to by Colonel J. J. Llewellyn, minister of Aircraft Production,

who said that, "Many a pilot although he did not .now it, had

flown an aeroplane, a large part of which had been passed by

a blind man as fit for flying. M '

Inspecting wan only one 01 the jobs in industry at which

St. Dunstaners became proficient. Paddy Cambell, the zirst

Irish volunteer blinded in the past var, worked in an aircraft

plant fitting delicate instruments into airplane panels, and

became so skilled at the job tnat his output exceeded that of

the sighted worker whose place he had taken.

St. Bunstan's tiad begun preliminary training even before

the war. In 1935, under the suggestion of Ian Fraser and

Harry Bennett, toe present industrial director of St. Dunstan's,

industrial machinery was introduced into its London workshop.

This initial experiment was successful and led to the formation

of an Industrial Department in 1941 and subsequent training in

latne operating, deburring, routing, and gauging/' 7

Advancement was also made in the non-industrial occupa-

tions. In the irst World 'ar, St. Dun star,ors trained in

cobbling were set up in esaall shops or die their >-.ork at home

but this method is now considered inadequate, and today from

one half to a full dozen cobblers often work in the same shop

87. I. rraser, England's Blind ftorld at War, Outlook for the

Blind and the Teachers Forum t October 1942.

88. I. Fraser, Whereas I ffag Blind , p. 6l.

89. ?fittkower and Davenport, The War Blinded, Psychosomatic

Medicine, March-April 1946, pp. 121-137.
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under a signted manager. 90 For those who want country life,

training in poultry-fanning has been supplemented with instruc-

tion in the care of small live stock such as pigs, goats,

and rabbits, and training in fruit growing, market gardening, and

greenhouse culture—all of which is handled at the training

fare, run by the St. Dunstan Country Life Department

.

Jl

Instruction is also given in dog-breeding, an occupation

which has become/rery popular among World :,'?ar II trainees.

St. Dunstan 's by de-emphasizing the handicrafts In favor

of indastrlal and commercial training, realized that academic

training was important for young newly-blinded men. Vany

veterans had discontinued their formal schooling at the age

of fourteen, and for these men St. Dunstan' 3 began a program

92which included such general subjects as history and English.

More time was devoted to braille than in the first war, and

the requirements were stiffened in order to facilitate the

reading of braille books. 93

As in thy first World T1/ar, many St. Dunstaner3 returned

to their pre-war occupations despite the difficulties involved.

Notable examples were Esmond Knight and Beryl Sleigh, both of

the theatre. Knight, a prominent stage and film actor, after

only a few months at St, Dunstan' s, returned to the theatre

90. Rehabilitation and Vocational Training of Blind, October

14, 1943. P. 4, filed with British information Service,

folder, "Welfare-Blind."

91. St. Dunstan' s. Services and Benefits , Regent's Park, London: pp.8

92. I. Fraser, Whereas I Was Blind p. 88.

93. 3t. ..unstan's Review, December 1940 . p. 2.
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aa an actor and writer. Beryl sleigh, an A.T.3. driver, is

studying in the hope of resuming her work as a professional

singer. Probably the only blind constable in England is

a St. Dunstaner, Alfred Lang, who, before the war, was a

member of the Lancashire Constabulary. Lang was blinded

by a mine in North Africe, went to St. Dunstan's, then to a

radio school at the Scotch National Institute and finally

reentered the Lancashire Constabulary as a radio operator.

The increased scope of World War II also increased

the demands placed upon St. Danstan's, and instead of caring

for only blinded soldiers, sailors, and airmen, St. Dunstan's

of this war trained blinded members of the Auxiliary Fire

Service, Air Raid Precaution Service, the Home Guardsmen, the

Nursing arid Medical Services - as well as the many female

members of the services. All the service groups shared

the war training center at Church stretton, Shropshire, and

with the exception of the officers and females, lived and

workdd together. There were more than a dozen cases of

blinded servicewomen in World War II. The preliminary

training given the girls includes housekeeping and cooking as

94. I. Fraser, Whereas I Was Blind , p. 53.

95. St. Dunstan's Review , December 19AA, p. 7-

96. St. Dunstan's Review, April 1941* p. 1

97. Blinded in the War Half the 1914-1918 Total. Scotsman ,

November 21 , 1945, filed with British Information

Service, folder, ''Welfare-Blind"

.
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well as the braille, typing, and personal care that are

taught all St. Dunstanere. The girls have been especially

successful as stenographers and typists, but training in

braille shorthand often takes as long as three years.

Leisure-time activities at St. Dunstan's have not

changed greatly since the first war, but there have been

a few additions. The handicrafts are no longer vocations, but

rather, are taught as nobbies. A music school was started under

Claude Campton and offered the men a concentrated music course

and the opportunity to learn an instrument. A small dance

band was formed among the men in the music school, and played

ICO
at many dances held at the training center. Dancing was

as popular as ever with the men, and one man, itfally Thomas

of Southhampton, although both blind and deaf, succeeded in

dancing by having his partner tap the beat on his shoulder.

The men engaged in many activesports including tandem cycling

(with a sighted partner in front), rowing, and horseback riding.

102
One courageous Canadian even rode with the Shropshire Hunt.

The After-Care Department of the first ?/orld War has been

renamed the General Welfare Department, but has continued all

previous benefits, besides initiating several others. St. Dun-

stan's previously had paid half the government pension to

98. Training Blind Housewives, Outlook for the Blind and The

Teachers Forum , June 1944, p. 180.

99. 0. Day, Friends of the Sightless, filed with British
Information Service, folder, "Welfare-Blind".

100. C. Campton, Melody Brightens A World of Darkness, filed

with British Information Service, folder, "Welfare-Blind".

101. All Are Blind, Evening Standard Reporter, September 29,

1945, filed with British Information Service, folder,
"Welfare-Blind"

.

102. 0. Day, Friends of the Sightless , filed with British
Information Service, folder, "Welfare-Blind
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over 220 men who had been excluded from reoeiving government

pensions, and on April 17, 1944, it was announced that these

men would now reoelve from St. Dunstan's the equivalent of the

full government pension. In 1945, St. Dunstan's

initiated a system of educational grants for the sons of

indigent St. Dunstaners who wanted to continue their education.

Under thii system, a seventeen-year-old would receive eight

pounds a term for the entire length of his schooling.
104

The General Welfare Department has also granted health and

insurance benefits to those men who are not covered by the

British National Health Insurance.
1

The Government National Insurance soheme covers blinded

servicemen generally and specifically allots five shillings

a week for the second and subsequent children of all disabled

servioemen. But even more valuable than any minor allotment

is the opportunity to secure employment, which the British

Government greatly Improved by passing the Disabled Persons

(Employment) Act, which provides that every British concern

employing over twentypeople shall hire a certain quota of

disabled persons. The Ministry of Labor, on March 1, 1946,

aet the quota under the Disabled Persons Act at 2%, but under

the provisions of the act, the Labor Ministry can increase

103. St. Dunstan's Review, May 1944, p. 2

104. St. Dunstan's Review, February 1943, pp. 1-2

105. St. Dunstan's, Services and Benefits , Regent's Park,

London: p; 7.

106. St. Dunstan's Review, July 1945, p. 3.
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that quote if there should be many additions to the disabled

registration files.
107

The government's greatest effort in blind welfare was,

of course, the weekly pension. The pension at the beginning

of the past war was only 32s_, 10d_ for a private as compared

to the flat-rate pension of two pounds alloted to the blinded

veterans of World War I. The Ministry of Pensions

attributed the difference between the pensions to the higher

price level that existed in 1919 when the two-pound pension

109
was granted. St. Dunstan's felt that the system was

unfair, and consistently demanded equalization. The weekly

pension for privates of World War II had reached 37s_, 6d_ by

February 1942, but it was not until July 1943 that the

pension reached the 1919 level of two pounds a week, plus a 10s

allowanoe for a wife (if married before receipt of

the wound causing blindness), and an allotment of 7s, 6d for

the first child and 6s_ for every subsequent child. The

government also lifted the restriction that prohibited

allowances for children born more than nine months after their

fathers' discharge from the service. At the same time, those

blinded who earned less than a pound a week were classed as

"Unemployable" and received a supplementary pension of 10s_,

plus an allowance for their wives and any children below

107. Disabled Persona Act , Outlook for the Blind and the

Teachers Forum, February 1946, p. 47.

109. St. Dunstan's Review , February 1942, p. 1.

109. St. Dunstan's Review, February 1941, p. 2.
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sixteen years of age. The government allowance for an

attendant was also raised from 10a. a week to a maxlmw of

one pound for a doubly disabled veteran.
110

The rising cost of living and the consistent demands of

St. Duaataa's forced an appreciable rale® of the government

pension In February, 1946. This last raise Increased the

basic pension to ^5l * week, with the usual nominal Increase

for each succeeding rank. The attendant allowance was again

doubled to W& a wee*- for those men who were practically

bedridden* and a hardship allowance of llj;, 3& 'as granted to

those who could not obtain as well-paying a -ositlon as the

one they held fron 1939-1945.1U

St. Dunstan *e has grown from the house on Bayswater Hill

in 1^15 to a series of training centers throughout the Umpire.

A desire to bring services directly to the war spread this

string of outpost© throughout the British Emire. A temporary

training center to care for empire troops unable to reach

England was established in Wynsberg, South Africa In 19^2 and

continued to train South African and other empire troops until

3 12
the center was closed at ths end of the European war.""

Donald HcPhee, a fcutter St. Dtmstaner, founded a training

center In Blew Zealand modeled after St. Dunstaa'e," and a

similar one was established in Australia. But probably the

most Isolated outpost of St. Dimstan's was the training center

built for blinded Indian ssrvleeaen on the edge of the Himalayas

110. «U flyiatan'i M3&&> January lM. p, 6

ixi. if?c . Mk*
112. 5j|. Qimatan'a.Stey.tett, March 19«2. p. X.

113. H, Dunstan* a Bayifi*. taureh 19W* % p. 1.
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Clutha McKenzie, a Hew Zealander and a former St. Dunstaner,

succeeded in founding this training center in spite of the

prevalent superstitions about the "blind. The small number of

trainees were shy about learning a trade. The only occupa-

tion previously open to blind men in India was reciting

prayers in the raosaues and temples. The wives of St. Dunstan's

Indian trainees also presented a serious hindrance to training.

They feared that the sizable government pension would be

discontinued if their husbands became employed. McKenzie

succeeded in eliminating these fears, and he was able to train

and establish*/ many of the trainees as weavers and mat-makers.

The number blinded in World War II was comparatively small.

The latest published figures indicate that five hundred and

sixteen men and women x^ere blinded as cora-ared to almost three

thousand in World War I. Ian Fraser, Director of St. Dunstan's,

however, declared that the several hundred blinded English

prisoners of war returning f ron the Pacific, plus the

expected cases of delayed war-blindness, would most probably

raise the World War II total of British war-blind to almost

fifteen hundred.
11^

St. Dunstan's has been successful in caring for the war-

blind of World War I and in training the war-blind of World

War II. The vocational rehabilitation program of recent years

has succeeded in training and placing more than half of the

114. Clutha McKensie, Training of the British Empire's War-

Blinded in India, Outlook for the Blind and The Teachers

Forum, p.p. 80-£3.

115. Blinded in the War Half the 19HH1918 Total. Scotsman .

November 21, 19**5» filed with British Information

Service, folder "Welfare-Blind".
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graduates of $t* Xta&tten** in useful eisployne&t » As far as tte

var-fclind of World War II i*** oo/icerned, the sheltered irorfc-

Phop for the blind has 'been foolish" d.

The British floverncwmt, however » has lagged behind

St. DtmBtsn**, having Rot ytt arrived at a satisfactory

pension program for tta *rnr-hll»d- The Ministry of Pensions

still allots paywmts on th<% basis of rank, uhleh In many

e*MB deprives blinded private t of a decent standard of

living* Mor» inequality 1* a&ted V *&* granting of a hard-

ship allowance and an alternative* pension to thoss sen who at©

accustomed to a fe!# standard of living*

But the step taken by the Oover&msnt In passing tiw

Disabled Persons Act has greatly increased the employBKmt

opportunities of the olind*

Those -who favor govarcuaontal supervision of the rehabilita-

tion of the war-blind use St. Dimstan's as a target. The

private organisation nevertheless stands out clearly as having

done a job to the best of Its ability. A favorite argoBe&t

put forth by St* Ihrnstan*® to Justify Its existence is that

as a private organization it can devote raore saoney toward

the rehabilitation of the war-blind than can the Govorxua&nt

Use1ft





CHAPTER 71 I

I

France

Before 1790, there did not exist in France any

legislation in "behalf of the war-Injured. Various rulers

of the country had merely "bestowed on them gifts of money

and domiciliary institutions.
1

But in 1790, a law was passed which granted pensions

to the war-injured. This was the action of an ever

expanding policy of the government to assist the war-injured. 2

The "basis for all future governmental action was

embodied in the Law of ±831. The law classified injuries

into four main groups. The first, which included "blindness

and the loss of two limbs, was giv n the maximum retirement

pension, plus thirty percent (of that pension) for non-officers

and twenty percent for officers.-' Jt should be noted that

the lav of 1831 was intended for a professional army, and

that consequently pensions were fundamentally "based upon

retirement pay. It soon became evident, however, that with

volunteer or drafted armies a change in legislation was

in orier.

On July 23, 1887, a ministerial decree established

belatedly a standard of payment for the several groups or

classifications of injuries created by the law of 1831.

1. Marcel Lehmann, Le Droit des Hutiles , p. 9«

2. fold ., p. 10.

3. J&1&'. p. 15.

4. ftId .. t>. 18.
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It was called the "Echelle de G-ravite" or scale of

invalidity. Besides adding two classifications tc the

existing four, the decree provided 975 francs per year

to the war-injured covered "by the first classification. (This,

as was pointed out, included blindness.) On July 13, 1917.

the amount was increased by 225 francs per year, bringing

the total to 1200 francs per year. -5

A decree of September 16, 1916, established the first

provisions for those not totally blind. It -rat under the

first classification of injuries, those who were blind in

one eye and partially sighted in the other. In fact, all

those who found their eyes valueless to them in work were

considered blind.

After World War I, the basic law of I83I was further

amended.''
7

3The following were the amounts awarded per year

to the it'ar-blind:

general of division: 12,600 fr.

general of brigade: 5, 6 CO fr.

colonel: 7,200 fr.

lieutenant-colonel: 6,000 fr.

chief of battalion: 5.025

cantains 4,905 - 4,185 fr. (depending on various

distinctions of captaincy rank existing in the

French Army)

5- IM& .. p. 15-

6. P. de Laperaonns, Behabilitation of Blinded Soldiers in

JFrancg, Publication of the Sed Cross Institute for the

Blind Series I. STusber 4, 1919, P- 7*

7. H. True, Sold&te Avengles. p. 26.
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lieutenant: 4,186-3,645 fr. (idem)

2nd lieutenants 3,585 - 2,985 fr. (idem)

ohief-sergeant: 1,785 fr.

sergeant: 1,665 fr.

corporal: 1,395 fr.

private: 1,200 fr. 8

As World War I drew to a close, the number of blind

soldiers naturally increased. By 1918 there were at least

g
3,000 war-blind in Prance.

A new measure was adopted on Maroh 31, 1919. Article

4 of Title I stated that pensions were to be established

according to the degree of invalidity. Furthermore, ac-

cording to Article 9, the invalids, at the time that they

underwent a medical examination with the intention of obtain-

ing a temporary pension, had the bill for a private examina-

tion paid by the government. (An official deoree signed

by the Minister of War, drew up anew scale of invalidity

which went into effect on Kay 29, 1919. )

12 Article 10

granted the right of hospitalisation to those invalids who

were inoapable of moving about or of meeting the ordinary

needs of daily living because of their infirmities. The

©xponaes of this hospitalization were to be withheld from

8. G, Lassudrie-Dueher.e, Les Pensions de la Guerre, pp. 218 -

220.
-„..-- _

$. Loc . cit.

10."T7-F7"T5upuy, Lea Pensions d' Invalldlte , p. 132.

11. Ibid ., p. 134

12. cTTlutet, Manuel Pratique sur lea Pension ^ilitalres,

pp. 225-228":
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whatever pension the Invalid had been granted. 13 When a

man did not reoeive the right of hospitalization, or oeaaed

to receive it, and he lived at hie own home and was obliged to

aoquire the services of another jK-son, he was entitled to a

special allotment representing an increase equal to one-quarter

of his pension. Both the right to hospitalization and to

this increase in pension were determined by the commission

that decided upon the degree of invalidity. 14 It will be

remembered that the pension of soldiers suffering from 100^

invalidity was but 1200 fr. per year before World Her Ij it

was now raised to 2400 fr. Furthermore, the increase of Zb%

for non-hospitalized soldiers was calculated on the b&sia of

the total pension plus its complement. This rule covered

single or multiple wounds. A soldier, for instance, who was

blinded and had undergone two amputations as well, was

entitled to 4,250 fr. per year. 18

The following were the amounts awarded per year to the

war-blind by the law of March 31, 1919 •.

general of divisions 12,000 fr.

general of brigade: 10,000 fr.

colonel: 8,400 fr,

lieutenant -colonel: 6,800 fr.

chief of battalion: 6,250 fr.

captain: 5,150 - 4,400 fr. (see previous list)

lieutenant: 4,200 - 3,650 fr. (idem)

13. A.-F. Dupuy, 0£. clt ., p. 134.

14. Ibid ., p. 134.

15. G7"Eas8udrie-Duchene, ojk oit ., p. 26,
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2nd lieutenant: 3,800 - 3,000 fr. (idem)

chief-sergeant: 2,400 fr.

sergeant: 2,460 fr.

corporal: 2,430 fr.

private: 2,400 fr. 16

lt should be noted that the law of March 31, 1919 did

not altogether abrogate previous/legislation. These laws

remained t in force insofar as they might be more favorable

to those concerned than the provisions of the new law. A

blind soldier could therefore place his claim on either the

provisions of the law of ?.:aroh 31, 1919 or on the provisions

17
oV the previous legislation. His ovrn best interest was to

determine his choice.

Pensions for the French war-blind of World War I were

continually raised. A law of July 31, 1920 raised the

pension to 6,000 francs per year. 18 On March 22, 1935, it

was raised again, this time to 9,800 francs per year. This

sum was increased by six percent, on December 18, 1937, and

by ten percent, on July 17, 1938. M a result the war-blind

of tforld War I received pensions of 11, 368 francs per year

by 1938.
19

Having deal^with the development of pensions for the

war-blind of France, the rehabilitation of the French war-

blind will now be considered.

16. Ibid ., pp. 260-253.

17. TbTo".» pp. 31-32.

18. The International Labor Office, Studies and Reports,

Series E, Humber 1, C ompensat1 on for 1 a_r-pis

a

ble

r

mt

18 France , p. 25.

19. Dupuy, op_. olt ., p. 178
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It should be noted first that a good deal of interest in

the war-blind of .Vcrld War I was promoted by the unselfish

efforts of many distinguished Frenchmen. In their exhorta-

tions to their fellow-oitizens they obtained results by

emphasizing again and again the bade needs and problems of

the war-blind. Outstanding ai ong them were "aroel Block and

Eugene Brieux, the noted member of the Franch Academy.

A point which was continually emphasized by those

concerned with the rehabilitation of the blind, was that

they should as quickly as possible regain their former places In

20their homes and communities. It was evident therefore,

that trie blind soldier had to, in some way, obtain a skill

for wax making a livlihood. Special schools were organized for

this purpose. One of the most important was the Convalescent

home for Blind Soldiers in the Rue de Reuilly. It was estab-

lished by Brisac, Director of the Bureau of Public Aid in

the Ministry of the Interior. This governmental enterprise was aid'

ed by the Society of Friends of Blind Soldiers whioh volunteered

21
to teaoh every blind soldier a trade. The school was

started with forty students, but soon the number rose

to two hundred. So rapid was its growth that branches had

to be established. The organisation of these branches

was entrusted to Eugene Brieux by the Minister of the

22
Interior, Brieux developed these branch-institutions with

20. Eugene Brieux, Koa Soldats Avenglea ,p.5.

21. de Lapersonne, op. oit ., p. 4.

22. Ibid., p. 5.
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the help of Justin Godart, Under-Secretary of State and

Director-General of the Health Department of the Army, and

with the help of the Minister of the Interior.
23

Here follow a daily schedule of activities at the

Clermont branch in the years immediately after World War I:

6:30 rising, 7 breakfast, 7*30-11 workshop, at 9 a half

hour rest, 11 lunch, 12-2 play, walking, rest, 2-5j30 workshop,

at 4 a half hour rest, 5:50 dinner, 9 retiring.

The teaching of trades was efficient. The making of

brushes was often learned in one day and skillful workers

soon earned about 5,50 fr. per day. 25 Various other vocations

were taught, including the repairing of chairs, shoeroaking,

leatherwork and printing. In Printing, a system devised by

26Ernest Vaughan was used.

During and after &'orld War I laws were adopted for the

benefit of unemployed disabled soldiers. In cooperation

with the Ministry of Labor, the War Office created a National

Placement Service, located in Paris. In addition, separate

employment offices for disabled servioemen were opened

27
throughout France. These offices worked with the National

Placement Service and were directed by thegovernors of the

23. G, Desdevises Du Desert, Pour la Kale on de Reeducation

dea Avengles de la Guerre a Kontferrand , p. 15.

24. Ibid., p. 19. ~""

25. TbTd ., p. 11.

26. E. Vaughan, La Reeducation Profess lone lie des Soldats

Avengles, p. 107.

27. Grace S. Harper, Report on Professional Rc-eduoatlon for

War-Cripples in France, p. 29.
~
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departments In which they were located. 12,957 positions

were found for disabled soldiers between February 1916 and

October 1917, while the average number of positions found

during the previous nine months hed been 432 per month.
6

The number of war-blind who profited was not recorded, but

application was open to any injured soldier. 29 Consequently

it is believed that some of the war-blind did profit from

these provisions.

The law of January 1918, granting the right of vocational

rehabilitation to disabled soldiers, stated that the request

for registration in a school m could bo sent either to the

sot ool itself or to the governor of the department in which

the applicant lived before the war, cr tc the departmental

Comnittee en Invalids of that departmant , or to the national

Bureau for Invalids. This Bureau was created by the law of Jar

uary 1918. It established the general conditions under

SO
which work-contracts could be drawn up. The applicant,

however, could be apprenticed to a particular employer, if

31
he so desired. By January 1, 1923, about 60.00C of the

32
war-injured of World flar I had enrolled for training.

38, OCX) of them satisfactorily completed their courses. Again,

the number of war-blind who benefited was not recorded.

28. Ibid., pp. 29-30.

291 TH3T», p. si.

30. Flutet, op. Pit. , pp. 207-208.

SI. Ibid., p^208.

32 Ibid., p. 203, Kote 2.
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In 1924 a compulsory Employment Act of the Disabled was

passed. Employers were given two years in which to adjust

their staffs. The Ministry of Labor in cooperation with the

departmental authority for the war-disabled determined whioh

placed in each line of industry were to be allocated for

disabled nr servicemen. Blind men, and more generally those

whose capacity had been reduced by 80#, received double

priority for employment . A state commission set standards for

wages and other employment matters. By the decrees of April 3,

1926 and of August 8, 1927, those discharged from employment

33
were provided with equivalent positions.

The combination of workshop and school constituted the

basic element in the rehabilitation of the French war-blind.

Vorkshops and aohoola were organized throughout France with

the approval of the Ministries of War and Interior. Single

men were housed end fed in common, while the married lived in

town, inapartments , with their wives and children. All, how-

ever, worked together under the instruction of blind and

sighted civilian teachers.

The following is a typical achedule of activities,

prevailing in the region of rontpellier immediately after

fi'orld War I: The working hours were 8-12, 2-4, 5-7, a total

of 8 hours* Breakfast was at 7*50, lunch at 12, afternoon

meal at 4, and dinner at 7. Wednesday morning was devoted to

bathing, showers, athletics. Sunday was spent in rest,

33. Larousse,du vingtieme siecle, ffutt le

.
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reoeiving visitors, walking, oocasional visits to the

theatre

.

Recent governmental activities indicate that France has

resumed the efforts in behalf of the blind along the lines

followed after M rld War I.

On July 3, 1945, a declaration concerning the social

protection of the blind came into existence in France . It

was signed simultaneously by the head of the government, De Gaulle

and by the Ministers of Public Health, Justice, Interior,

Finance and ^ork an<3 Social Security. Its avowed purpose

was tc complement and solidify the work of various groups

working for the blind, and also to remedy the deficiencies

of private efforts. The Ministry of Health was to issue

a card of invalidity, indicating the exact nature of the

infirmity. The use of white canes was to be strictly controlled

and legal prosecution was to follow the illegitimate use of

either card or cane.

The declaration pointed out that a previous law of

July 14, 1905, had neglected r>ost blind who were in some way

employed. The declaration further took cognizance of the

handicaps that faoed blind workers where they had to compete

with sighted workers. The proposed law, therefore, intended

to eliminate these inequalities, to encourage work for the

blind, to train the blind vocationally and also to get the

non -war-blind an annual subsidy instead of the deficient

34. True, op_. olt ., pp. 38-40,
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provisions of the law of 1906.

The following are the important articles of this decree:

Article 1; The present declaration covers all Frenchmen

who have been llinded and whose central vision Is nil or lower

than l/20 of normal . The exact nature of blindness will be

stated on a card of Invalidity to be issued by the Ministry

of Health upon Information received from special commissions

in each section of Franoe. AllUligitlunate useo p this card will

be punished by fines ranging from 200-500 fr. Upon second

illegal use a prison term of 6 days-1 nv.mth way be imposed

in addition to a fine

.

Article 4$ ^-n annual subsidy is granted in line with

the laws of 1905, karoh 1944 and July 1944. Those, however,

whose blindness is due to work-accidents or to wounds

incurred during the war, are excluded; for these get special

accident or war-inv&id pensions .

The French program for the war-blind of <<orld i#ar I

compared favorably with the programs for the war-blind, after

;?orld-V/ar I, in other nations. In the oenters of rehabilitation

(combinations of schools and wor^h-ops ) the war-blind

were taught to use the tools and methods of the blind and

instructed in a trade. The national quota systen for the

employment of the disabled made the placement of these, men

lesscifficult. imt Just how many of the three thousand war-b^ind

of ft'orld War I were successfully placed in employment, was not

recorded, France, like Great Britain and the United States

35. This material is taken from the Journal Official de la

He pub 1 i qua francuise , fjaxfeksar Vumber 156, July 1945, p. 4059,
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after World War I, was negligent in keeping adequate

records on the war-blind

.

The French program for the war-blind of Y/orlc War II has

only very recently been initiated. Racratt Practically no in-

formation ahout it, or of 'ho imr-blind themselves, is available

at present.





CHAPTER IX

<£WMY

In Germany, as In the other nations considered, the

main governmental provisions for the war-blind were concerned

with pensions and rehabilitation. The important developments

iy&oth pension legislation and the establishment of programs

of rehabilitation, in Germany, date from the beginning of

the twentieth century.

The military pension law of May 31, 1S06, granted the

following sums to the war-injured

s

lieutenant: 900 mks . per year

master-sergeant: 720 mks . pejryear

sergeant: GOO mks. per year

private: 540 mks. per year

According to section 13 of this law, the sums for those

totally blind were i ncreased by a double indemnity of 54 mks.

per month, and according to section 14, by a war-subsidy of

15 mks. The total sum, therefore, to which a war-blinded

private was entitled, was 114 mks. per month, nr 1368 mks.

1
per year.

On Kay 31, 1906, there also went into effect an invalid

pension lav/ for officers. It granted to those totally blind

an invalid subsidy of 1800 mks. per year; inaddition it

entitled them to a military Gubsidy ranging fror. 720 to

2
1200 mks.

1, Carl Strehi, Die ^rlegsbllndenfursorge , -pp. 103-104,

2. Ibid., p. 104.
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In April 1915 the number of war-blind in Germanywas

z
about 300. This number increased to 872 In 1916, and to

1954 in 191B.
4

After World War I the Mnidtry of War established a

definition of blindness for per si on purooaes. Following

careful study of the problem by Paul Sllox, all the war-blind

were divided, into two broad categories: the totally blind

and the blind, with vision of no practical value. Sl subsequent

classification divided the war-bli-d into:

1. Those with no light perception at all?

2. those able to distinguish between light and dark

and to see the movement of a hand before their eyes?

3. those with visual acuity of 1/30 or less regardless

of their field of vision;

4. those with visual acuity of l/20 - 1/30 with a

limited field of vision.

Iter general purposes the official definition of blindness

was given in connection with the Reich Relief Law of Va.y 12,

1920. It concerned only officers and men blinded in war and

considered as blind all those whoso sight was not above

four percent of normal.

The rising cost of living made it necessary to increase

3. Fanny Boohrir.ger and Deontine Sirr.on, Die Unterbringung

dor Krieg3blindBn, p. 4.

4. Strehl, og. cit., p. 69.

6, Karl Sobotka, Das Deutsche Blindenwesen von Gesischtspunkte

der ^ohlfarhtspflege unc soaialpolitlk, p. 22.

6 # Health Organ! cation, League of Nations, Report on the
""

Welfare of the Blind in Various Countries, p. 87.
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pension awards to privates from k5 «ks. por month to 95 »ks.

by the end of 1913. On December Jl, 1918, another increase

occurred when they were granted 2] nika. more per month. On

June 1, 191,7, the rising prions again made it necessary to

raise the award by the addition of 7U f l40»ks. per month. Still

another increase of 73.15 mks. per ir.onth was granted on May 1,

1920. The final prevision i'or pension awards to blinded

7privates amounted to 338-55 oiks, per month.

The law of May 12, 1920 eliminated trie consideration of

the military rank of & blinded veteran in regard to awarding

pensions. Only a .xiur.'c position in society and the cost of

living in his om\ community were to affect nis pension award."'

The following provisions of this basic law were most

significant. Bach of the war-blind was to receive a guide-

dog. Yearly sums, were to be granted for the support of the dog,

and these sums were to vary according to the cost of living in

the hotte cotMruniT^, of the blind veter n. The law also

specified that the pension of a blind veteran was to be increased

by 55 to (0 peroent, if , before his entry into the Army, he was

in a profession thht deT.ianded superior skill or knowledge.'

It was provided also .hat a grant be made to every blind

veteran who had u residence of nis own for the purpose of

helping in its support.

-

7. Strehl, op. oit ., p. IQJ4.

3. Ibid., p. "105.

9

.

Jqhrbuok der deutsohen Kriegsopfor: \13h, pp. h^-^O.

10. Ibid, p. 51.
.--.--—
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Thoco cf the war-blind who required it also received a

subsidy to be used for the expense of oonstant attendanoe.

Trie maxiinujc amount granted was 600 mks. per year. This

amount could be increased, according to the severity of

a particular case, to 900, 1200 or 1500 mks. a year. 11

Those of the war-blind who could not be rehabilitated

vooati -nally were given, in addition to their pension, 50I4 mks.

a year. Additional amounts of 108 mks. a year f^r each child

of these war-blind were also granted.

To assure the war-blind the full benefit of the various

grants to which they rere entitled, p. law exempted them from

the payment of taxes on these grants on Deoerrber 22, 1927*

By 1927, the various laws on pensions and awards, and

the various interpretations of these laws, provided the

war-blind with definite amounts cf money per month. The

table that follows points out these amounts to those of the

war-blind who were single, carried but without children,

married and with one child. The cost of living in the region

in whioh a blind veteran resided also determined his total

grant, and geographlo&l regions throughout Germany were

classified as to the cost of living that prevailed in each.

The table, therefore, also points out the class number of

it; ibid., p. 52.

12. Ibid., p. 57-

13. K. Lapp©, tVifc
J
"
rlra der Soldat Versorgt?, p. 18
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these regions,

DOMICILE-CLASS SINGLE MARRIED NO
CHILDREN

' MARRIED ONE
' CHILD

Speoial 76./0 814.35 99.70

A 73-75 31.15 • 95-90

B 72. 79.20 73.60

C 69.6O 71*. 37-145

D 59. 614.90 76.70

Ik

These provisions remained intact until July 3. 1931** when

a law was passed which inoreased the pension award to the

war-blind to 60 mks. a year.

The financial aid given the war-blind by the government,

as well as the aid in rehabilitation, (to be described in

the following paragraphs), was stimulated greatly by the war-

blind themselves. An organization of the German war-blind,

known as Bund Erblindeter Krieger, was created March 5, ijtii 1916

in Berlin. Before the outbreak of florid ft'ar II, the organization

inoluded the majority of the German war-blind. In

1926, it had 2,706 paying members out of a total number of

2,800. Its publication was "Der Kriegsblinde." 1 ? In 1932,

the organization had more than three thousand members. Its

official connections with the government were strengthened

in 193l», when it was given a building for its use in Berlin

by Hitler. The building included a braille library, a museum

iJj. Jahrbuok der deut60hen Erie^sopfert 1934, P» 58*

15. Jahrbuok der deutsohen Kriegsopfer; 1935. P« u0.

16

.

Sobotka, op. oit., pp. 70, (U-

17. Heinrioh Peyer, Blindeniiandewerk und Biindenhandwerks-

genossensohafton , p. §1.
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and living facilities for visiting war-blind. Throughout,

private donations and governmental subsidies, plus the dues

of the members, supported the organ! iati on.^

Pe-education for blindness of the war-blind in Germany,

as elsewhere, was extensive during fforld War I. An ifeitial

step in the training of the German war-blinH resulted from

the private effort of Paul Silex, who started a "lazaret"

school for a small number of war-blind.

The governmental effort in the rehabilitation of the

war-blind, howover, was begun shortly before the end of world

War I. The Medical Department of the Prussian ministry of war

instructed the directors of all "lazarets" to initiate basic

instruction for the war-blind in their charge. (At that time

the war-blind were receiving only medical and surgical treat-

ment in the "lazarets".) The orders were followed, and instruction

in braille, typing an^ orientation in general was begun. On

May 12, 1920, a Law was enacted which provi led that the war-

blind should be afforded vocational training. Some of the

vocations in which the war-blind were trained at this time,

were piano tuning, carpentry, gardening, book-binding and

20
massage. The initial results of the training were

21
enoouraging; sixty percent of the trainees were placed.

13. Sobotka, op_. oit ., p. 75*

19. Strehl, op. oit ., p. 61.

201 Strehl, op_. oit ., pp. 50, 52-53

•

21. Ibid., p. 63.
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A law which facilitated the placement in employment of

the war-blind was passed on February 8, 1919. It established,

as part of the Reioh Labor Oflfioe, a commission for the war-

disabled. One of the main purposes of the commission was to

investigate employment possibilities fbr the disabled.
22

The findings of the commission were instrumental in pre-

paring the German government to establish a quota system for

the employment of the disabled. In 1920, employers were compelled

by law to hire two percent of their employees from among war-

disabled. In 1923, all blind persons', regardless of the cause

of blindness, beoame eligible for employment under this system. '

In the same year the entire quota system underwent a change.

The revision provided that the minister of labor was to

determine the percentage of positions which private employers

had to reserve for the disabled. Two percent of alj. positions,

however, was the maximum, unless oonsent was obtained to raise

it from the Reiohstag Committee for Social Affairs. 2'4

Once hired, the disabled could be discharged on,ly with

the consent of the Central Welfare Office. For the breach of

the law for the compulsory employment of the disabled;, &h

employer could be fined up to ten thousand mks. for a first

offense, and up to one hundred thousand for a seoond. J

By Maroh 192?, 3^7 .000 disabled persona were in employment

under the quote system. Of these, 268,000 were war-disabled.

Of the two thousand war-blind calculated to have existed in

Germany in 1921*, only three hundred and three had not been

22. Health Organization, League of Nations, Report on the

We Ifa re of the Blind in Various Countries , p, 183

«

23. Ibid ., p. W-
2§. Ibid-. P- 18?«

25. TEid .. p. 184
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placed in suitable employment by March, 1927. 2^

The earning power of the blind compared favorably with that

of the sighted. In industry, they earned about 5.50 mks. a

day. In commercial positions, including typing and stenography

they earned about as much. 2?

The vocational training centers for the war-blind were

soattered throughout Germany. The one at Baden was typical.

It oonsisted of facilities for the intensive training of the

war-blind in various trades and for housing them during train-

ing. Upon graduation, the trainees received tools and materials

woijk' up to 1,200 mks. for his personal use.

Besides industrial and commercial training, the war-blind

were also afforded opportunities for professional training

and higher education. The supplies of braille books in

existing libraries were increased for the benefit of the war-

blind. The "Verein Blinder Akademiker Deutschlands" was

organized in Marburg for the purpose of copying into braille

textbooks in Hebrew, Latin and Greek for those students among

the war-blind who required them. The National Committee for tke

Care of the War-Disabled, which had a subcommittee concerned

only with the war-blind, founded an association to assist the

war-disabled with their studeis. For the blind, an institute

was established at Marburg.

The German program for the war-blind of World vfar I,

necessitated the annual spending, for about ten years, of

22,671,000 mks. by the government alone. The amounts spent by

26. Ibid , p. 185-

27. Red C oss Institute for the Blind, Publication Number 5,

Series I, Abstraot Catalogue of Literature on the

War-Blinded7 1919, P- 12-

28. Ibid., p. 12.
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private agencies are inestimable.

Some of the german war-blind of World War II were

well along toward rehabilitation when the Nazi government

collapsed. A number of others, as prisoners of war in

Great Britain and the United States, reoeived some re-

habilitation. But regarding the vast majority of the

German war-blind of World War II praotioally nothing is known.

There is no German government, so obviously there can be no

German governmental program designed for the war-blind. The

Allies in their zones of occupation have not extended the

benefits of their own programs to the German war-blind.

The German program for the war-blind was scientific

and thorough. If the standard of whether a blind man is em-

ployed is used to judge adjustment to blindness, then Germany's

program was highly effioient. As to pensions, fairness was

sought, but the instability of German eoonomio life, with its

inflations and fluctuations of the mark made a fixed stipend,

although periodically raised, far from a guarantor of security.

Wisdom was shown in varying the stipends according to the cost

of living of a particular region, but the distinctions in

stipens dependent upon previous economic position ware as

undemocratic as they were in Great Britain. In its compulsory

employment laws of the handicapped by industry, Germany

pioneered in a realism which was immediately followed by France

,

belatedly by Great Britain and not at all by the United States.

German realism was also exhibited by the provision which

supplied guide dogs to those of the war-blind wanting them, a

provision only recently adopted by the United States. The

other aspects of the program, re-education and sooial adjust-
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went, were advocated and fulfilled with decided thoroughness,

This program came to fruition during the prime of the

Weimar Republic. Of all the ftorld War I programs for the war-

blind it stood out as the most efficient.

From the examination of the program for the war-blind in

Germany, as well as from the examinations of such programs in

France and Great Britain, it is seen that the present American

program for the war-blinJ oan be improved in two major respects.

First, In all of these nations, there were no separate

or distinct subsidiary programs under the army and navy. All

blinded servicemen, soldiers, sailors, airmen, came under the

immediate surveillance of a centralized program. Tney all

received the benefits or accumulated facilities, supplies

and experienced personnel

.

In the United States, as has already been pointed out, the

Army and i\iavy eacn sponsor a separate subsidiary program. Only

upon discharge from the Army and Navy, do blinded servicemen

come under the single program of the Veterans Administration.

By then, it is assumed in most instances that these men

require only vocational rehabilitation. It is taken for granted

that in either the Army or the Navy they received an adequate

re-education for blindness.

In a single centralized program, misjudgments in regard to

the degree of rehabilitation aohieved by blinded servicemen

would be less likely to occur. Furthermore, since the

init»l stages of rehabilitation are very significant in

determining adjustment to blindness, immediate contact with a

oentralized program, with its accumulation of facilities,

supplies, and experienced personnel, is highly desirable.
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Second; In all of those nations, quota systems for the

employment of the disabled were established. Employers were

required by law to hire a percentage of their employees from

among the disabled. The blind profited along with the other

disabled.

In the United Spates, whubre no such provision exists,

employment of the disabled i/s not so extensive as it was in

Germany, Franoe and Great Britain. Compared with the methods

of assuring employment of the disabled in these nations, the

methods of the United States are failing.

It seems clear then, that the present American program

for tne war-blind can be improved by greater centralization

and by the passing and implementing of a law for the compulsory

employment of the capable disabled.





PART V

FINAL STATEMENTS

CHAPTER X

SUMMING UP

The investigation first revealed that legislation

designed to aid the war-injured has always existed in the

United States. The belief in such legislation was inher-

ited from England, bringing about, in I636, the enaotraent

by the Pilgrim Court of the first law in behalf of the war-

injured in the American colonies. In 1776, the Cortinental

Congress passed a similar law, establishing on a national

scale the principle that those who are injured in the mil-

itary or naval service of their country are entitled to be

recompensed. With the adoption of the Constitution, in

1739, this principle stood firm as part of the policy of

the new government.

From 1739 until the present, development of legisla-

tion for the war-injured has proceeded steadily. Beginning

with laws that granted pensions, the development has wit-

nessed the enactment and carrying-out of laws for the estab-

lishment of domiciliary care, hospitalization and programs

of rehabilitation. No other nation has treated its war-

injured as generously as has tho United States.

Consideration was then given to the efforts of the

Federal Government in behalf of the war-blind specifically,

in the years preceding World War II. The first referenoe to

the war-blind by the Federal Government, it was observed,

oocurred in the law of July I4, 186U, which granted $25 per

month to veterans who had lost the sight of both their eyes.

Subsequent laws continually raised the amounts that were awarded.
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Programs of rehabilitation for the war-blind wore

inaugurated simultaneously with programs of rehabilitation

for the other types of the war-injured, when the United

States entered 'Vorld War I. Rehabilitation of the blind was

begun immediately after injury in the Army base hospitals in

Franoe. It was reoognized that the oapaoity for adjustment

and the morale of a blinded serviceman depended, to a con-

siderable extent, on how immediate was his subjection to a

process of rehabilitation. But it was not recognized that

compulsory training of the war-blind was neoessary. When a

man was discharged from the service, after only initial re-

habilitation, be was requested to attend the training oenter

for the war-blind at Evergreen, Maryland. Many refused.

The oenter at Evergreen, known at various times as

Base Hospital No, 7, The Red Cross Institute for the Blind,

and theVeterans* Bureau School for the Blind, was opened in the

summer of 1917 and closed in the summer of 1925 • During that

time, it trained fully or xacxiism partially about six hundred

of the war-blind of World War I.

The program at Evergreen aimed to prepare the war-blind to

lead "normal lives." Courses were
:
^iven in braille, typing,

and academic, avooational and vocational subjects. The

vocations taught were varied, including tire-vuloanizing,

cigar-making and poultry-raising. The wives or other members

of the families of the blind men were often also trained

at the center-

No exact accounting of the number of the American war-

blind of toorld iVar I was ever made. The figure released by
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the Surgeon-General's offioe was premature. The figures of

the Veterans' Bureau included the war-blind of other wars.

In the absence of full records only an estimate can be made.

It is known that about six hundred attended the Evergreen

center. Two hundred others took training elsewhere. chiefly

in workshops and sohools for the bUnd. At least two

hundred more rabtBxwHBfc underwent no training at all. It is

estimated then, that by 1925, immediate and delayed causes of

blindness were responsible for the creation of a total of one

thousand American war-blind of World War I.

The program for the war-blind of World War I was

defioient in yet another respeot. No attempt was made to

maintain follow-up reoords of the trainees. It is impos-

sible, therefore, except in a relatively few cases, to judge

accurately the results of the program. The records that do

exist, however, make it clear that the war-blind with whom

they deal, succeeded socially and economically.

When it is realized that the program for the war-blind

of World War I was a pioneer venture in rehabilitation, severe

critioisms in light of the future developments in the

rehabilitation of the blind, cannot be justified. The

mistakes that were made later proved instructive in the

establishment and functioning of the program for the war-blind

of World War II.

The American program for the war-blind of World War II

'the present American program) functions under three

divisions. Profiting by the experience of World War I, the

Army and Navy in their programs make it compulsory for

blinded servicemen to undergo rehabilitation. Only after
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this are the blind discharged. Then they come under the

program of the Veterans Administration. It is under this

program that pension and other legislation for the war-

blind and vocational rehabilitation are adminia*erai.

The Army program is being carried on at three oenters.

At Valley forgo and Dibble General Hospitals, the blind learn

to overcome some of the physioal limitations of their

disability, while receiving medical and surgical treatment.

They learn to get about by themselves, to use braille and

the typewriter, and to meet the ordinary needs of daily

living.

When surgical and medioal treatment have been completed,

the blind are sent to Old Farms Convalescent Hospital —

the Army's social adjustment Center for the blind. There,

the aii is to prepare the blind to enter- the community of the

sighted, 'i'hey are taughx more thoroughly the use of the tools

and methods round effective by tnose accustomed to blindness.

They also receive prevocatijnal training.

The Navy program for the war-blind is centered almost

entirely at the United States Naval Hospital in Philadelphia.

But the trainees also spend two weeks at the New York Institute

for the Kduoation of the Blind. The period at the Institute

is primarily devoted to testing.

At the Philadelphia Naval H spital the same objectives

are sought as at all three centers of the Army oombined.

Medioal and surgical treatment are provided. Attempts are

made to teaoh the blind to be blind efficiently.

Only the passage of time can prove whether the Army or

the Navy had a better program for the rehabilitation of the

blind. But by comparing techniques of rehabilitation employed
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the personnel involved, and the facilities made available, it

is possible to make some valid preliminary comparis ns between

these programs.

In travel instruction the Army developed and used a

foolproof cane technique. The Navy neither availed itself

of this technique nor employed an equally workable substitute.

The Army used blind consultants to make the initial

cont&ots with the war-blind. The Navy failed to peroeive

the psychological importance oT such consultants.

The Army hired civilians when its own personnel was

inadequate: for example, occupational therapists and

instructors of typing and braille. The Navy did not hire

civilians, nor did it have among its own personnel more than

a few men experienced with the blind.

The Army established a social adjustment center for the

blind. The Navy felt that such a center was unnecessary. A

number of blinded marines and ;r± sailers, however, upon discharge,

were not of the same opinion. They requested the Veterans

Administration to send them to the Army's social scj adjustment

oenter for the regular course.

Although these comparisons between techniques, personnel

and facilities turn out in favor of the Army, it does not

necessarily signify that in the long run blind soldiers

will be better adjusted citizens tnan blind marines and sailors.

The jck program of the veterans administration, the third

division of the cver-allprogram for the American war-blind of

World War II, has four main aspeots.

First. The Veterans Administration administers Public
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Law 182, Seventy-Ninth Congress, and Publio Law 309, Seventy-

Eighth Congress. Under Public Law 182 pensions are granted

the war-blind of World War II; $200 per month, if the

visual acuity in both eyes is 5/200 or less; $235 per month,

if, in addition bo this visual acuity, constant attendance

is required; and |265 per month, if the anatomical loss of

both eyes has been suffered. For a disability in addition

to blindness $35 per month is granted, but the total grant

per month is not allowed to exceed $300. Under Public Law 309,

the war-blind ere provided with meohanioal and electronic

equipment for overcoming the handicap of blindness.

Second. The Veterans Administration cooperates with

the 3oci&l adjustment conter of the Army for tne purpose of

assuring and hastening the vocational rehabilitation of blind

soldiers. It stations at the center a vocational adviser

and a training officer. They not only advise and help the

blind soldier plan for his future, but make contact with

the regional office of the Veterans Administration nearest

the home of the soldier, providing it with pertinent informa-

tion on his oase.

Third. The Veterans Adrr.in:' stration undertakes the

actual vocational rehabilitation of blind veterans. It

adapts its facilities for advisement, training and placement

to meet the special needs of the blind.

fourth. It sponsors programs of orientation for the

blind to nine veterans homes and nospitals. These programs

are designed to rehabilitate the veterans of wars previous

to fliprld War II and those veterans of World War II who require

further hospitalization. In all of the nine centers there
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a Jib. at needs for more space, equipment and personnel. There

Is;,alao needed a oentralized administration/ for this .phase

of the Veterans Administration program.

..The program of the Veterans Administration, in combina-

tion with the programs of the Array and Navy, has been attempting

to bring about the rehabilitation of the war-blind of

World \War II. The amount of progress that ; has been made, or

the results of tha efforts put forth, oonnot now be stated

fully. It is too early.

Those in work for the blind agree that a newly blinded

person requires several years in which to make Ms adjustment.

When a newly blinded man undertakes training or looates a

job, there are no assurances that ne will complete his

training or stay long on the job. When ho desires only toj

remain at nome, it is not necessarily an indication that he

will not change his mind, he requires time for the solution

of his many grave problems.

Put the results of the present American program,,for t e

war-blind will be known in the future. Avoiding the mistake
:j

made in the program for the v?B.r-blind of iYorld War I,
1

full

records, including follow-up information, are being kept by

the Veterans Administration.

There are already, however, some Indications off the

pattern these results ma;, take. By August, I9JL46, %t was

estimated that there were fourteen hundred American war-blind

of World War II. Of that number four hundred were still under

the Army and Navy programs. The remaining one thousand were

under the surveillance of the Veterans Administration. Of

this one thousand, J. H. Garrett, of tne Veterans Administration
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stated that five hundred were employed or taking training.

Of the other five hundred, some were undergoing further

medical or surgioal treatment, some were under advisement and

almost ready for training, hut most were merely staying at

hone. A study made b;, the Blinded Veterans Association, of

four hundred re
:
lies to a questionnaire, reached approximately,

the same conclusions-, that is, that about fifty percent of

the American war-blind of World War II were either employed

or taking training.

After tracing the development of the American efforts in

behalf of the var-blind, the investigation turned to the

efforts in behalf of the war-blind made by other nations.

The purpose was to augment the historical perspective in order

to make recommendations for the present American program.

Accordingly, attention was directed to Great Britain and the

British Empire, France anu Germany. They were selected

because they had concerned themselves with relatively large

numbers of war-blind, (eccurr>ulating valuable knowledge), and

because their cultures were Dot so unlike the culture of the

United States as to rrake difficult or impossible the adoption

of principles and methods which the;* had found effective.

Since, primarily, the search wds for --neons of improving the

rehabilitation aspect of the; present American program, not

the pensions, or domiciliary aepeots, the period 191^-19147,

in which programs of rehabilitation were generally introduced,

rooeived the greatest emphasis.

The investigation revealed that in all of these nations

vocational rehabilitation was the primary concern in their

progress of rehabilitation for the war-blind. The aasd success
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of this oonoern varied. In Great Britain, after World War I,

although some of the war-blind became eoonomioally independent,

most remained under a system of after-care. Withthe warblind

of World War II, however, Great Britain has already had

more sucoess. About fifty percent of the total number have

been plaoed in employment. France, in her program for the

war-blind of World War I, was negligent in keeping follow-up

records. Nevertheless, beouase of the great emphasis on

vocational rehabilitation and because of the quote system for

the employment of the disabled, it is believed that a sizable

proportion of the war-blind became economically independent.

As for the war-blind of World War II in France, not much is

yet known. Fhe passage of recent legislation indicates,

however, that a full program in their behalf has gotten under

way. Germany had the most successful of all the programs

for the war-blind of World War I. Germany was advanced in all

phases of rehabilitation and placed in employment that majority

of her war-blind. For the German war-blind of World W r II

practioally nothing has as yet been done.

It was seen thatthe programs in these nations had some

distinctive features. In Great Britain, for example,

rehabilitation of the war-blind was carried on by a private

agency: St. Dunstan's. In France many centers existed for

the rehabilitation of the war-blind, (combinations of schools

and workshops), but they all came under a single administra-

tive control. In Germany, guide-dogs for the blind resulted

as an innovation from work for the war-blind. Another point

of interest was that the German war-blind themselves organized

and took the initiative to further the governmental efforts
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made in their behalf.

But in regard to the search for what might be valuable

to the present American program, two features of the programs

of other nations were most significant. In Great Britain,

Franoe and German, there existed centralized programs for

the war-blind. Sailors did not oome under one subsidiary

program, and soldiers under another, as they now do in the

United States. Faciliteis, personnel and experience were

pooldd for the benefit of all the war-blind. In all of these

nations, also, quota systems for the employment of the

disabled were established. Laws required employers to hire

a percentage of their employees from araong the disabled. The

war-blind received this benefit along with the other disabled

groups

.

With the examination of the programs for the war-blind

in other nations, the investigation was completed. The task

tnen was to snsa make the recommendations for the improvement of

the present American program for the war-blind.
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THE ABMT PROGRAM

The present American program for the war-blind Is

actually composed of three programs. The Army and Havy each

sponsor a program, and so does the Veterans Administration.

Profiting "by the experience of World War I, It was deemed

necessary to make the initial stages of rehabilitation

compulsory. Under the programs of the Army and Navy,

disabled men (still in uniform) are ordered to learn to

adjust themselves as much as possible to their new conditions.

Not until they hire at least been exposed to the required

training, a e. disabled men eligible for discharge from the

Army and Havy. As civilians they become the charges of the

Veterans Administration, which attempts to complete their

rehabilitation.

It is difficult to estimate the number of war-blind ^ho

are served, or who will be served, by this over-all program*

In A.igust, 1S^. the Veterans Administration listed one

thousand blind veterans under its program. At the time,

it was also stated that about four hundred more of the

war-blind were still in the Army and Kavy. Therefore, an

approximate number of fourteen hundred Americans were

blinded in World War I 1 . An estimate must suffice for the

time being, because no official figures as to the number of

those blinded have been released.

On the basis of experience of World War I, it is

generally believed by those aequant$ed with the problem of the
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war-blind, that the nuraher of war-blind estimated at present

will he doubled or trebled within several years. Delayed

service-incurred causes of hlindness will he responsihle.

A description of the development and functioning of the

present over-all American program, regardless of how snail or

great is the number of the war-hlind, may he made clearly, when

each of the three programs, which go to make it up, is

described separately. In order to "begin these descriptions,

attention is first directed to the Army program.

Blindness is defined "by the Army as visual acuity of

20/200 or less according to the Snellen chart. In the better
1

eye with the use of corrective lenses.

Ahout sixty percent of the hlindness at Valley Forge

General Hospital was caused hy trauma, carrying with it such

complications as hemorrhages into the vitreous, retinal

detachments, cataracts and retention of foreign substances

hy the sjre. In cases of vitre£ous disturbance, Cutler at

Dibble General Hospital, pioneered in transplanting vitreous

from unaffected eyes as is done with corneal transplants.

Methyl alcohol (a teaspoonful of which will usually "blind

a person and an ounce kill him) encountered in poisonous

liquor was also a cause of blindness, as was the nutritional

disturbance resulting from a deficiency of the thiamin

component of vitamin B, Syphilis, sinus infections throwing

off toxins affecting the optic nerve, Eale*s disease,

retinitis pigmentosa — hereditary and appearing often in men

1. Charles C. Hillmaa, The Army Program forthe Blind and

Deafened, Archives of Physical Therapy. Tolume OT,
BTtUttoer 8, August 1944, p. 4?8.
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In their twenties and thirties — end glaucoma were other

liroortant causes of "blindness.

In some cases the ©ya vera normal, hut the occipital

looeg of the "brain, centre's of visual interpretation, were

destroyed. In other cases the nerves controlling the aruacles

2
of the eye were damaged affecting efficiency In seeing.

About one thousand men were "blinded while aerving in the

Array during tforld War II. The manner in which sight was lost,

and the degree of the resultant "blindness varied widely among

these men, hat all of tiiem had a certain "background in common;

namely youth, the fact that they were recently "blinded, and

that "before injury they were in good health. Inasmuch as most

of these cases resulted from the explosion of land mines and

3
hoohy traps, some of these men were additionally handicapped.

But to all of its soldier victims, sudden blindness presented

the grave prohlem of a luestionahle future in civilian life.

Would they he a&le to hold a joo and therehy oak© a living,

marry, and support a family? Would their relationships with

family, friends, and the world as a whole "be radically altered?

In short, what effsct would "blindness have on the normal

return to civilian life th-\t ths soldier had "been looking

forward to for so long?

The Army, having assumed much of the responsibility of

preparing these men for civilian life, not only convinces

them that they are capable of making a normal adjustment,

2. Paul Lambrecht, Lecture "before Orientation Counselors

of the Blind of the Veterans Administration, August 8, 19^i
at Valley Forge General Hospital.

3. Gahriel Farrell; Help for the Blinded Soldier, Hvgeia,

Volume 22, Hunfoer *f» April 19^, p. 3fB-7*
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but also provides them with th© tools and las tractIon for

securing that objective.

Tim prosent Anay program for rehabilitating th© war

blind be^&u la 1>V;» with the realisation that "the particular
need

©motional problems of noway blinded and tkoir/fior

assistance in 1© ruing how to live without sight, create a

coed for specialized rehabilitation*"

Aaoordlngly, on Hay 28, 19^3 • two hospitals, the Yalley

Tmg& General at Phoeaixvi.llo, Pennsylvania* ©»& th© Lett*? roan

General at San Francisco, Calif9»,lft, w#r© designated as

6©*Lte*» of rehabilitation for the blind* (On August 25, !Sfo4,

Dibble Oanorai Kosital at Neaio Ptu'k, California, replaced
5

tha L©tt?rnan "antral Hospital*)

Tha fl&MMtqjouflBft transfer of all blinded uatients in Anay

*>*$pttaX« to th©«© neuly dasig&aied ©enters insured that th©

retraining of "blind soldier® would not he attendant upon their

disaharfft. It made possible a beginning toward social adjust-

ment concurrently with surgical and medical treatment • At

the game %&m it was understood! that o&ly fuadauiental retrain-

ing was to he attenroted at theso hostdtals, th© Veterans
6

Administration being left with th© greater part of the task.

k* £h© Office of th© Sttrgeou General, %r Department, feshlag-
ton, B* C*» the Directives Covering th© Itehabilitatlon
Program for th© Blind in th© Halted States Array, Outlook
for th© B3,ind and ffh© faaehftra Jorum. Toluste 36, Number ?,
Sapteiaber 1<&3* P* 191*

6. Walter £• Barton, Fro^azs for the Care of th© Blind in

World War II in Army Hospitals, ^roceed^nas of th©

Twentieth Biennial Convention of the American Association
of Workers for the Blind, July l$*k% p* 43.
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With the opening, on Jtme J.4, lSWWf, of thh Old Farms

Convalescent Hos.it&l at Avon, Connecticut* the Ansiy increased

the scope of it© rehabilitation ptegvaa* by giving the blind

soldier far the* training in social adjustment plus a basic

for future vocational rehabilitation. "Old Faros Convalescent

HocpltsJL wmj established as a result of a determination by the

President of the United States said the Surgeon fener&l of the
at

Ara^r,, that/the conclusion of World War II* non bllsfed while

in the Arwy would not bo turned bad: to civilian life with the

7
handicaps of improper ^reparation and inadequate ti*aining*"

To insure that ell blinded soldiers would profit from this

opportunity* the Anay aiade it mandatory for all Its war-blind
8

to attend Old farms for the required tiisa before discharge*

In at toileting to prepare the blind soldier for a new way

of life, the Axbqt program recognised that in addition to

* enderins the best in modern anrgieal aad medical treataentt it

had to aid hijs in making a satisfactory adjusts&ent to hie

blindness* At the eatne ticie it h&\& to help him attain that

ixidepe^dencc? which is so essential if he, himself » was to

perform Wp daily, routine tasks* The confidence he gains

fro© rfealiEiag tMis aaasura of self-stifficieneyt declares

Jane sea, is Of paramount importance in his psychological

7» Villiem A* Ja&esaa, Jr* t Old Farias Convalescent hospital
Ifhsre Blinded Soldiers *Goiae Back*! fifotlcck for the Mind

, ftfifl fee ?g^cher« tqrtwu Wolvm 38, tafeer 10, 2eo»raber 19^

e. c^tic^ gag m MM .fflft p&Mmm ?qpw> volume 38.

Jf«»ber 5, May tPm p» 12^ (aa announcement )•
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9
adjustment.

SJJmi p3?0$r»» gives bin & l^ethod of choice for a future

vocation based on his altitudes and Interests and prepares hlra

for the specifIc vocational training to follow. This braining
10

is the responsibility of the Veterans Administration.

It ms also hoped in the Arsy that the o.portunity

afforded % observation of such a large &ro-ap of blind people*

would t>9 of some
. aid iii m&mtixi® problems concerning the

blind in general* With this as? n jgoal» it encouraged the
11

Icesplng of adequate records on each patient.

In the following paragraphs, ,in attojapt will be mde to

examine the v/orkln^ detail® of t o Ar£$* progi-en, fron the tl ©

of the patient* e arrival at a hospital until his discharge fron

the service* 'the objectIves and the aietbcds of achieving these

objective?? In each phase of tracing ld.Il be oo&si&ered*

First* then* the work at the hospitals Hill he considered,

A young RiHtt* in the prlias of life*, suddenly and violently

deprived of his sigJit, Mgr medlty succumb to despair* To

prevent ouch despair £ro&» so grave!j affecting the patient's

personality as to frustrate sajsy future attempts at rehabilita-

tion, the krvy t?ie« to "build in the pattssst hope and- corcrr.ge at

the curliest po&sibis opportunity* therefore* the blinded

soldier is visited by a consultact at the first hartal to

ykich he is sent. It is the duty of this consultant, himself

a xfe&l«-s«i«h\ated blind smb.* not on.'-y to provide peyoho3 ogical

<?. Jsussson* g%* clW» p* 2?2

10* Hilln&n, op« eit.*» p* 480

ll f The Office of the Scrgsoa Oe&eral# J2£iu£l&»» P» W
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$a$#ort* tml Jdco to smup a tcnporarj training pro&rsm for

tho patient. He alao counsclc ward sad oadioal peraonaol on

ft'he handling of she snas until -to patient can b$ trano£«n*&
12

to on* of th^ Wo hOapitjid. cetera for frbs "bl.iad*

%e& arriml at o:j*> of tl®$0 two Avvgr Ww&iWMi where

nodical sod Bursiosl 0&ro will T>® ooiaplotad* oa& *for><ra tha

TMrToholo^loal m& pkyelo.itl »Aj!&BtMR& to blindnag* will ^
Oo^sn, ttw paftlaat woslws u ocaplote sodioal 'ixsmination

oe. |3a© bapio of tinlofe. he H .irJtaiaed ef his pMSp*»tt# 5!h«

©osaor'tfes true torerity of the disability is facod, etatos

13
&r®ear» the oow&r O&a tfeo $&tl«&t Vo#in tc adjust to it*

X& regard lo t&ls trotton*! adjustment* Cutler 8ay»» "S?he

reaction to this fEfiOfl mm &r® dey>re»93d» soiae am jsatt-er-

of fact* Others do not qpxitft ogrcept it* a^d insist o& holding

ettt fox o g&feqfte* T^ith theft patio&te vho aCtae»e> kaoa they

aro fclind "before a?r1tlB&l| »e?aB :n?jy h*\ve a feeling of dsTareeeiQ2J»

14
occaBionally of fatpetaHnMMMB* eorH;iaos of e«phoria«*

1-teay trtftgft patients in farther handi03pr<*& lagr the loss

12. X*U*# p» 192
Barton, gi

fiy

"g
ftt« « ^* 5*?

HiHaaat JQUUB&I** P* **79

13* Jesbm W« (tateer*. 3r*> Beii&tolj.tptiea of th# Kai^Uia&ed

I* L* Cutler* She First Year of the Blind HehaMlit&tion
Pregrw? 9$ i>«ftle fro*er«3. Fosrlttl, Outlook for the Blind

,

,Srt ,Ptf M^fMftJCT Ifflfflfr Mw 40» Itawfce* 2t February 19^

14» I, !»• Cntlsr, ^6 first Y*&r of the Blind Rehabilitation
VtOgm ?t IH&t&e OewaroS SoiPplMU Qj^leok ttsar ,t^o %li^&M S&* $m&m tmm ToIwbo *0t Hnmber 2

ft
Fooruary l$^iP< 32
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of on© or "tore IL'abo, paapt* of h3»ds» sererc Oralis. IjiJvxies,
t**&y ttcari'oci ana sstuoglad features, temporary disuse ox liiabu»

loss of sa^ea «f bbmjaI and seriously effective he-rlagt la

th£s. ^>mi0cticax Cutler aL&lua» that ^MuXtls&a IxiJarise ^ar
.

16
8e.»..havo not jaada psyohologlaal adjustiaent aore difficult."

'* he degrod atf 'biimkiesa is ip. soiao cases total aaA In

17
ofcjiijrs reasoo&abiy useful for traveling. Sailor st.vtsst

"It lias toon observed tto&t* in gp&£>r&lt IT a p®r«^a Is

0<ns^>3,6io3y said hopslossly blind* h© adjusts quicksr than, o-ro

IS
wli& has aaraa slight '"'

C tier aloe notes tiwt, "Iftc soldier vho has lofit his

s%$jhi in ocnubat adjusts better than &ae who has lost his

bl;^it ihrcsagh &;ri accident or Uirougu his ovz> c^relseorBafe*''

'IJ&re is of course a gr-ast T&rJ. -tion in SriYircsass&t

»

20
education ...no. intellect astoasg tlzfcsje rasa* According to

C .tl«r» "Ihe ability tc ©/Jj'ajst does not apv^cr to be related
21

ta Ir^llsct or a^ci^rouad* B

Haysler! s&jusfcaiajafc to the aMses*; 5^jtiTiti®s of llf®

is "togtai as sacoa &® pcstlhlft* Ojms of tisa atost l&portani

pto&g&s of orientation if ic rsi&j| tc travel or gat sfesrol

15. Rosalie K« Cotes* Rehabilitation A1&© I'ollg of *fTo*& at Valloy
For^ (i*M*r}« MAsqk.fe Um zxto&M& T'Mj, ga&ssaga ?CT
Toltuae **P» &ug&sr 1» January 1S^» *»* 22.

X6, Cutler* m*J$&»» 9* 32

1C» Cutlor, tet, .Asm P».3£
19* J&fts, 9iU
20. G<fao« ibh ,ffiiAw § 22.

21. Outler* gj> cjt»« p* 32
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alone, (This la now technically referred to ae foot travel*)

At Valley Forge General Hoapital blinded soldiers first loam

to looate thAlr beds and lockers and then to find their way«

in the mirdis b
e
v fellow!** a rubber floor mat with their feet.

to
I'hoy »:* instructs to fcss^/tto right and to use their arms*

held parallel to too floor before tbaia* as bumpers. Following

this instruction the saen learn to get about the hotpital with

the protection of a oar.© held so that it crosses the front of

the body i/ith Its tip al&ont tcuehlng tl»e floor* The crook or

handle f:«oas outward, tm& the hand grips the cane on the aide

aaarest the. body, allowing the crook to protect the knuckles

of the haeilf ?«U«vgS£ "Hospital tr.wl" the men are tau^at

to get s$xm% PhefsnirvUle, "downtown travel." For this purpose*

a cane technique developed at V&llsy Sorge General Hospital, (a

remarkable and afemosi foolproof method of using a cane,

especially of tpro&t value to blind persons beginning to travel),

is employed, calling for the rhythmic swinging of the cane in

front of ttoa foot moving forward, Efce cane used is long enou^i

%o tell the blind person of obstacle curbs and holes in
22

sufficient %tm to allow his: to avoid them*

In ^advanced travel** th& patient must compensate for his

loss of night by developing the ability to interpret so^xnds, a

sensitivity to changes in air current? and temperatures, a fine

sense of bsdance, sad & largs number of lets definite techniques,

the individual ability to travel veil* Imks individual abilities

of any sort, varies garesiAlys confidence playing a major role.

22, 7h» toWfcttlBKtoflF*! ©bsewsfies; *ad e.^perienes of this

phase of orientation at Volley Forge General Hospital,
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Those pationts who show soae facility are &iven farther training

In foot travel at the hospital.

She im of ^ttlda dogs as aids during preliminary train-

ing Is toottoA i&a&HLtw&iOj not only heoiattse their presence is

lrarpPAGtloa!! is a nos: Hal* bat aliso be earns* It is imperative

th-it the patient first develop the ability to get about with

the alAintm of ossis-tattoo* * 3o <teoleion is roade on guide dogs

imtil It ha?? been determined tfect the patient has a definite

need f«t» svoh &a aid and tljai the vocation ho has chosen to

fo3.iOv in civilian lifaj tje-nnite each an enombranee* fhs

jMijIonts are faflrLliotfised* hovev*rt with the advantages and
2k

disadvantages of a guide dof

A second step in. orientation involves looming to use the

tcolc m&. tvethods of the blind, namely braille, braills uatabes,

ecriptboard, touch feystem in typing, sad the Talking Book*

About 80$ of the trainees loam to type* and about

25$ lear^ brailletlargaly CJrad© I, at '/alley Forgo General

H*tpltal«

Aoothar step in orientation, and erne involving social

adjustments, iafche preventlam of those habits, such as the

ox^rosnianless faos, sloppy dree«, flat voice, shuffling gait,

2J* Outlor, oj> M&*» V— 32

25* S^O Office of ttas Sargoca Geaoral* go* clt ., p, 192
Z6* Cohen, .gs^j&i., t>. 2%

Te.vl Gonla»t» Io-cturo before Orientation Counselors
of the Totortus Adr» inistrntiir. at Talley Forgo General
Hospital* July 29, I'M*
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and Indiscriminate Cfine*iapping# Iboowi as blind! ams, which

instantly joark and set auart the blind man who is n clave
27

to them.

Recreation it an important part of the orientation programf

for by engaging successfully in swimning, fishing, skating,

dancing, and similar activities, and "by enjoying the radio,

phonograph and Talking Book, the blind patient not only fills

his leisure tisje* but learns to appreciate the fact that mentally

he is not "blind, and that many activities are still onen to
28

him. At Va ley Forge Oeneral Hospital, hor?>eba,ck-riding,

tandem-bicycle riding, bowling*, and nodified golf were also

introduced.

At "both Valley Forge and Dibble General Hospitals,

occupational therapy shops have "been get up. The men engage

in such work as weaving, cereal ce, and leathc rwork, all of

29
which are helpful in tea?Mng then to use their finders.

At both hospitals, blind patients, at the beginning of

their stsy, are segregated in wards and experience has shown

that newer arrivals are helped and encouraged by the examples
30

set by the more advanced patients. Later on in the

adjustment process, association with sighted patients is

31
deemed advantageous. ^Throughout the hospital period, It

is important that there be a close relationship between the

2?. Cutler, cm, pit.* p* 33
28. Loc. Cit .

29. Greear, $p.. £&•* P- 122.. . .Cutler, on. cit .. p. 33

30. iaas^siJ.
Cohen oiHv .

o&fc»« p. 23

31. Cutler, op., cit., ?. 33
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patient and his instructors, points out Greear, ao that the

letter can gain the confidence of those whose problems they

3?
seek to understand. If, in the hospital phase of training,

the patient is able to accept his disability, if he can

naintain his sense of humour, and if he Is learning how to

overcome the mechanical handicaps of blindness, then, Cutler

claims, he Is well on his way towards making a good adjust-

33
ment to his handican.

When the patient has received the maximum medical

"benefit obtainable at the General Hospital, he is transferred

to the Army's special training center at Avon, Connecticut

ivhere an intensive program in social adjustment awaits hla.

This program, which constitutes the last phase of his

Army career, attempts "•••to prepare the blind soldier for

h^inegoing, equipped with a sensible plan for employment or

continue! training, a knowledge of his own interests and

abilities, and a readiness to fit hith self-reliance into his

coiutTUnity, be useful, and enjoy life." The S$y to such a

future lies in self-confidence. With this in mind, the work

*_t Old Farias is designed to offer the trainee practical

experience ir a vide Tariety of tasks, the performance of

35
v/Mch builds in him a soundly-rooted self-confidence.

33. Cutler, cu. cit .. p. 33 .

3^. Old Farms Convalescent Hospital (SP), "Social Adjustment
groin-am , June 19^5* ?» !• (See Apnendix)

35 • Jameson, pp. clt *. p. 2?2
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At the same time, thia program instructs the trainee in

"basic skills and familiarises hira with a great many lines of

endeavor, front which he determine « his interests and abilities*

The Army has set up certain standards of social adjustment

V which it Judges the trainee's achievements. The general

standards have been satisfied if, during the stay at Old

Farms, the trainee hast

1. Satisfactorily fitted Into the comrnnity life and

appears capable of assuming his normal social obligations*

Z* Developed a reasonable insight into his limitations

and capacities -and has achieved, a satisfactory emotional

adjustment Reward his hsnaicaps.

3» Demonstrated the ability, based on his adjustnsnt

here, to reassnrae his civilian obligations*

She specific standards include:

1. Satisfactory completion ef a specified number of

courses. Specific levels of achievement for each course h&ve

been established.

2. Attainment of sufficient spatial and peraoaal

orientation to be relatively inde-endent* fhis is appraised

by special tests.

3. Part ioipation in social activities and demonstration

of the ability to \*oyJc end. get along; with others and in

organised group r.ctivities. Reports are available on

trainees' participation in social activities.

ir. Development of a responsible at litrade toward the

future with, some formulation of organized plan or goal within

the individual's capacities.

5» Attainment of social consciousness and responsioility





as expressed "by willingness to cooperate, to conform* and to

assume responsibility.

6, Proof of satisfactory control over unwholesome

attitudes and habits such as alcoholism.

The length of tire training period at Old Paras is

y. vcnt-ecr and ?~ half weeks, tut there is an. accelerated program

of thirteen weeks, snd au extended cne of twenty-two weeks for

those trainees whoso abilities or lack of ahilities warrant

them. At any vote, no doldi^r is kept at Old Farms after he

has nade the best ad ttistment dee/ned v.oosible in his
3?

part i cular case

.

The sevento-n and s half weeks training period at Old

Earns is divided into four phase*. Tb.2 first if these

attempts to restore the trainee^s confidence In his ability

to c«re for his essential needs. The second phase provides

and introduction to various types of work open to the "blind.

The third involves specialisation in desired courses, and

the last phase gives the trainee opportunity to work at some

38
job in a nearby plant or factory.

The initial week and a half of training is devoted to

orientation. This includes instruction in self-care and

learning to travel ^^naided botb inside and outside the grounds.

To enable him to form a clear picture of Ms surroundings, the

3c. Old ^arais Convalescent ospital ($P), On. Cit.. ^, 1-2

37 • Ih
.

jd.. p. 2

38. Jameson i o£& ,

e
,

lt. .» pp. Z^Z-Z'Jk

Stanley S. Weld, Old Farms Conval?scent Hospital for the Blind
Soldier, Connecticut S..ate Hedical Journal . Volume Till,
number 12, December 19 zw, p. 8?6.
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trainee studies models of the grounds, and is conducted by

an orientor to all the buildings via the various paths.

/** When he is able to get about the four buildings and

grounds lie has wade no small achievement, for Old Farms

Convalescent Eos dtfil, formerly a preparatory school, forma

a good substitute for an obstacle course. The ceilings are

of various heights, non« of the /a very high; the stairways are

winding and uneven, and the floors are uneven too. Saw-tils^ *<-'-

windows adrait little light, soaking it difficult for those

w I th tvave i vi s i03i.

To give lila the opportunity of facing such prcblens as he

is likely to encounter when us.'ng the existing odes of travelf

the trainee is taken to nearby Hartford where he learns how to

get on and off buses, and familiarizes himself with the

location of coin boxes, seats, bag-ago racks, and station

lavatories. Thir, ejcoerience is instrumental in building an

the soldier's confidence in his ability to travel along.

Lur5ng this stage of training, the soldier also attends

the testing clinic where, on the basis of interests,

personality, actitude, and previous experience, alternative

occupations are indicated for hiri by counselors.

At this point, he is also interviewed by a representative

nf the Veterans Administration, who explains to him that when

tho woric at Old Farias is ov L:-r, the Veterans Administration will

39. Jaoa^son, eu. git ., pp.. 2?2-2?3

&>• Stephen Habbe, The Blind Can Eeip Thoiaselv&s, H:,;rela

Save,.fcer 1^5. p. 848





continue with further vocational training and job plu.cemeat

•

In the phase that follows, the trainee begins work in a

wide variety of courses, some of which are likely to appeal to

hie personality, Courses of instruction are offered in

a@adsmie ana professional field's, music, manual and mechanical

skills, bHsJjy.sa, apiculture, and physical reconditioning fh©

typo of vork done is eaat-iplifiecl by the field of manual and

mechanical skills, wiicr3 courses are available in garage service,

machine shop, industrial skills, pl%no tuning, printing, radio

repair, -sad v:cc&ttorking aroon£ others. Similarly, some of the

tusln^ess courses offered are retail business, business methods

and salesmanship.

Aside from physical reconditioning, whioh is mandatory,

.he traines 1p free to choose from this diversity of subjects,

- rovided he raakee up a full irogrrrjiw Most of the courses given

are of four week duration, but a fevr last eight weeks. Six

forty-l'ivo minute classes are held daily except on Wednesday

and Saturday, which are half days for instruction, and of

>3
course Sunday*

In the thir4 phaso of work* the men specialize in those

courses tfoich the^ found of most value and interest, and in

addition are given jobs such pr> the rdaclnr of bobby pins on

cards, and spark plug assembly, which are sent in by outside

concerns*

In tV l&et chase of work at Old Ptrms, the trainee is

frl. Jarescn. .jEaa_eU«» P- 273

kZ f Old Farms Coryale scent. Hospital (SP), op. cit.. pp. Z-$

m, wu, sm* all** p» 876.





plaeed, for four or more weeks, at a JoT> in a nearby plant.

He is taken to work every morning* works a full day next to

sighted people* draw* a regular paycheck at the end of each

week, and is brought sack to the social adjustment center

every evening. The results of such placement have been very

encouraging, for the trainees have gained valuable confidence

from this experience, and their employers have learned that

f<rnm tfcti experienggi h "'? »-'1r oaployers *vm 1*°™^ that
1

the olind can he good workers. In placing the trainees, the

hospital tries to choose Jobs which offer the men experience in
46

the fields they expect to follow, hut it is Important

to emphasize that Old Farms is not a vocational training

institution* It on y gives the trainee an Introduction to, or

sampling of, various types of work coupled with the knowledge

that he can perform certain jobs, some of which may Interest
4?

him*

Throughout the training at Old Farms, formal stu&ie s are

supplemented by athletics and social recreation, so that the

trainees time is always occupied* Sxoept for those sports

which require hitting and catching a ball, these men can and
i$

do indulge in all activities.

The Red Cross, I. M. C. A., local groups, and private

Individuals In Hartford and other nearby cities have cooperated

In arranging dances, parties, fishing trips and the like for

45, Jameson, op. eit .. p. 2?4

46, Habbe, jgafcUtf&M P- 84$

47. Jameson, flfttjMt* P* 273*

48. Ibid., p. 2?4
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the trainAes. Movies, plans, the radio, the phonograph* the

Talking Book, also play a share In filling the trainees 1

leisure time*

The achievement of any individual trainee at Old Farms

depends primarily on his mental attitude toward the program.

As a rule, the blind soldier needs no prodding to avail himself

of the opportunities offered, a remarkable fact in considera-

tion of the war experiences, surgical operations and the

"blindness which has come to him in such a compact period of

time. Moreover, it has been found that in the semi-civilian

atmosphere of Old Farms, the reluctant trainee is spurred on

50
by the accomplishments of his fellow taaineee. In some

cases It is difficult to interest a man in that type of work
51

for which testing has Indicated him to be most fit. Certain

types of work, however, are looked upon with diitate by all.

Work traditionally associated with blindness, such as basketry,

weaving and woodworking, falls into this category. But With

the realization that these occupations can be pleasant and

productive hobbies, the trainees attempt to develop their
52

skill In them to the utmost. Braille, too, Is almost

universally disliked at first, due mainly to the pre-

ooncAived idea that it is impractical. A little knowledge

of the subject, however* brings with it an appreciation of

53
its value*

^* IM&-. P« 275
50. Habbe, on. eit .. pp. 819. 848

51. Jameson, .j232a-JSll«« P* 273
52. IhM.. PP« 273-274

53* rbioU * p. 273
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With the completion of the training at Old Farms, the

Army dischargee its responsibility to the blinded soldier,

and his separation from the service follows promptly. The

veteran can then, if he so dsslres, obtain further training

in and assistance in job placement from the Veterans

Administration and from various Federal, State and local

agencies for the blind. What he will mate of his future years,

depends mainly, ho**rever on what he has assimilated from the

Army Rehabilitation Program and the strength of his own

character.

In dealing with "blinded soldiers, the Army has provided

adequate facilities and availed itself of the most modern

knowledge and experience in offering them medical and surgical

treatment and psychological, social and prevocational rehabilita-

tion. It has increased the knowledge about corneal transplants

and pioneered in vitreftus transplanting. It has recognized the

psychological importance of using blind consultants for the

initial contacts with the war-blind. It has established a

social adjustment center for the blind. It has employed

dlvilian personnel whenever military personnel were found

unsuitable. Altogether, it has iaade an all-out effort to

restore the w^ar-blind to useful living.





CHAPTER V

THE SATO PROGRAM

Between January 1943 and April 1944, the United States

Naval Hospital at Philadelphia admitted its first six blind

war casualties. In July 1944, this hospital was designated "by

the Surgeon General as the national center for the rehabilita-

tion of blinded personnel of the Navy, Marine Corps and Coast

Guard. By November 1945, 157 war-blind patients, whose vision

was 2/20 or less, had been admitted.

Of these 157 cases, of blindness, 99 were the result of

traumatic injury to the eyes* The common causes of these

injuries were bullet, mortar, and grenade wounds, land-mine

explosions, bombs and shell-fire. The destructive nature of

modern warfare was aptly demonstrated by the long list of

accompanying injuries to blindness suffered by these men, only

one of whom escaped such injury. Eighty-three men suffered

facial disfigurement, while injury to cranial nerve?, loss of

the senses of smell, hearing and taste, soft-tissue foreign-body

wounds of the trunk and extremities, and fractures of the skull
2

and extremities took smaller tolls.

Blindness of non-traumatic origin affected 58 men, and

of these 28 were victims of poisoning by methyl alcohol

ingestion. The remaining non-traumatic cases were caused

chiefly by retrobulbar neuritis, macular choroiditis, and

X. A. Duane Beaa, Traumatic Blindness, Rehabilitation at the

U. S. Sava; Hospital. Philadelphia, March 1946, p. 253.

2. JJS*. B>* 255-S56.
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3
severe Yitamin deficiency.

For all of these 157 patients the prognosis for restora-

tlon of vision was nil or very poor. Their' u was a handicap

that called for acceptance and to which, adjustment on their

part was necessary. Consequently* "...the naval rehabilita-

tion program is dedicated to the praepoae of retraining its

blinded personnel so that they are willing and able to live

normal, active lives as socially and economically sufficient

5
contributors to eorammity life. 1* Thin program has been

carried out almost in its entirety at the United States Haval

Hospital in Philadelphia, Surgical and medical treatment,

as well as rehabilitation! has been provided there, the Navy

refusing, as was originally planned, to send its war-blind

to Old Taring Convalescent Hospital or to establish a

convalescent hospital of its own for the blind.

The Navy's failure to set up such a specialized training

center, does not mean, however, that it had intended to omit

this most Important phase of training, for as it shall be seen,

a program which wpb considered by the lavy comparable to that

at Old Farms has been in progress at the Philadelphia Eaval

Hospital. The consideration 2*1ven by the Savy to rehabilita-

tion is illustrated by the fact that among 77 discharged

patients, the rehabilitative portion of the program consumed

more time than the medico-surgical phase. But the duration

3# James F. Finegan, nontraumatic Blindness. Rehabilitation
at the V, S. Naval Hospital , Philadelphia, March 1946,
ipp. 263-265.

4, BeaEL, on. cit. . p. 253
5. A. Buane Beam, The Havy's Program for the Rehabilitation.

of Blinded Personnel, Outlook for the Blind and The
Teachers Forum. Volume 39, Humber 6, June 1945, p. 155
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R
of hospitalization, averaging as it did only four and a half

6
months, (and ranging from one and a half to twenty-one months )»

does not eompare favorably with the time spent by the blind

under the Army program. At Old Farms alone , seventeen and

a half weeks are devoted to rehabilitation.

The surgical and medical phase of the S&vy program was

designed to improve vision whenever possible, to render the

eye suitable for a prosthetic appliance, and to ct.re for

associated wounds. Procedures used in the treatment of

associated injuries included plastic surgery, brain, surgery,

7
and the care of fractures and amputations.

A valuable contribution to ocular prothesis has been made

by the Uavy with the development of a technic for the construction

of acrylic prosthetic eyes, which have been found superior in jnost

ways to glass eyes. The existing socket is first examined,

and if necessary, the soft tissues lining the cavity are

stretched by inserting a plastic form for a few days. The

socket is then filled with a mass of iriipressioa material, in

a fluid state, which soon sets and can be removed in one piece.

The elastic qualities of this material panaifc its withdrawal

from the socket without any distortion, and consequently a

perfect negative efi the socket is obtained, the Impression

is than surrounded by plaster of paris, which on setting

gives a duplicate of the actual eye socket. From this plaster

mold, a pattern is constructed in wax, and this pattern is

6. Beran, Traumatic Blindness, Rehabilitation at the U. S .

7'JQlUu »• 258~2<

Ifolfala
,

ffosplt&l . Philadelphia, March 19*46, p. 257
' >60
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tried in tii® eye socket and adjusted to provide maximum
movement and comfort, and to "beat restore the natural eontc-ur.

The completed wax pattern is. then placed in a metal flask

filled with plaster of paris. When the plaster sets the

flask is opened, the wax "boiled out, appropriate shades of

acrylic material packed into the resulting mold and the

flask closed and placed in a compress. The acrylic material

is then cured "by keeping the flask in boiling water of $60%.

for four hours. After removal of the acrylic form from the

flask a cavity is made in its surface to accomodate a false

iris, which has been painted on water color paper to conform

with the patient's remaining eye, or in cases of bilateral

eye loss, with his complexion and hair color. The iris is

cemented into this depression, and the entire prosthesis is

then covered with a transparent coat of acrylic material by

flasking and processing it once ore. The completed product
8

is highly polished to simulate the natural eye.

These plastic eyes have been of most value in cases

where the orbital cavity and surrounding tissues were

considerably mutilated. Hanson lists the chief advantages

of the acrylic eye as lightness of weight, permanence of

color, durability, tissue tolerance, the fact that there

is no danger of the eye bursting in the cavity as glass eyes

sometimes do, and that the material Is unaffected by the

8. Warren V. Hanson, Acrylic Bye Prostheses, Rehabilitation
at the u. 5. ffaval Hospital . Philadelphia, March 19^+6, pp^
268-272.
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fluids of the ©ye socket. The acrylic eye conforms to the

contour of the socket whereas the glass eye is merely a

shell-like covering in front of the cavity. In on y one

patient was the tissue lining the socket chemically

9
irritated "by the plastic material.

^he rehabilitation work at the Haval Hospital aims at

developing the patient's independence. Based on this

objective, the work has "been organised into four interdependent

elements termed? initial orientation, "basic re-education,

general psycho-social readjustment, and. prevocatlocal training
10

and vocation?! guidance.

The. following -oaxagraphe will he devoted to a description

of the work of rehabilitation at this hospital as well as the

testing period at *.he lev York Institute for the Education of

the Blind.

The great majority of the Navy war-blind were injured in
11

the Pacific War Theatre. They had to be transported many

thousands of -dll^s to reach the Haval Hospital in Philadelphia.

An erc&ripie of imch a trip is furnished by Monroe Fox, a

b.l5j\ded sailor, In Ms description of his journey from Iwo

Jlma to Philadelphia. On Febrary 18, 19^5, he was blinded

by an explosion aboard a vessel off Iwo Jima. Fie was soon

-placed on a hospital ship that took him to Saipan, where he

remained in a hospital for over a week. From there he

0. Ibid., pp. 272-273. 2?6.

10. Be>an» The Bavy's Prograa forthe Eehabilitation of

.
Blinded Personnel, Outlook for the Blind, and g&g
^sachsrs Forrqa . Volume 39, Number 6, June 19^5, p. 155

U. Ssasn Traumatic Blindness, Rehabilitation at the U. S.

Save! Hosnltal. Philadelphia, March 1946, p. 255.
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traveled by transport to Pearl Harbor, a ten day journey*

After about a week at the Pearl Harbor hospital, he was trans-

ferred to the Naval Hospital at Oakland, California, six days

jelag consumed. He spent some tine at the 1 tter center, and

finally was flown "by "Jfav&l Air Tranimort cross country to the

Philadelphia Hospital, where he was admitted on April ^2, 19^5,

more then t\/o months after the injury* Although some efforts

mere than two iaionthe after the Injury*—A3^fcough-~ee»e--e££ei?te

were ade to teach him hew to get around and eat, at the

Oakland Hospital, it was not until he reached Philadelphia that
12

a definite surgical and rehabilitative program was instituted.

Sor is this case unusual. Beam states that the average time

elapsing between injury and arrival at the Philadelphia, center

was three and a half months, with a variation of from four days

to thirteen months

#

The Havy has failed to follow the Army's example of

having a "blind consultant make contact with the newly "blinded

person as socn as possible after injury. Those experienced

5.n work with the war-blind, in England particularly, "believe

that such a. step is of great psychological benefit to the

newly blind.

On arriving at the hospital, the patient is introduced

to the program by way of an exaroination by the ophthalmologist-

iiL-chnrge, who determines <?nd plans the necessary medical am
Ik

surgical, treatment. This is followed by an interview with

12. Monroe I/. Foz,M Ajve^tur^* pp. 1-166

13. Beam, o
,

p. eit« . pp. 25»-257

14. Seam, The Iavy*s Program for the Rehabilitation of.

Blinded Personnel, Q$&mlSjM MlM flfffl £&
foaeherfi Farm. Tolurae 39, ttatoer 6, June 19*»5. p. 155.
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the supervisor of re-education, who explains the training

program to the patient, describing the routine of care and

training, and introducing the patient to hie physical

surroundings at the hospital. At the same time, the patient's

questions are answered, his fears end anxieties allayed

through frank discussion, and his participation In the

15
program encouraged. In conjunction with this there is

another interview with a r^adico-social worker, who obtains

the patient's social history and subsequently makes contact

with the patient's family for the nurpose of enlightening them
16

as tn the facte of the case.

In the first stages of training the patient most learn

to cope with the practical problems of daily living that I^ave

arisen from the loss of his most important sense. He must

accomodate hlncelf to "blindness, training his other senses to

compensate for the loss of his eight. The words of a recently

blinded sailor who vent through h~lis period of readjustment

are folly explanatory. "Each Day brings out something, new

to be met and solved. In a way it's like being reborn. A

newly blinded person mast learn to do the simplest things of

life all over again, and the surprising part of it is, that

those things can usually be done with such ease that you
17

wonder why people have such a horror of blindness." Still

this ia no easy task, but it is altogether necessary if the

•patient is to "b^tain some degree of self-sufficiency. During

15. Mary 3U Kugler, Be-&ducatIon of the Hewly Blinded.

. MillMl fit tfh,? fo g. ffava], Eogpiy^ Ifr^a^pftU.
March Wto* P. 279 .

16. 3earat Ot>« clt_.» p. 155

17. ?®*t teusil** P- 8.
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this period of ^Jostntnt, the trainee requires individual

instruction for p&ileat, understanding and experienced

teachers. The teacher-attendant is desired to occupy such

a role l» the ??avy pro-am. It is he who Introduces the

patient to his ted, locker, cubJcle and rag* assists him

in getting around, dressing, eating, and performing the varied
18

and necessary tasks of everyday life.

After coaly a chert period of training, eorpsaen are used

as teacher-attendants. The initial task of the teacher-attendant

is to c^ndnct the new patient to his "bed, and to explain

orally and with the aid of models* just what position the

patient'? "bed decuples in his cubicle, its relation to other

beds in the cubicle, ?nd the relation of this cubicle to

others in the ma% This is followed *by a tonr of the ward,

which further aids the put lent in forming a clear picture of

his surroundings. At the same time, the teacher-attendant

shovs the patient how by listening for the sound of the

water fountain pud the ring of the telephone on the nurse's

desk, and by similar grides, he car,, orient himself as to is

position lit the ward* When he is satisfied that the ne^/Coraer

has absorbed this knowledge, the teacher-attendant helps him

arrange his equipment in his locker in an orderly fashion,

encouraging him to identify and organize the articles.

Follnvlnf; this, the patient is oriented to the entire

19
hjOfpital*

I8 f
bugler, op. cit., v^. 25C-2B2

Beaa, op. cit., p. 1.55»

1<5. fugle? op. cit-, pp. 2SL-2S3
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Buying the first f#v weeks of training, th» patient

receives instruction in location and Identification of

objects, personal hygiene, acceptable eating habits, m&lntanr-

anoe of normal posture and g9.lt, and control of socially
2

objectionable mannerisms.

Learning to eat in a socially acceptable manner is one

of the yaost important and filffico.lt processes in retraining.

An attempt is made at the hospital to slmlate r.ivllirm

eating conditions* Food is served in plates, cups, saucers

and glasses rather than on compartment trays. It is arranged

in a clockwise fashion, so that a casual armouncsiront of the

laenu at each issal, for example that, raes.t is at six, pot$t4*s

at nine, and beajas at twelve, enables the patient to eat

without asking any questions. Ambulatory patients eat in the

Eess hall together vith teacher-attendant e» so that the latter

can both serve and .instruct the trainee s in such aatters as

cutting th&dx meat, buttering their bread, and seasoning their

food. A meal eaten in the company of the teacher-attendant, in

a restaurant, gives the trainee ercperience in getting the

waiter's attention* giving hie order, and having his food
21

properly arranged.

Another important phase of re-education it teach ng the

patients how to travel alone safely outdoors. To this end,

the department of physical education has set up a series of

four "progressive" tests which nerve both to instruct and

20. Bsfcjii, op. cit., p. 156
21* lugler* op, alt., p. 283
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22
test the trainee. In. %hs first of these tests, the patient

mst leave the ward, so out the gate a distance of 200 yjbarde,

turn the sorrier, walk a abort distance said return. The

second testjl involves taking a "bus to a nearby residential

section, tialring a circuit of the block and returning to the

ward. She third test tak£a place in a noisy residential and

bu&ineas area, involving a stop li^rt and various -tores.

Before negotiating the route, a. complete ©applanation of what

ho cot. expect is furnished the trainee after ¥hich £s is

taken over the course V the instructor, and finally lg put on

hie ov-n with the iustavctor scire dittgnc© aiaray. For the last

test the patient Is placed in the suWaj and heavy dovntovn

traffic of Philadelphia. (Because of additional injuries to

blindness, some user, axe excused fron?. this teat.) la the

course of there tests, the trainee lepras, to varying degrees,

how to get into a bus and pay his fare, how to avoid street

obstacles, and secure aid froia passors-b/ in crossing streets,

ho-s to take advantage of the recognition of store odors and

noise c, how to nunipulate suhw&y turastiles, iBid countless
23

Other helpful pointers. His experiences enable him tc

cope more aae^.ruatel;/ with future problems, not only because

of the specific obstacles he- overcome n hut also he cruse of

the confidence such. acconrolishj*.ients give hisa.

Convers© states that in learning to travel alone,

desire to learn is the nost important requirement. Intelligence,
24

otBKory, and & sense of hn^our are other deciding fact ore.

22. Evoatt C* Converse, Outside Orientation and Physical
Beeauditioning, ^ahnb^iitatlon at the IT. 5. Maval
Hoamtal. Philadelphia, March 1946, p. 303

23, rbid., pp. 304*307

24* IMd.» pp. 303t 307. 308
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5hs study of Braille presents the newly blinded men

with a difficult task, not only as regards the complicated

nature of Braille Itself, and the necessity of haying to

develop a new type of sensitivity in the fcingertlps for

perceiving the Br&ilit characters! "but also "because of the

psychological requirements. As bugler points cut, The

actual beginning- of the stu&y of Braille* marks, on the part

of each patient* the overooming of & basic psychologic

obstacle. It s»an$ he has accepted his "blindness, and in so

doing* is taking one of his first forward steps in his process

of rehabilitation. It seans he h&e graphed the value of
25

Brailie as a practical netted ox leading and writing*"

the following response of a newly-blinded sailor is

illustrative of feh« attitude toward Braille taken at first

oq> many of the war-blinds "Before J. started to study Braille,

1 ¥A3 a little dubious about it. I had heard it. was very-

difficult. I eouln't see why I needed It anyway. I knew

I could get a talking-book machine that would allow me to

listen to aay book I wanted, and I was afraid the time

involved would slow me up In getting w discharge and getting
26

home."

In the program at the Unite©. States Naval Hospital, the

patient it not required to continue -irallle after he has

completed Gi»&dc l|* KaJGff however* elect to go further, so

thai of 100 discharged patients, seven completed Grade 211$

23 completed fede XI; 31 completed urade Xfri and 13 studied

In.G-rade X* 3!he la*% group included raen who have been unable.

25. Kugler, ap. clt«t p» 283

2Jk* Sex* on* cit., p. 13^*





to Bate the necessary adjustment early in their retraining,

and also a nuraher who laoted the required tactual ability.

twenty patients had guff Ident vision to read ink print

and therefore received no instruction in Braille, and three

men were discharged Before a formalised program of instruction

was instituted, !?hs ?,veroge number of lessons needed to

complete Grade I was 25, while for Grade II about 15

27
additional lessons were necessary.

In contrast to the difficulties presented hy the study

of Braille, typing is readily taken up "by the patients, all

of whom were eager to learn a menas of private common! cation

with the sighted. Systematic daily instruction In the touch

system is provided for each patient. On completing 36 hours

of instruction, the trainee receives a typewriter, provided

he has attained a ppe«& of 25 words a minute (allowances

are made for additionally handicapped patients, such as

one-ar»ed men), and has a knowledge of letter forms,
23

operating teehnicue, end care of the machine. Weekly

reports on each patient's progress, in both Braille and

typ^ingi are made to the supervisor of re-education,

In conjunction with the program of re-education, the

Havy ha.s instituted certain activities designed to facilitate

psycho-social adjustment. A physical reconditioning program

emphasizing enjoyable sports and group games, held outdoors

'/hensver possible, occupies a definite portion of each

trainee's time, formal calisthenics, conducted in small

2?. Ku^ler* op. cit., pp. 293~2<^i

28. Fold., pp. 287-288

29, rbid., pp. 288, 293





groups of equally advanced trainees, is helpful in regain-

ing muscular coordination and good posture; medicine-"ball

handling, tug-of-war and rowing, give the patients the feel

of working as part of a. group. Archery, employing a sound

signal to £ive df.r ctl ju, I.- •• :otlead at close range. Swimming

and wrestling, both ideal sports for the blind, have had few

followers, bo cause of lack of facilities and presence of preven-

tive surgical operation? and Injuries. Bowling and modified
30

golf are also available.

Other recreational activities are left to the Bed Cross,

which arranges games, dances, and musical instruction within

the hospital, as well as parties cm& visits to public centers
31

and private homes outside. The location of the Haval

Hospital in Philadelphia, a large city, offering all sorts

of recreational, educational and vocational facilities, is

a distinct advantage not enjoyed by th® Army center at Avon.

It makes at possible for the natients to visit places of

32
historical interest, schools, end theatres. Writing of

Philadelphia, Monroe Fox says; " -lie re were several organiza-

tions in the city whose sole purpose was to entertain

servicemen. Many people invited the boys out to their homes

for the weekends, gave special dinners and parties for them,

and even took them on tripe to nearby Atlantic City. In fact,

there was some -place to go ever;/ night, If a serviceman in

33
that hospital — not just the blind ones — cared to go."

30. Converse, op. cit., pp. 308-314

31. Beam, The Irvy 1 ? Progress for the Sehabilltation of

Blended. Personnel, Outlook for the Blind and !3?h©

tochers Foram, . Tolicae 39, Fuiaber £, June W5, p. 157

32. Ibid,, p. 156

33. Per, op. cit., p. 139
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Anothor activity used la the adjtistinont process it

uceupation&l therapy, which serves primarily to develop

manual skills, finger dexterity and coordination. At the

saiiie time it provides a satisfying diversion and Id some

instances uncovers gone heretofore unrealised abilities.

In addition to weaving., the Mssvy has successfully

instituted in its occupational tl erqpy department leatherwork,

woodwork, gardening, May film developing and the use of
35

power equipment*

Leathervork, the most popular, ha3 the advantage of

providing a grafted type of activity. The initial project

is so siirjie a.3 to insure success, and as Koch points out,

Pieces; on th.& first ventre is very important in establishing

self-con; idoncf- 1 Tlic. snaking of such ieathorwerk articles as

belts and moocassins given the trainee considerable

satisfaction bf eause he can present them ae gifts to

relatives or friends. ¥oodworkIn,;; is taadertaksa. by using

si.ply alaptei hand tools which allow the blind to do their

o :.n measuring, outil-og, baagawring 3&d sawing.

Trainees interested in oat door work, boys £ro2i the farm,

find pleasure ;n gardening. By clamping specially adapted tools

to a tauii wire stretched between raovable metal stakes,

accurate spading, planting and cultivation are perfo-msd.

Xoch says that gardening has been aosst beneficial to -en who

3'-!-. faith C. Koch, Occupational Therapy, Rehabilitation at

th? '.!. S. Havad "ins -i,t->l t Philadelphia, March 1946,

35, 3p:-:d . ;p. 297-300

36. "-ufiir,,,fiU*.





bad difficulty adjusting to their handicap — It Increased

coordination, lesaenod nervous tension, and gave the patient

the satisfaction of perceiving thing? grow as the revolt cf
37

Mb own efforts,

A new field for the blind has been opened with the

introduction of x-ray fn* developing, a process which artist

be timed in a darkroom. Braille markers enable the worker

to oaten corresponding fila and envelope, while a "braille

vetch is used for the timing. As a result of this training,

the liavy hae placed thrse of its former trainees as X-ray
38

technicians In hospitals.

9?he Occupational Therapy department also operates a

st^d as a re&si&iary cf the Ship's- Service store, and this

project provides training for sis patients at a tJjse who are

interested in retail "business. Operating the cash register,

takiig inventory, replacing* stocky and keeping records are

all attended to by blind men*

To facilitate the patient 1 s 2-dJuet&ent , group conferences

vith departeenfcal administrators! the cliaMal psychologist,

and the chaplains are held regular ~.y. But there are also

unplanned forces at work* Ctoe inafcanc® of these is thft

example set to those newly arrived, "fey those sore advanced

In their adjustment. Tbe point is well illustrated in the

followiijg qju^taticca by Monroe Fox: "A man may worry about

being blind v,'hen he first gets therei but he soon gets ever it*

37. j@Sa <?«.>

40. Btinw, Ths tesy*S Program for the Rehabilitation of

Blindol Personnel, Outlook for the Blind ana The
Voluiae 39* Jfaaaber 6# Jfcne 19^6, p« X56
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When he gees (perceives; from 30 to 50 men who don't give

a darn about their blindness, men who can talk with

confidence about their future* men who go out every night

of Libert;.-— and c.very other nl$it they can without being

caught — mnu who can atlJJ «li«omi« the Navy's favorite topic -

&ii$S rta(1 do it w lll.. it : tr%ce of self-consciousness

because of their blindness, he Eoon learns that he feels

better when ha ctott&H worry hinwelf about not. bein^ able
4l

to see." And also in the following description of one

of Ms mates: M yet he's one of the most cheerful men I

know. He* a had operation after operation to rebuild his

face. He's? had to leant to run a typewriter with one hand 0CTO7

42
He 1 * had to overcome is blindness just like the rest of us."

At the United States Faval Josp$tal in Philadelphia!

considerable emphasis has been placed on educational and

vocational counseling, and particularly on the associated

phase of job try-outs. Before a program of work is

planned, information concerning the patient's background;

interests, hobbies, experience and ambitions is obtained at

an interview conducted by tne educational service officer,

the teacher-attendant in charge of the patient's extra-

hospital work experience end the occupational therapy officer.

Another lead as to the type of work suitable for the patient

is obtained from the results of a series of psychological

41. Forr, on. elt .. p. 124

32* Ioc» clt

43, Dale 3. Harris, Mucati onal and. Vocational Counseling,

l^abi^it-U^i at tLo U. 3. Uaval Hospital. Philadelphia,

March 1946, pp. 315-321
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aptitude tests admini stored at the New York Institute for

the Eduoation of the Blind, where eaoh trainee spends two

weeks. Group guidanoe olasses, acquainting the trainee

with the abilities, necessary training, advantages and hazards

of particular vocational opportunities for the blind, help

him sort out the vocational possibilities open to him. Before

leaving the hospital, eaoh trainee receives information con-

cerning the speoifio guidanoe agencies to which he oan apply

when he arrives home.

Prevooational training, planned on the basis of informa-

tion gained from interviews and tests, inoludes work in and

outside of the hospital. As has been noted, occupational

therapy serves, in many instances, just such a purpose. The

work experience in X-ray film developing has proved valuable to

some. The Ship's Service store has served well in training

those interested in retail business.

Work experience outside the hospital is made available

at the Philadelphia Haval Base, the Marine Quartermaster Depot,

and at a large number of industrial and ooraneroial plants and

schools, all of wnioh are cooperating with the Wavy in its

program of training the blind. The groat variety of

types of work offered by these plants is illustrated bv

the fact that blind patients in the Navy program have

successfully performed such operations as sub-assembly of

parts, (using power presses and staples in many instances),

packing, crating, nailing, hand tapping, boring, and reaming,

drill press operation, ( on both wood and metal jobs) steel

wire-outting and forming, inspection and cleaning of parts.
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arbor press operations, hand work on leather and wood

novelties, hand work on aithletio equipment, stockroom work,

order filling, window displays, all types of farm chores, (with

the exception of heavy field work), and photographic darkroom

work, (with the exception of retouching and reprinting).

When a man's choice is in industrial work, he is

placed in a hwlf-day job in Philadelphia, which he must hold

for at least four weeks before his discharge from the

hospital. On the first day, ithe trainee is accompanied to

the job by the teacher-attendant in charge, who introduces

hin to the manager or owner of the plant and to the foreman,

as well as to the job itselif,. The teacher-attendant

repeatedly checks on the patient's progress on the job. Suoh

placements, made only after the patient's interests and

aptitudes appear to warrant them, and continually checked

by the hospital oorpsmen, have resulted, according to Harris,

in a high proportion of successful job try-outs. Wh9n the

patient chooses retail business, he is taken to meet bus-

inessmen and examine business establishments. Training at

a business school as well as employment at the Ship's

Servioe store follows. For men interested in farming, the

Navy has made an arrangement with a sohool or horticulture

in Ambler, Pennsylvania, which permits the trainees to spend

some time there familiarizing themselves with typical farm

chores. When the patient intends to oontinue hie education,

necessary steps in having him properly accredited, arranging

tutoring, and facilitating his entrance into the proper

I4I4. Loo, oi t .
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school, are taken by the Navy.**5

The New York Institute for the Education of the Blind
i

ia ono of the leading schools for blind children in the

1 I

United States. In cooperation with the Navy, it sponsored

a program of rehabilitation for blinded marines and sailors.

The two-week testing period spend by Navy war-blind at

/ Ithe New York Institute haB already been mentioned, and it

was said that psychological tests were administered there.

Tn testing intelligence, the mean soore of 106 subjects

was (strangely enough) 106. The range was from 71 to 1J1.

All soores were based on the Hechsler-Bellevue scale, with

the exception of four, which were based on the Hayes-Buiet

scale.

To determine mechanical aptitudes, a number of testa

were giver: tho Wiggly Hlo^k assembly. Radio Tube Inserting,

Matching Forms and the Playschool Assembly. Most patiants

took the fiiggly Assembly plus one of the others.

One hundred and ten patients were tested on manual

ability, 3uch teats beir.g used as the Minnesota Rate of

Manipulation, Detroit Manual Ability, Hand Tool Dexterity,

Snail Pars Assembly, Washer Sorting, Screw and vTasher

Assembly and Dual Hand Dexterity.

A few received vocational preference tests, the Standard

Diagnostic Interview Guide bing the most extensively used.

Social and personal adjustment of twelve patients were

tested and classified on the Bell Adult (Pom A) scale. **

L6. Bugler, Re-eduoation of the Newly Blinded, Rehabilitation

at the U. S- Naval Hospital , Philadelphia, March l<jlp,

pp. 285-286.
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It may be enlightening to examine what was the

evaluation given to this testing period by a sailor who

experienced ita "The story of my progress in the rehabilita-

tion program, would not be complete without a short aooount

of the two weeks I spent at the New York Institute for the

Education of the Blind. The main idea of sending us to

New York was to give us certain tests to see how adaptable

we were to industrial jobs. Why these same tests couldn't

have been given in Philadelphia, I don't know, for the

materials used were very simple. For example, one test

consisted of pioking up marbles one at a time with each hand,

from a tray, and dropping them through small holes in the

tops of two large bottles. Another test was removing the

nuts from the end of several different-sised bolts whioh were

placed through a board. We were supplied with a large number

of tools from whioh we had to select the right ones to use.

Once the bolts were removed, we had to replace each one in

the hole it fitted, and secure the nut. We were timed during

all these tests, and no doubt they proved something, but .just

what no one ever told us. And why we should have to spend

two weeks taking tests whioh could have been finished in

two or thr«»e days, was another question no one ever

answered. "^7

Besides testing, further instruction in Braille and

typing was given. Blind instructors also taught the finer

points in traveling without sight. Counseling interviews

ltf. Fox op . oit ., pp. 170-171.
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were conducted.. Trips wero made to news-stands managed

by blind men, and to th© local organizations for the blind,

including the Brooklyn Industrial Home for the Blind, the

Lighthouse and the Mew York Guild* for the Jewish Blind.

^

8

Social dancing, parties, theatre attendance and other

means of entertainment were amply provided, to such an

extent, in fact, that many of the marines and sailors

considered this the main feature of th© program.

The most valuable aspect of the program according to

the statements of the trainees, lay in the opportunities offered

of meeting well adjusted competent young blind people among

the older students of the school. Many of the marines and

sailors told the investigator that these meetings accomplished

more than all the lectures on adjustment to which they had been

exposed. They perceived for themselves that the blind

could do most of the things the sighted oould, they said, and

many of them were inspired to imitate these boys and girls.

It is not yet possible to judge fully the value of the

Havy's program for the war-blind. The ultimate test o its

value will be the extent of the psyohologiaal, social and

vocational rehabilitation of those who received its benefits.

Since the passing of several years at least is usually

required for the rehabilitation of newly blinded persons,

according to those experienced with the blind, judgment of

necessity must be delayed.

For the same reason, hbb* sound over-all judgments in regard

to comparisons between the programs of the Army and Navy, are

I48. This information is based on the experience of the

he6ghfct«£atfeB £»o§rfcaaoher at the Institute at the
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also impossible at present. But by comparing teohniques employed,

personnel involved, and facilities made available, it is

possible, in some speoifio instances, to make a few valid

preliminary judgments.

In travel instruction, the Array developed and used a

fool-proof oane technique. The Navy did not. Nor did it

employ an equally workable substitute.

The Army used blind consultants to make the initial

contacts with the war-blind. The Navy failed to appreciate

the psychological importance of using suoh consultants.

When it found its own personnel inadequate, the Army

hired oivi liana. The Navy did not.

The Army established a social adjustment oenter for the

war-blind, to supplement the instruction given at its

hospitals. The Navy confined all of its medical, social,

psychological and prevocatlonal rehabilitation of the blind to

the Philadelphia Naval Hospital primarily, and to a very small

extent, to the New York Institute for the Education of the

Blind. That a number of blinded marines and sailors, upon

their discharge frora the Navy, requested and were sent by

the Veterans Administration to the social adjustment center

of the Array for the regular course, is undeniable evidence

that these men themselves realized that important elements

were missing in the Navy program.

These comparisons between techniques, personnel and

faoilites, turn out in favor of the Army, but that of

course does not necessarily signify that in the long run

blinded soldiers will be better adjusted oitieens than

blinded marines and sailors.





CHAPTER VI

THE VETBRANS ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

This chapter will deal with the four main phases of the

program of the Veterans Administration for the war-blind of

World War II. The pension laws and the speoifio legislation

for the j*ar-blind, whioh the Veterans Administration carries

out, will be described. Then, the methods by whioh the

Veterans Administration oo-operates with the Army's social

adjustment center for the blind, will be pointed out. Rext,

the process for the vocational rehabilitation of the war-blind,

as it functions in the Veterans Administration, will be ex-

plained. Finally, the orientation programs for blind members

and patients in the veterans homes and hospitals will be des-

oribed.

The basic legislation govern ng the pensions for blinded

veterans of World War II is inoluded in Publio Law 182 of the

Seventy--ninth Congress, approved September 20, 19t»5- ^he

purpose of the legislation, as stated in the act, is "to provide

additional rates of compensation or pension," and to "remedy in-

equalities as speoifio service -incurred disabilities in exoess

of total disability." More specifically, the law divides

veterans blinded in the service into three categories,

each of whioh is allotted a different monthly pension. The

first group, whioh receives a monthly pension of $200, includes

veterans who are blind in both eyes with a visual aouity

of $60 5/20O or less. *f the veteran has been blinded in both

eyes and has been rendered so helpless as to require
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the constant aid and attendance of another person, he

rooeives a monthly pension of $235. Those veterans who

have suffered the anatomical loss of both eyes constitute

the third group, and receive $2 5 a month. If the degree

of a veteran's sorvioe-incurred blindness exoeeds the

requirements for any of the three categories, the Administrator

of the Veterans Administration may, theoretically, at his

discretion, authorise the next higher or an iter intermediate

rate of pension.

A veteran who has suffered a disability, such as the

loss of or the loss of use of a leg or a hand in addition

to the loss ob sight, is entitled under Public Law 182, to

receive a $35 monthly increase in his pension for eaoh such

loss, as long as his total pension does not exceed #300. For

example, a veteran receiving $265 a month for the anatomical

loss of both his eyes, if he has also suffered the loss

of a hand, will receive #300 a month. Similarly, if

total deafness is incurred in combination with total blind-

ness, a monthly pension of 1300 is also awarded.

The disability pension that used to be awarded for the

loss of, or the loss of sight of, only one eye, varied

according to the visual acuity of the useful eye. If that

eye was wholly unimpaired, a thirty poroent disability

pension for the Impairment of the other eye, (based upon

a $115 pension per month for one hundred percent disability),

or $1*5 per month was awarded.

But as present, by the additional allowance of $35 per
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month, such persons receive #80 par month. The pension

inare&ses as the strength of the eye with vision decreases,

until the visual* aouity of this eye drops to 5/200. The

condition iB then considered blindness, and the veteran

becomes eligible for a statutory rate of either $200 or #235

per month, as specified In Public Law 182.

In order to compensate for -che rising >ost of living

during 191*6, Public Law 662, Seventy -Ninth Congress, effective

since August 3, 19^6, authorised a twenty percent increase

in all benefits and compensations, except those considered

statutory awards. (The statutory awards include

the $200, $235 i &nd |265 per month pensions for the three

categories of blindness. Tho #35 P®r month supplementary

awards, of Public Law 182, are also considered statutory awards.)

Tho twenty percent increase is applicable only to those

benefits based upon the $115 penaion p^r -*onth, for one

hundred percent disability, which was initiated by a Federal

act on Deoerr.be r 19, 19^1 •

Another instance of legislation affecting the war-blind

is found in Public Law 309, Seventy-Eighth Congress, approved

May 2I4, I9I4I4. It provided one million dollars for the

purchase of "Gesing-Bye Dogs" for blind veterans and travel

pay to and from the center for tho training of guide-dogs

for the blind. The law also provided for the purchase and

distribution of electronic and mechanical equipment to aid

veterans overeome "Che handicap of blindness.

Tho importance of co-ordinating its attempts at the

vocational rehabilitation of blind veterans with the work
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of orientation and adjustment training provided by the Army

at Old Farms Convalescent Hospital, has been recognized by

the Veterans Administration. 1

To facilitate co-ordination in the task: of selecting a

vocational objective for the veteran, of preparing a program

of training and employment for him, continuous with that

carried on at Old Farms , and of obtaining and supplying

neoeeeary information to and from Old Farms and the regional

offioes of the Veterans Administration, several provisions

have been made.

The Veterans Administration has stationed at Old Farms a

vocational adviser and a training officer to assist in the

initiation of vocational guidanoe for the war-blind. These

persons have the added responsibility of securing, from the

appropriate regional offices, any information of value for

the vocational guidanoe and training of the servicemen at

Old Farms. The information deals with home conditions and

training or employment possibilities in the trainees* home

oommunitida. In turn, the Veterans Administration repre-

sentatives at Old Farms supply the regional offioes with

pertinent information about the men who are discharged from

the Army. Thi«i information indicates the vocational objectives

tentatively set for the servicemen at Old Farms, the possible

limitation in regard to the location of a training oenter for

1. Letter from the Aasiatant Administrator of Veterans

Affaire to All Begional Offioes and Combined Facilities
,

July 20, 19149. P-l» (See Appendix)

2. Ibid., pp. 1-U.
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a veteran, and the types of training and employment facilities

that the veteran might require.

When a aervioernun ia disoharged from Old Parma, hi a

records, ae well as all findings and recommendationa concern-

ing him, are forwarded to the appropriate regional office of

the Veterans Administration.

The regional offioe ia urged to malre contact with the

blind veteran aa soon as poasible after his arrival home so

that he may be started on a progress whioh will continue and

ooraplete the work of vocational rehabilitation begun at Old

Farms.

The regional offioe, advised in advanoe by the personnel

of the Veterans Administration at Old Farms of a veteran's

homecoming and of his needs, tries to prepare to offer him the

training facilities and employment opportunities that he may

require. The responsibilities of the regional offioe in

this connection are many. It locates employment opportunities

for the veteran in line with his experience, abilities, education!

interests and residual vision, if any, as reported by the

representatives of the Veterans Administration at Old Farms.

It seouros training facilities, arranging institutional training

and training on the .job. It secures the services of agenoiea

and institutions for assisting the blind veteran in his

orientation and aocupational adjustment.

Another task of the regional offioe, to be performed

prior to the home-coming of the veteran, is that of securing

the oooperation and understanding of his family by visits to

his home.
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Should the regional office be equipped incompletely to

handle the pncakaric prqbieras of advisement, training and placement of

the blind veteran, it io expeoted to roquest the aid of the

central offioe in acquiring faoiiitien.

In case a blind veteran refuses the assistance offered by

the regional office, statements to thin effect are placed upon

his reoord, including \f#mrka on the attendant oirouiastanoes.

When a veteran does not resist vocational rehabilitation,

the Vetorans Administration undertake!! to help him. He is

given the general benefits provided by Public Laws V- and 3i»6,

of the Seventy-Kighth Congress, and 2<S3, of the Seventy-&inth

Congress, (laws described in Chapter II), and special considera-

tion because of the severity of the disability of blindness.

Subsequent to die approval of Public Law 16, a vocational

Rehabilitation Service, of the Vstors.ns Admini strati on was set up.

M. I* Tynan, the Service's oupervisor of the Blind, at

that time, describes its organization as follows: '2he

Vocational Rehabilitation Service is under a director and is

composed of three major divisions: natively, the Vocational

Advisement Division, Training into hi.iploynitm"u Division, and

the Research Division. . ..The Training into Employment Division

will be responsible for prescribing the .ourse of training,

providing the necessary supervision in order to insure

restoration of owployability. . . .The Vocational Rehabilitation

Division in the Regional Offioe is under the control of a

Vocational Rehabilitation Officer who is responsible to the

manager.
"*

*.'." r*

J. II. I. Tynan; Organisational and Administration of Vocational
Rehabilitation 8ervice. Proceedings of the 20th Convention

of the American Association of Workers for the Blind , 1%3,
pp . '0-61

.
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The following recommendation relative to blind veterans

made by the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Wavy, the

Chairman of the War Manpower Commission and the Administrator

of Veterans Affairs, outlines the task of the Veterans Admini-

stration in providing vocational advisement:

That the Veterans Administration shall initiate and
complete as early as possible within the social adjustment
training period the vocational advisement of each oase to
the end that as early as possible during his social ad-
justment training the blind person will know preoisely
his plans for the future, including not only his ultimate
vocational objective but also the vocational training
program by whioh the objeotive is to be obtained.h

The blind veteran formally expresses his interest in

vocational rehabilitation by filling out form 100. At the

Veterans Administration guidance center to whioh he reports,

the provisions of Publio Law 16 and its amendments are

explained to him, and various psychological and aptitude

tests are administered. Should the veteran be judged

incapable of returning to the type of work he was engaged

in before disability was incurred, the Veterans Administration

Rehabilitation Service must restore his employability for some

other vooation.5

The first task, therefore, of the Vocational Rehabilita-

tion Officer at the Regional Office is to aid and guide the

blind veteran in the seleotion of a oourse of training that

will lead to a restoration of his employability.

The All Station Letter of September 6, \9h&, requests

that the vocational advisement brief and the detailed training

I4. Ira Soott, Manual of Advisement and Guidance , p. 92.

5. J. H. Garrett, (Director of Rehabilitation of the

Severly Handioapped, Division of Vocational Rehabilita-

tion and Education, Veterans Admini strati on) . Lecture

before orientation Counselors of the Blind of the

Veterans Administration, at Valley Forge general

Hospital, August 6, 191+6.
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program, when completed, be forwarded to the Central Office

of the Veterans Administration for review. In discussing

occupational opportunities for blind veterans, this same

letter says:

Lists of occupations in which blind persons have
been successfully employed will be issued from time
to time. It should be borne in mind that blind persons,
must have at least the same qualifications from the
standpoint of eduoation, previous experience, etc., as
would be required for persons with sight, and as
has previously been indicated, the adjustment a
blind person has made to his disability must reoeive olc-.e
sorutiny. If an occupation is considered whioh has not
been included on the lists provided by Central Office, a
detailed explanation, indicating any unusual factors,
such as how and where it is contemplated the blind
veteran may be adjusted into satisfactory employment
upon completing neoessary training, will be submitted
to Central Office for consideration prior to inducting
the blind veteran into training.

7

Tynan, discussing the specific program for the vocational

rehabilitation of the blind, says, "Through sound, systematic

vocational advisement, each blind veteran will be aided in

selecting a course of training whioh will fit him for

satl sfaotory employment . "3

When he has a definite vocational objective, the

veteran begins training for employment. The responsibility

of prescribing a course of training, preparing a training

program for the veteran, induotlng him into the ohosen train-

ing facilities, supervising his training for employment, as

well as initiating contacts for training in institutions and

establishments, rests with the Vocational Rehabilitation

a
Offioer in^QjjfegionalJJfnoe^^

7. Letter from the Assistant Administrator of Veterans

"Affairs to All Regional Offices and Combined Facilities .

September 6, 19U?7 P« ?• (See Appendix)

8. Tynan, op. Git., p. 62.

9. Ibid.,pp. 60-61.
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In regard to location and selection of training facilities,

the All Station Letter of September 6, 19^5 states:

Vooational training as distinguished from social
adjustment training should be provided in most oases
in schools and establishments oommonly used by sighted
persons. Also suoh training should be provided as close
as possible to the community in whioh the veteran will
live following his rehabilitation. This is desirable
in order that the blind veteran may become as muoh as
possible identified with and in the community in which
he is to practice his new vooation.. . .Training agencies
must be carefully {selected and must understand thoroughly
the requirements o£ the blind veteran and also the
Veterans Administration policy and especially that blind
veterans are to receive only such attention and assistance
as they absolutely require, and that tendency to deal with
blind veterans differently than persons with sight must be
avoided. 10

"To enable eaoh blind veteran to pursue satisfactorily

his oourse of vooational rehabilitation," deolares Tynan, "all

equipment, supplies, and reading assistance, which are clearly

necessary to the successful pursuit of his training, will be

furnished by the government:"11

Regular supervision of the disabled veteran is an

important part of the Veterans Administration program, more

so for training on the job than for training in educational

institution. 12

The Veterans Administration recognises the danger of a

blind veteran becoming "institutionalised", and consequently

avoids long, continuous periods of training in residence at

institutions for the blind.
**

10. Letter from the Assistant Administrator of Veterans

AfTairs to All Regional Offices and Combined Facilities.

September 6, 19U3, p. $. (See Appendix)

11. Tynan, Op. oit., p. 62.

12. Garrett, op7"5fc*.oit.

13. Tynan, 0£. oit ., ¥7~62.
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Placement, the ultimate goal of vocational training, is

also a responsibility aooepted by the Veterans Administration.

It itself, plaoes the veteran, ot makes oontaoto with private

agencies to do so.

The Central Office of the Veterans Administration expects

its Regional Offices to maintain regular and continuous

contact with blind veterans and to issue bimonthly reports

on each case.

There remains still to be described the programs of

orientation established in veterans 9 homes and hospitals*
\ '

f
IV

In the fall of 19U5. under the division of medical

rehabilitation, the nucleus of an orientation, program for

blind members and patients in Veterans homes and hospitals

was established. Nine centers, in which the number of blind

\
members or patients warranted it, were author! sed\to appoint

an Orientation Instructor and Counselor of the SllilfiiJU* >•

These nine centers wore looated at Bath, New York; Bay Pines,

Florida j Bronx, Hew York; Dayton, Ohio; Kecoughtan. Virginia

j

Los Angeles, California; Mountain Home, Tennessee; Tuske^ee,

Alabama; Wood, Wisconsin.

By the end of April, 1 :>U6, the blind members and patients

in these nine homes and, hospitals numbered 337 • Their

average ago was 58. In most oases blindness was not service

connected. The vast majority of the men were veterans of

World War I, many of them having become blind in recent years.

llJ7"* The information on this section of the chapter is

derived from the experienoe and knowledge gained by

the investigator as Orientation Instruotor and

Counselor of the Blind at the Bronx Veterans Hospital.

Wo reliable printed source material has as yet been

released.
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A new Veterans Administration polioy intends implement-

ing the rehabilitation or partial rehabilitation of these

elderly blind veterans, as well as furthering the rehabilita-

tion of veterans of World War II undergoing additional medical

treatment. If a blind veterans of florid Sar II needs a plastio

surgery operation, for instance, and if he enters a veterans

hospital in whioh an orientation program for the blind is

functioning, he may receive mors instruction in braille,

typing, travel or any other phase of orientation, tf a

patient in such a hospital has become blind since his discharge

from the service, obviously orientation to blindness must

begin from soratoh for him.

The Orientation Instructor and Counselor is expected to

gain the cooperation of Social Service, Occupational therapy

and other departments in these centers, in working out a

Blind program. Such a program may consist of counseling on

the problems of the blind, instruction in braille, typing,

personal hygiene and organization, travel and the use of

devices such as the braille watch, talking book and soript-

board. Occupational therapy (mainly leather-work, weaving,

basketry and ceramics) is usually also an important part

of the program. In some of the centers it constitutes the

entire program. Attendance at plays and picnics, often made

possible by the cooperation of the Bed Cross, is one of the

main ways of encouraging and facilitating social intercourse

by the members and p* patients. In the various centers,

circumstances and the personalities of the Orientation

Counselors determine whioh phases of such a program are to

be emphasised. In no two of the centers are there exactly





similar programs.

The Orientation Counselor (one in eaoh oentor at the

momont) is the only one in these oanters equipped by training

and experience to handle work for the blind. The laolc of co-

workers of similar experience and training has meant the

establishment of only token programs in some of the centers.

It is not yet possible to determine fully the results

of the present Araerioan program for the war-blind. Among workers

for the blind, it is generally aocepted that several years at

least are required by a newly blind person for making his

adjustment. When u blind parson is made to undertake training,

it does not mean that he will be placed successfully afterward.

Even if he is placed on a job, it does not raean that he will

stay. And when a blind person refuses either to undertake

training or aooept a job, it does not mean that he will not

change his mind in time to ootne. Consequently, with the close

of ??orl * War II still very reoent, the results of the present

program cannot b© stated conclusively.

Nevertheless, there are some available indications of the

pattern these results may take.

In June, I9I46, the Blinded Veterans Association published

the results of a study it had conducted. The Association

had sent questionnaires to one thousand bliu-* veterans, and

received replies from four hundred. %en tabulated, these

replies revealed that twenty-five percent wort in gainful

employment, ten percent r-ere taking training, ti.irty-five

percent were re-hospitalized, and that the reminder were

merely staying homel Tt was also shown that of these gainfully
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employed., fifty percent were dissatisfied with their work.

Many (the percentage was not gii'en) were employed by friends

and relatives* ->

A statement made in August, 19lj6, by J. H. Garrett,

Direotor of Vocational Rehabilitation of the Severely

Handicapped, in the Veterans Adminiatret Jon, supported, to a

considerable extent, the findings of the Blinded Veterans

Association. He said that the records of one thouaand blind

veterans showed that five hundred were employed or undergoing

training- Among the other five hundred some were receiving

further medical or surgical treatment. A number of othors

ware under advisement and almost ready for employment or

training. $ost of this five hundred, however, were at the time

neither interested in employment or training. The rough

eetinate was made that fifty percent of the one thousand

14
blind veterans were employed or taking training.

In all likelihood it will be possible in time to oome to

make an adequate study of the results of the present Amerioan

program. Unlike the situation after World War I, full raoords

are tfiow being kept up-to-date by the Veterans Administration

to allows- follow-up. By analysing thes^ records a-c a future

date, when the pagaage of time will have\ made it possible

to make valid judgments, only then will i\t be possible to

reveal the results of the present program*

—^-.
: r

15. Blinded Veterans Association, Questionnaire Results, B.V.A .

BULLBTIir; June 15, I9I46., p. 3

16. Garrett, op. olt ,





CHAPTER XI

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the historical perspective provided by the

investigation, a number of recommendations designed for the

improvement of the present Amerioan program for the war-blind

will not be made.

1. Cooperation between the Navy and Veterans Administra-

tion Programs.

Between the Army and the Yeterans Administration programs

there already exists cooperation. Representatives of the

Veterans Administration are stationed at the Army's sooial

adjustment center for the Blind for the purpose of guiding

the blinded soldier even before he is discharged. They

help him to plan for his vocational objective and prepare

the regional office of the Veterans Administration in his

community to receive him.

Between the Navy and the Veterans Administration there

is no such cooperation.

Because such cooperation rakes greater the possibility

of vocational suocess for the blinded servicemen, it is

recommended that jgx representatives of the Veterans Administra-

tion be stationed also at the Philadelphia Naval H spital

.

2. Pension

A blind veteran of World War II reoeived $235 P©r month

if both of his eyes have not been enucleated, and $265 per

month, if they have.

When a person is totally blind, the presenoe of his own

useless eyes gives him no advantage over a blind man who has

artificial eyes. That is the common belief among workers for

the blind in regard to the distinction made in the pension
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law for the war-blind of World W r II.
n

It is reoommended therefore that for total blindness,

regardless of whether eyes have been enuoleated, the same

pension regard bo instituted, to be paid for the abrxxat

duration of the disability.

3» Maintenance of records of those likely to become

Blind from Delayed Causes.

Some men are discharged from the services as not blind

but beoome blind shortly afterward from service incurred or

aggravated conditions. Others are similarly discharged from

veterans hospitals.

To facilitate the establishment, of service-connection,

(for the purpose of allowing the blind man to reoeive his

pension), and tc make it possible to begin rehabilitation

immediately, it is reoommended that records be kept by the

Army, Navy and Veterans Administration of all oases that may

result in blindness.

!;. Social Adjustment Center.

After World ?<ar I, itwas fou.id neoessary to maintain the

training oenter for the war-blind, at Evergreen, Maryland,

until 1925. The number of cases of delayed blindness was

ohiefly responsible.

Beoause it is generally believed that *Vorld War II has

produced a large number of persons whose blindness is only

delayed, and beoause it is also believed chat many of those

who received training will require refresher oourses shortly,

it is recommended that the social adjustment center for the

blind, at Avon, Connecticut, bo kept functioning for at least

five years more. Since the program of the sooial adjustment
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oenter will be oonourned ir.ainly with veterans, rather than

eervioemen, it is recommended that it fee taken over from the

Army by the Veterans Administration.

5- Cut-Patient Work in Orientation by the Veterans

Adinini strati on

.

Many of the war-blind, discharged as, oriented to blindness
I

by the Army and Navy programs, lapse into! disuse of what they

have learned. Impact with their own oommynities is often the

oause of such a lapse. A blind soldier, who, for example,

has learned to travel about Phoenixville, while at the Valley

Forge General R epital, finds his hometown a different proposi-

tion. In Phoenixville, blind men were no rarities, and

he did not feel self conscious. In : hoenixville, too, he was

given specific travel instruction and learned the layout

of the town as a blind roan. He knows his hometown only as

a sighted man.

To assure the practice by the war-blind of what was

learned ± in the programs of rehabilitation, it is recommended

that the regional offices of the Veterans Administration

send orientation instructors regularly to the comisuni tie's

in which the war-blind reside. These instructors would orient

the blind veteran to his hometown, eduoate his family and

friends on the necessity of letting hira do as many things for

himself as are possible, and in general oheok on his progress.

6. Contact with Blind Veterans.

To prevent retrogression and stimulate continuous

progress, among blind veterans, it is recommended that the

Veterans Administration keep in touoh with blind veterans

during their entire life-times. By regular visits of repre-
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eentativee of the Veterans Administration and the ttaintenanoe

of complete records, this can ba achieved.

7. Special Loan*.

Tha over-all arrangement for loana to veterans is

inade juate and cumbersome. The severely disabled among

veterans saould be afforded special privileges in this respect.

They usually must undergo vocational rehabilitation, whereas

the average veteran who seeks a loan stands in no such need

to the same degree* Since in instances the suooess of vooa-

reh&bilitation depends on th© possibility of the

trainee reoeiving a sufficient loan, such loans should be

made available to the severely disabled.

Just as there exist inequalities with regard to pensions,

dependent upon the severity of the injury, so to should there

be inequalities with regard to loans. Whether a blind veteran

obtains a sufficient loem sat} determine whether he will ever

be productive. Rlth an average veteran, cauoe and affect in

such an instance are not associated as conclusively.

It is recommended , then, that the blind veteran, who

desires to start a business of his own or purchase a farm,

be granted a greater loan than h<a can now obtain, and that the

procedure of obtaining a lean be made more simple.

8. Orientation lork in Veterans Boaes and Hospitals.

The programs of orientation to blindness established in

veterans* hoses and hospitals need to be raade more eff otive.

In all the centers, in which these programs are functioning,

there exist needs for more spaoe, equipment, an-' personnel.

There also exists the necessity of establishing a main

center from which these programs could be directed, and which

would provide intensified rehabilitation, including, of course

,
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physioal restoration, for those who oan possible be brought

to the stage which would allow their discharge from veterans 1

homes and hospitals.

It is recommended, then, that within the oenters of the

Veterans Administration, where programs of orientation have

been established for the blind, more space, equipment and personnel

be made available, and that, for the purposes of providing

oentralized administration and intensified rehabilitation,

a main oenter for these programs be also established.

9» Personnel.

In rehabilitating the blind, only persons trained and

experienced in work for the blind should be used. To attract

qualified personnel, salaries must be sufficiently high. Once

hired, qualified personnel should be given opportunities of

utilizing their energy, knowledge and imaginations, and not

tied with red-tape and thrown into "channels" to sink or

swim.

For the general improvement of the entire present American

program for the war-blind, it is recommended that persons

experienced with the blind be hired, that salaries be made

high enough to attract the qualified, and that qualified

personnel be permitted to participate in the setting of policy.

10. A Law Establishing a Quota System for the Employment

of the Disabled.

The major nations, with the exoeption of the United States,

have enacted legislation that makes it compulsory for
employers to

hire a percentage of their employees from among the disabled. They

have taken the rax realistic attitude that it
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ia the rare employer who is broadminded enough to hire a

disabled person, even when that person ia fully oapable

for a particular job, when he oan hire a non-disabled person.

When there is a shortage of manpower, when patriotio

feeling nms high, civilian and war-disabled are hired. But

a manpower shortage does not normally exist in the United

States, and patriotic feeling, although intense, is of

short duration.

Therefore, it is reoom ended that the Federal Government

pass and implement a law for establishing a quota system for

the employment of the disabled. Mot only would the war-in-

jured, including the war-blind, benefit from this, but

the civilian disabled and the nation as a whole as well.

Either the power to control interstate commerce or the power

to promote the general welfare gives the Federal Government

the right to create such a law.
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Paris: 1915, PP* lJS"! (author offers practical advice about
trades for the blind nnd discusses these specifically)

93- Villey, Pierre, The World of the Blind (A Psyohologioal Study.

New York j MaoMillan Co., 1930 pp. ^30. (Although a valuable
psyohologioal treatment, one must be careful not to confuse
its philospphy with its psychology.)

9I4. Weld, Stanley B., Old Farms Convalescent Hospital for the Blind
Soldiar. Conneotiout State Medical Journal , Bascfe December I9M4,

pp. 875-S77.

95. Whitfield, A., British Blind in Blitz. Outlook for the Blind

and The Teache rs Forum , June 191*2, p. lljj£.

96. Wittkower, ". and Davenport, R. C, The War-Blinded - Their

Emotional, Social and Occupational Situation. Psychosomatic

Medicine, March April, iplj.6, pp. 121-137 • (a valuable source

on the psychology of the war-blind obtained from a study of

the British war-blind of $orld ??ar II)
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81. Soott, Ira D., Manual of Advisement and Guidance (Prepared
in Accordance with the Approved Policies of the
Veterans Administration). Washington, D. C: <J.3.

Qovarnment Printing Office, 191*5- PP. 233. (Thin manual
Announces Veterans Administration policies and is

intended primarily for the use of vocational counselors .

)

82. Sobotka, Earl, Da s Deutsche Bl ind enweser. vom
Gesisohtspun kto d er~^ohlf<j"rhtspf'le^e und Sozialpolitjk .

Leipaigs W. Koske, 193&* pp. IX,~ 109- ( a di aoussion
of blindness in Germany with emphasis on its sociological
aspects)

33. Strehl, Carl, Pie Krl esablinder.fursorge . Berlin: 1922.

pp. I65. (important book on the war-blind, containing
historical material on the blind, with emphasis on

practical work for the war-blind)

8Z4. Taylor, T. H., On *'ive Fronts. Outlook fo r the Blind and
The Teaoher 3 Forum , September T%3, ppT 131-137-
(information on St. Dunstan's services throughout the
world)

85. Technical Information Bivision , Office of the Surgeon
General, Physically Disabled, Agr.als o f the American
Academy o'

:
' Political and Social Soionoes"] May 19£*5i

pp. 10-19- (some information on medical rehabilitation
of the blind)

86. Truo, H., Soldara Avenules, Avengle n de Guerre. Montpellier;

1916, ppT35^ (a bri«f discussion "of~~tha general condition
of the blind in France, wit. speoial reference to war-
blind and their rehabilitation. It contains a good

description of school workshops at Montpellier)

87 • Tynan, H. I., I. The Veterans Administration's Program for

the Care of Disabled Veterans; II. Organization and

Administration of Vocational Rehabilitation Service;

III. Vocational Rehabilitation of the Blind.

Proceedings of the Twentieth ( 20th) Conv.ntjon of the

American Association of ft'orkorsTo r the Blind , 19^3-
? l". jb-bU. (genera ' comments of some help in showing

the foundations of the present Veterans Administration's
Program for the Blind)

33. U. S. Government Printing Office, United States' Statutes ,

Laws and Executive Orde rs Relating" to Compensation,

Pension and Emergenoy"6f fl eers' Retirement . . . .W'ashi ngton

,

D. C. t 1937, FP* 312~T (an important souroe of information

on publics la^s pertaining to veterans)
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guide to sources of information on the war-
blind of World War I)

7l*« Reports of Congress

i

(1) House Eduoation Committee Hearings , Sixty-Sixth (66th)

Congress.
(2) Congressional Reports, Seventy-Seventh (77th) uongress.

(3) Congressional Reports , Seventy-Eighth (78th) Congress.

(h) Senate Report. Ho.fiU9 , Seventy-Ninth (79th) Congress.

75* Kidcr, 3. L., A Report on ftork Done for the War-Blinded
by the U. S. Veterans' Bureau. Outlook for the Blind .

Volume 15 - 16, 1921-1925. pp. 51-52.

76. St. Dunstan's, Annual Report. 1929, pp« ^i0. (especially
valuable in compiling the history of St. Dunstan'B as

an organization)

77- St. Dunstan's, Services and Benefits . R nt's Park, London;
PP. 8. (most valuable source of information on St. Dunstan's
benefits for British war-blind)

76. St. Dunstan's, St. Dunstan's News, Volume 1, Number 1-

Regent's Park, London: fiaaroh 191*1, pp. h* (information
on the training center at Brighton, England)

79* St. Dunstan's, St. Dunstan's Review . Regent's Park. London:

September 1939
November 1939
November 19l*0

December 19i*0

February 19l*l

April 191*1

February 19^2
March I9I42

November 19i*2

February 19l*3

July I9I43

February 19l*l*

March 1914*

April I9I4I4

Kay I9I1I4

September 19l|i4

December 19W*
July 191*5

January 19l*6

(Becjause it was the house organ, the "Review" served as a

contemporary reoord of St. Dunstan's work in World Sar II.)

3d. St. Dunstan's. Through a florid of Darknes s. Regent's

Park, London: pp. 2. (general information on St. Dunstan's
Work in World War II)
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Prosser, Charles A., A Federal Program for the Vooational
Rehabilitation of Disabled Soldiers and Sailors. Annals
of the American Academy of Political and Sooial Soienoee,
November 1918, pp. 117-122. (valuable information on
vooati onal rehabili tati on)

71 • Publio Laws of Congress:

(1) Publio Law 16 , Seventy-Eighth (73th) Congress.
(2) Publio Law~lQ9 , Seventy-Eighth Congress. (78th)

J3)
Publio Law 3^6 , Seventy-Eighth Congress. (78th)

(W Publio Law 182 , Seventy-Ninth (79th) Congress.
(5) Public Law 260 , Seventy-Ninth (79th) Congress.

12. Red Cross Institute for the Blind, Evergreen Revi ew. 1919-
1925. (All issues are to be found inbound volumes of the
Outlook 'or the Blind. This is the best available
source of information on the day to day work for war-
blinded veterans as it developed during the first deoade
after the signing of the Armistice. Articles contain
not only detailed reports on currioula adopted, but
also reactions of men to the work they were undertaking).

(1) The Change -Over from the U.S. Army H spital No. 7
to the Red Cross Institute for the Blind. JUne
1919, pp. ii7.

(2) The PaBt Year at the Red Cross Institute for the
Blind. June 1920, pp. 52-55.

(3) Sketches of Outstanding Graduates of tne Fed
Cross Institute for the Blind. May 1920, p. itf.

June 1920, p. 55. August 1920, pp. 72.

(I4) Unit Industrie: at the Red Cross Institute for
the Blind. August 1920, pp. 67-71.

73. ped Cross Institute for the Blind, Publications , edited
)y D. C. MoMurtrie,

(1) Series I. No. 2. D.L. IIon.dolf«, The Reeducation
of the Italian ft'ar Blind . Baltimore: Red
Cross Institute for the Blind, 1913, p. 18.

(2) Series I, No. 3. The Relation of Industry to
Employment Provision for the flar-Blind .

Baltimore: Red Cross Institute for the Blind,

1918, p. 11.

(3) Series I, No ij. Lapersonne, P. de, Rehabilitation
of Blinded Soldiers in France . Baltimore:

Red Cross Institute for the Blind, 1919, p. 8.

(a brief outline of organizations helping the

blind)

(U) Series I, No. 5« Abstract Catalogue of Literature

on the War-Blinded . Baltimore: Red Cross

Institute for the Blind, 1919, p. 82. (a useful
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of information for explaining how Public Law 113 has
aotually been interpreted in the Federal-State program
of vocational rehabilitation of the oivilian blind, and
in some oases of the war-blind)

66. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, Federal Seourity
Administration, War and Postwar Rehabilitation of
Handicapped Persona. 19/^, pp. 2. (an exoellsnt
summary of principles of the Federal Vocational rehabilita-
tion program)

67. Outlook for the Blind and The Teachers Forum,

(1) Foreign News . June 191*2, p. 83
October 191+2, p. 251
April 191*3, p. 117
February 19U*. p. 59

(information on recent work: for war-blind by
dominions of Great BrMin)

(2) American Association of Workers for the Blind,
Committee on WafBlind Meets . October 191*2, p. 215.

(3) Beveridge Report , February 191*3 » p. 69

•

(I4) St. Dunstan* s and the American War-Blinded. March

191*3, p. 82.

(5) Whereas I Wag Blind (Book Review) ^pril 19l*3, p. 116.

(6) Success Note . June 19l*3» P« 17^4

•

(7) Hjne for War-Blinded Canadians . April 19l*l*, p. H7«
(useful information on Canada's training program
for war-blind)

(8) Announcement that the Army will take over the Old

Farms School as a center for war-blinded personnel.

May I9I4I4, p. 12i*.

(9) Training Blind Housewives . June 19l*lt, p. 180.

(valuable information on female war-blind of

World War II)

(10) British Employers Must Hire Disabled. February I9I46,

p. I47. (information on British Government's effort

to employ blind)

68. Pearson, A., Victory Over Blindness . New York: Km George

H. Doran, 1919, pp« 26$. (valuable source on history of

St. Dunetan's from 1915-1919)

69. Peyer, Heinrich, Blindenhandwerk und Blindenhandwerks -

genossensohaften. Hamburg: A. Eggers & Co., 1926, pp. 131.

(a disoussion o^ employment possibilities for the blind)
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II Secondary Sources:

1. Best, Harry, Blindness and the Blind in the United States .

New York: The MacMillan Co., 193/4, pp. 667- (Contains
a helpful bibliography on care and training of the war-blind
in the U. S. and Allied oountries.)

2. Buehler, A. G., Military Pensions. Annals of the American
Aoademy of Political and Social Scienoes , May 19^5» PP»

3. Farrell, Gabriel, Help for the Blinded Soldier. Hygeia,
April 19I4I4, PP- 259-260, 317-319.

I4. Glasson, William B.., History of Military Pension Legislation
in the United StateTT Columbia University Press, 1900, pp

.

132. (one o^ the valuable sources of information on
military pensions up to 1900)

5. Glasson, William H., National Pensions oystem as Applied
to Civil War and War with Spain. Annals of the Amerioan
Academy of Political and Social Scienoes , March 1902,

pp. 20/4-226. (valuable source of information on Spanish-
American War pensions)

6. Habbe, Stephen, The Blind Can Help Themselves. Hygiea .

November I9h5 , pp. 318-019, 3^3-850, 352.

7. Hogg, Albert N., ghat Other Nations Have Done To Help Their
Disable)] Soldiers and Sailors. Philadelphia: Corn
Exohange National Bank, 1918, pp. iff . (valuable source
of information about the aid of foreign nations to

disabled men during the first World War)

3. Holtzer, Beatrice F,, Adjustment of the Newly Blind. Outlook

for the Blind , April 1937, PP- U7-51-

9. Larousse, du vi ngti erne siecle futile , Paris: 1931* (an

informative aocount of the rights of war-crippled up

to 1929 in France)

10. Lehman, Marcel, Le Droit des Mutiles , Paris: B. Grasset,

1918, pp. 7^. (deals with the war-blind in France, with
emphasis on the law of April 1831)

11. Love, Thomas B., Social Significance of War Risk Insuranoe.

Anna I s of the ^erican Academy of Political andSpcial

Sciences, September 1913, pp. i40-52. (valuable informa-

tion on War ^isk Insurance)

12. Mann, George C., The Navy Rehabilitation Program. Annals

of the Amerioan Aoademy of Political and Social Scienoes
,

May 19^5, pp • &&$ 66-72 . (Seme information on the rehabilita-

of invalided sailors)
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13« Koneman, Gornld, Federal Legislation. Annals of the

Agtgrloan A oa d gray of Political and Social S oilness.
Way 101+5 » PP* y$-Ub* C& very important source of

material on legislation pertaining to '.Vorld War IT.)

1'j. Myers, Charles S., Shell Shook in France . London:
Cambridge University :'

Jress" 1'JkO, pp. I/46. (contains

soma stater.tT.ats relevant to the psychology of the

v/ar-blind)

1<?. Saber, S, A. and Soheokebler, I.., The Veterans Administra -
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1. Letter from Walter D. Baker.

My dear Mr. Pen s on

s

11 Main Street, Farmington, Conn,

Karon 15, l'9h6

In reply to jour letter, I shall give you the
information you desire by talcing up your questions
in order. I truet that my answers will be of some value
to you in your work, If I oan bo of further help to
you, do not hesitate to let me know.

1. Evergreen closed finally and definitely on
May 1, 1925. When it closed, the whole programme was
discontinued. It was felt that ell of those who needed
rehabilitation or were willing to undertake the course
had been reeducated.

fthor. the limited number of men who ne 'ed training
had been disposed of, tho work was written f as finished,
and nc further provision was made. Some plan3 for future
work had been dreamed of, but they never developed into
oonorete realities, ft'ith the closing of Evergreen, the
whole programme terminated.

2. Ab I recall, there were but few civilians trained
at Evergreen, not more tnan six or eight.

The earliest groups of students at the School consisted
of soldiers who had not yet been discharged from the Army.
Colonel Greenwood, the Chief Ophthalmologist of the Army,
told me that when the armistice was signed there were one
hundred and twenty five nien blinded as the result of

military service, iiost of these were in the first group.

The early phases of the «ork, under the Army, were in the

nature of occupational tnerapy.

Beginning with the first of June, 1919, the Evergreen
Sohool opened under die name of the Red Cross Institute for

the Blind. At that time, the blinded soldiers were
discharged from the Army and their entering the newly formed

school was purely voluntary. The larger majority of tnem

remained to take vocational courses. Later, most of those

who had left at that time returned to the school.

The later groups consisted of those whose viBion had

been slightly impaired, but not sufficiently to bring their

condition within the definition of blindness. Their vision,

however, deteriorated to such an extent as to make them

eligible for training.

In addition, there were t'-iose who had been hospitalized

for a long time in oonsequence of which their discharge from

the Army had been dol&yed.
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The most striking difference between the xarious
groups which overlapped frequently, lay in their morale.
The Main reason for the high morals of the first group was
t:»at they had been adequately cared for in the hospitals
in Franoe. Preliminary work leading toward their rehabilita-
t on was carried on in hospitals in England and in France.
I, myself, had a part in this work, G"noe I was engaged in
it in Base Hospital 8 at Savenay, France. The chief aim of
this hospital work was to restore the morale where it had
slumped and to keep it up where it had not fallen. Colonel
Greenwood told me without the slightest hesitation that the
results more than justified the effort.

The later groups, obviously, did not have this
advantage. Their blindness did not oome upon thorn until
months or even years ufter their discharge from the Army.
I strongly suspect that many of them might not have been
discovered if they had not applied Tor compensation. Then,
too, in the later groups whop© blindness we ot of service
origin. While these m&n wore not eligible u-r compensation,
were eligible for training.

After the Veterans Bureau took over the management of

the School at the beginning of 1923, the course in massage
was discontinued. Tho reason for its discontinuance was
the lack of students with sufficient intellectual or
educational background to undertake the oourse. This was
the only change in curriculum which resulted from
differences in the student body.

Charges in e conomio conditions made some other changes
necessary. Shortly after the Red Cross took over the work,
a course in tire repairing was introduced with good results,

at that time, the accent was plaoed on "ndividual enterprises
because placement in industry had not yet been developed. It

is true that the blind had been employed in the electrical

manufacturing industry and to a lesser extent in other fields;

but placement as we now know it had scarcely begun. By the

year 1921, W'len tires again became plentiful and their price

had fallen very considerably, repairing of tires oeased to

be profitable an>J the vulcanising shop was discontinued.

No other important changes in courses offered were made

until th© School closed. As the closing date approached,

completed courser: ™ore discontinued, but the music department

the course in store management, basketry and other branches

of occupational therapy, Braille and typewriting together

with the course in jGo^rtrr poultry management were continued

to tho end

.

3. My recollection of the Figure of blinded veterans

of the first World War is that there were more than a

thousand* You might get the total figure from the Veterans

Admini strati on. There are many who have gone blind since:

but I have no means of knowing off-hand how many of these

oases are of service origin. There are nearly six hundred
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in homes and hospitals now being cared for by the Veterans
Administration. Fow many of the bo may have been at
EVergroen I do not know,

I4. kvergreen was, in a manner of HjSRsakicK spooking, a pioneer
organization. The vulcanizing Rhop, for example, was
frankly an experiment. It T.ust be re^emb^red that the
capabilities of the blind in industry were not well known
in those days. Today, the story is quite different, and
as yot, we feel, the surface has only been lightly soratohed.

Under the laws under whi oh Evergreen came into being
and under wfti cb it functioned, there was no mention of
social readjustment. The programme was frankly one of
vocational rehabilitation and nothing more. The Old Farms?

Convalescent tf spital (Si) i f. a social adjustment center.
The normal course at t)ie center 1bke* eighteen weeks to
complete. The trainees are then turned over to the Veterans
Administration for vocational training an? ...laoement.

The aim of Evergreen was to fit the students to take
their plaoee in life, while The present school aims rather
at orienting the trainees toward a better future by giving
them the opportunity to loam to know themselves.

You can understand from these facts that the purpose
has been similar, the main difference being that of e phasis
on different phases of the problem. I have met up with a

number o£ the men who were once students at Evergreen since

its dosing, r<nd they have told me that, although no mention
abs ever made of social adjustment, the one thing of real and
lasting value they received from the old School was social

adjustment

.

5. I can not give you exact figures 0s to the number
wao ok advantage of the opportunities offered * The mere
fact • iat it was found necessary to continue the School for

seven years with full attendance at all times indicates quite

clearly that a very large m&m majority of those who were eligible

passed through the school. I know of no source from which
you may obtain more accurate information.

You might indeed find many shades of opinion expressed

regarding the old School. I do feel however, that the majority

of the former trainees would agree that the old School had

given then? th~ir start toward a successful and useful life.

Trusting that these ecswers give you the information

you need, I remain

Sincerely yours,

Salter E. Baker
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2. Old Farms Convalescent Hospital (SP) Social Adjustment

Program.

OLD FARMS CONVALESOMT HOSPITAL

Social Adjustment Program

Introduction

II4 June 19*45

The heart of the program at Old Farms is the
trainee himself — what he is, what he does
at the school, what he hopes to do when he
leaves. The Job of the staff is to know the
man, direct his social adjustment training
in the light of this knowledge, and to work
with him in shaping his hopes for the future.

I THE MISSION

To prepare the trainees for homegoing, equipped with a

sensible plan for employment of continued training, a
knowledge of his own interests and abilities, and a

readiness to fit with self-reliance into his community,,
be useful, and enjoy life.

II THE METHODS

In general, the method is sooial adjustment through
general activity, tryout, orientation, and guidanoe,
rather than training through prolonged Instruction
in special skills.

Specifically, the methods are:

A. By friendliness, and stimulation of the trainees*
interests, to secure his cooperation.

B. By creation of a modified military, or semi-oivilian,
environment, while the trainee is still in the Army,
to duplicate for him the type of problems and

situations he will find upon discharge; and thus to

anticipate social difficulties and demonstrate
approaches to their solutions.

C. By individual and group instruction to train him in

basic skills, such as typewriting and braille, teach
him the art of getting around alone and with people,

and provide experience in a range of prevooational
training olasses.

D. By tryout of a variety of activities both at the

sohool and in nearby communities, to confirm former
interests and seek out new ones, and put aptitudes
to the test of actual performance.
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E. By continuous interviews and, with the aid of
psyohologioal measures, to appraise the personality
of the trainee as a whole.

F. By counseling to develop self-guidance and lead the
trainees to the formulation of immediate and long
range plans for his civilian career.

Ill THE STAMDABDS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT

A. General Standards

It is considered a trainee has achieved the standards
of social adjustment at Old Farms Convalescent
Hospital (Sp) when he has demonstrated that, while
at Old Farms he hast

1. Satisfactorily fitted into the community life
and appears capable of assuming his normal
social obligations.

2. Developed a reasonable insight into his
limitations and capacities and has achieved a

satisfactory emotional adjustment toward his
handicaps.

3. Apparent ability, based on his adjustment here,
to resume his civilian obligations.

B. Specific Standards

L. Satisfactory completion of a specified number of
courses. Specific levels of achievement for each
oourse have been established or are in process of

being established.

2. Attainment of sufficient spatial and personal
orients tion to be relatively independent. This

is appraised by special tests.

3. Participation in social activities and

demonstration of the ability to work and get

along with others and in organized group
activities. Reports are available on trainees'

participation in social activities.

1*. Development of a responsible attitude toward

the future with some formulation of organised
plan or goal which is within the individual's

capacities.

5. Attainment of social consciousness and responsi-

bility as expressed by willingness to cooperate,

to oonform, and to assume responsibility.

6. Proof of satisfactory control over unwholesome
attitudes and habits such as alooholism.
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IV LENGTH OF SOCIAL ADJUSMSNI THAINISG

From "Summary and Seas Recommendations of the President's
Committee", 8 January 19Ui: "The length of time whioh
may be required to adjust the blind veteran to a point
where he will be capable of undertaking vocational training
will be different in each oase, depending on a number of
factors. However, no veteran snould be permitted to
remain beyond the time when he has made the best adjustment
he is capable of making - In most oases not exceed-
ing four months.

The length of the standard course is 17-1/2 weeks,
including 1-1/2 weeks of preliminary orientation to
school life, There is an aooelerated course of 13 weeks
for the trainee of superior talents and advanced social
ad j\istment, and an extended course of 22 weeks for the
trainee who has acceptable reasons for additional training.

V PHASES OF THE PROGRAM

To carry out its objectives of xjistsrkai social adjustment the
Sohool oonduots its program under the following divisions:

A. Orientation

A complete course including orientation to the grounds,
personal orientation, travolingwith cane in residential

distriot and in dense traffic, and training in

"obstacle perception". Inculcation of principles of

orientation that will enable him to travel in an
efficient and c nfident manner in his own community.
One of the most important phases of work at Old Farms.

B. Physical Reoonditioning

Complete course introducing trainees to such sports as

swimming, horsebaok riding, rowing, r ishi^.g,

bicycling, hiking, gymnastics, etc., to keep trainee
fit and show him what sports he can pursue at home.

C. Testing Clinic

Verbal tests in learning ability, interests, and

personality and manipulative tests in manual arid

mechanical aptitudes, to supply data for counseling
and profiling. Special tests are also administered
in braille, typing, and personal orientation.

D. Guidance Counseling and Profiling

An extensive course in general guidanoe is required

of all trainees. Psychological consultation is

provided by the staff psychologists. Interviews
give psychological insight into trainees' personality
and furnish continuous guidance. A preliminary
statement, after 21 days, is prepared to determine

direotion of social adjustment training.
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E. Basic Skllla

Training In typewriting, braille, braille devices,
handwriting, talking books, memory, and study
methods, and use of readers.

F. Academic and Professional Field

Introduction to methods employed by blind for study
of English, Mathematics, History, and other courses
anticipating return to School. Courses are also
offered in Physical Therapy, Insurance, and Salesmanship,

G. Music

Instruction in voice and instrumental music, theory
of harmony and music appreciation, with avooational
emphasis.

H * Manual and Meohanioal Skills

Group of courses designed to give adequate training
for entr^ into factory work upon CDD or to lay basis
for continuation of training in meohanioal oooupations.
The courses include Kobby Shop, preliminary and
advanced, (introduction to manual work), General Shop

( (woodworking), Industrial Skills (nand assembly and
power maohines), Garage Service, and Print Shop.

Courses lead to jobs in which the blind are known to

suooeed.

I . Business

Courses in Retail Business (based on stand operation)
and Business Skills (business methods, business
arithmetic, business English, and office management)
to prepare trainees to undertake operation of a

concession stand or small business upon CDD or to
provide a base for further business training. Includes
actual operationof stand, selling, and office experi-

ence. Courses lead to jobs in which the blind are

known to succeed. A course on "Small Businesses"

introduces the trainee to the hazards and opportunities

in this field.

J. Agriculture

Courses in Poultry, Animal Husbandry, Pet Stock,

General Farming, and Greenhouse to familiarize trainee

with techniques of farming without sight or with low

vision. Includes actual experience on, and orientation

to, farms in violnity of School. Courses serve as base

for further agricultural training.

K. Temporary Placement

Actual job experience for four weeks, or more, if

indicated, in industry or other selected occupation
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to furnish proof to trainee of his ability to
succeed in competitive employment and to orient
him to working with people in factory under
realiatio conditions.

L. Recreation

Directed recreation by Red Cross to provide
experience in play and sooial contacts. Includes
dancing, sooial events, games.

M. Medical

A very close liaison is maintained with the Post
Surgeon. Vocational and sooial interpretations and
appraisal of physical handicaps are made with his
cooperation. Psychiatric consultation, if considered
neoessary after presentation of faots of unusual or
abnormal behavior to Post Surgeon, is obtained by him.

VI SCHEDULE OF COURSES

The standard course is 17-1/2 weeks. One and one-half
weeks of this period are devoted to orientation to grounds
and to the curriculum. The remaining time of sixteen weeks
is divided in four four-week periods. Courses are of four
weeks duration; a few are eight weeks. An "accelerated
course 11 of thirteen weeks is granted the trainee of

exceptional ability. In some oases a trainee is granted
an "extended oourse" of four weeks for justified addi-
tional sooial adjustment training.

Sooial adjustment courses begin at 9:0© am», following
a general assembly at 8:30 a.m. The classes last I45 minutes,

with 15 minutes allowed for changing classes. There are
three classes in the morning and three in the afternoon.
Wednesday and Saturday are half days for instruction.

Orientation, physical reconditioning, and testing are

required. Other courses are elective, but a full

schedule must be followed. The fields of activities and

courses, from w.dch selection may be made, are listed below:

BASIC SKILLS PROFESSIONAL - ACADEMIC

( Continued )

Braille
Cooking English, Business

Handwriting English Composition
Memory - How to study English Literature
Typewriting Insurance

Typewriting - Advanced work at Journalism
Hartford High Sohool LetterwrMng

Mathematios

PROFESSIONAL - ACADEMIC Business Arithmetic—_— - Mental Arithmetic
Bookkeeping Newspaper
Creative Writing Psychology
Current Events Physical Therapy

Directed Study (includes how Public Speaking
to study) Speech Correction
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PROFESSIMAL - ACADEMIC (Cont inued)

Reading for Pleasure

leading for Study
Spelling
Vocabulary
Languages - (Russian, Spanish)

AGRICULTURE

Commercial Poultry
Farm Placement
Gardening
Greenhouse
Hobby Poultry
Livestock Farming
Pet Stock

INDUSTRIAL AND CFAFTS

Bookbinding
Garage Service
Hobby Shop I

Hobby Shop I - Advanced
Hobby Shop II

Hobby Shop II - Advanced
Industrial Skills, Hand

Industrial Skills, Power

Machine Shop

Maohine Shop - Advanoed work

at Hartford High School

Piano Tuning
Printing
Radio Repair
Sculpturing and Craftwork

Service Station
Woodworking
Upholstering, Household
Appliances

BUSINESS

Business Methods
Retail Business
Retail Business - Extended

Salesmanship
Small Business

SPORTS

Special Sports

•M»i sl

MUSIC

Instrumental Mgsio
Aooordian
Cello
Clarinet
Drums
Guitar
Piano
Saxophone
Trombone
Trumpet
Ukelele
Violin

Listening to Reoords
Music - Advanced at

Hartt School of

Music, Hartford
Music Appreciation
Voice

SPORTS (Continued )

Standard SportB
Bowling
Fishing
Golfing
Horseback Riding

Ice Skating
Skiing
Snowshoeing
Swimming
Tobogganing

OKI FNTAT I ON

Orientation, Basic
Orientation, Advanced

TESTING CLINIC

Manipulative Testing

Verbal Testing

GQIDAWCE

Wednesday Meeting
Intake Guidance

FIELD APPRENTICESHIP

Farm - Poultry, Animal
Husbandry

Industrial
Insurance"

Retail Business
Trucking
Oil

Gift Shop
Garage
Tailor Shop

a p School teaching - Pe^*^T5
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to furnish proof to trainee of his ability to
succeed in competitive employment and to orient
him to working with people in faotory under
realistio conditions.

L. Reoreation

Direoted reoreation by Red Cross to provide
experience in play and sooial oontaots. Includes
danoing, social events, games.

M. Medical

A very close liaison is maintained with the Post
Surgeon. Vocational and sooial interpretations and
appraisal of physical handicaps are made with his
cooperation. Psyohiatrio consultation, if considered
neoessary after presentation 6f faots of unusual or
abnormal behavior to Post Surgeon, is obtained by him.

VI SCHEDULE OF COURSES

The standard course is l?-l/2 weeks. One and one-half
weeks of this period are devoted to orientation to grounds
and to the curriculum. The remaining time of sixteen weeks
is divided in four four-^week periods. Courses are of four
weeks duration; a few are eight weeks. An "aooelerated
course" of thirteen weeks ie granted the trainee of
exceptional ability. In some oases a trainee is granted
an "extended oourse" of four weeks for justified addi-
tional sooial adjustment training.

Sooial adjustment courses begin at 9t0fl ani, following
a general assembly at 8:30 a.m. The classes last U5 minutes,

with 15 minutes allowed for changing classes. There are
three classes in the morning and three in the afternoon.
Wednesday and Saturday are half days for instruction.

Orientation, physical reoonditioning, and testing are

required. Other courses are elective, but a full

sohedule must be followed. The fields of activities and

courses, from wnioh selection may be made, are listed below;

BASIC SKILLS

Braille
Cooking
Handwriting
Memory - How to study

Typewriting
Typewriting - Advanced work at

Hartford High Sohool

PROFESSIONAL - ACADEMIC

Bookkeeping
Creative Writing
Current Events
Directed Study (inoludea how

to study)

PROFBSSI ONAL -ACADEMIC
( Continued )

English, Business
English Composition
English Literature
Insurance
Journalism
Letterwrttng
Mathematics
Business Arithmetic
Mental Arithmetic
Newspaper
Psychology
Physioal Therapy

Public Speaking
Speech Correction
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VII THi_ TRAINEES

Although the "trainees represent a host of individual
differences, all share the following group oharaoteri sties
whioh give a certain uniform quality to their social
ad ju fitment.

A. All are young men.

B. All are soldiers, sharing numerous oommon experiences.

C. All were physically fit and active at onset of blinding.

D. All are newly blinded.

It should be kept in mind that tho approach to trainees
at Old Farms must be on an Individual basis. At the time
this statement is being prepared, we have a mental range
from feeblemindedness to a Ph.D. who has a job waiting
for him as instructor in a oollege; in age, trainees
range from. 19 >ears to 38 years; in degree of physical
handicap they range all toe way from restricted fields
with ability to read typewriting and no other handioap
to a totally blind trainee who has but one thumb left,

and who is, in addition, hard of hearing; in educational
background they range all tho way from a fourth grade
pupil to tnree years of post graduate oollege training;
in rank all the way ti m Private to Lt. Colonel; in home
residence fron a man whose homo is is in Honolulu to a man
who had lived many years only a few miles from the School;
from T5on sho have been blinded through their own oareles6-
ness to a man who nas been wounded to an action for whioh
he received the DSC. This list could be eytended almost
indefinitely. The effect of this range on the par program
and the necessity for flexibility should bo obvious.

VI I

I

COOPEPATION .'-.ITfi VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Old Farms cooperates with the Veterans Administration
aocording to the agreement between the Veterans Administra-
tion and the Surgeon General's office, dated 6 Maroh 191^5

•

This agreement provides that the trainea will receive the

benefit of guidanoo from the Veterans Administration before

his G£®. Xue agreement also provides, by establishing
numerous procedures , that the trainee will enter, after

disoharge, upon a productive civilian life with the least

possible delay or confusion.

This agreement khk covers the following provision from the

"Summary and Recommendations of tho President's

Committee", S January 19^1

:

"That the Veteran^dministration shall initiate

and complete as early as possible within the sooial

adjustment training period the; vocational advisement
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of eaoh oas© to the end that as early as possible
during this social adjustment training the blind
person will know precisely his plans for the
future, inoluding not only his ultimate vocational
objeotive but also the vocational training program
by whioh the objeotive is to be attained.

3- Veterans Administration, All Station Letter, September 6,

191*3.

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Washington

September 6, 19^3

Dear Sir: MRS

As blini veterans will require special attention and
specialized training, if they are to be successfully
rehabilitated, the following information is submitted for
your consideration and guidance pending the issuanoe of
instructions concerning the vocational rehabilitation of
the blind.

For various reasons including the amount of pension
blind veterans may reoeive they may not always realize the
importance and the practical possibility of becoming
satisfactorily employed. It may be necessary, therefore,
to endeavor to make them realize that regardless of the

amount of pension they may reoeive, that idleness and lack

of adjustment to their condition may in the future consti-
tute as great a tragedy as blindness itself. Consequently, they

should be urged to undertake vocational rehabilitation
training and to pursue such training to a successful

conclusion * satisfactory employment.

It is highly important thateach blind veteran be

inducted into vocational training with as little delay as

possible after discharge from the hospital. Every effort

should be made, therefore, to expedite the application for

pension and if found eligible all possible assistance

accorded the blind veteran in making application for

vocational rehabilitation.

If blind veterans are to be successfully rehabilitated,

it is necessary that they first develop a proper attitude

toward their blindness and a «a will to overcome their handicap

and second that they be trained in all phases of successful

living as blind persons and trained to thus become just as

independent and self reliant as possible. Accordingly,
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where not already acquired social adjustment training
adequate in kind and amount will be provided as a part of
their vocational rehabilitation.

The vocational advisement of persons who are blind does

not differ greatly from the vocational advisement of other
handicapped persons. Vocational advisers will, therefore,
follow the policies and procedures set forth in Veterans
Administration Instruction No. 2. As the adjustment a blind
person has made to his blindness has a definite bearing on

success in vocational training an' later in employment, it is

important that Vocational Jntxiswe Advisers determine what social

adjustment training the blind veteran has received and what
further sooial adjustment training will be required which will
enable the blind veteran to make the best possible adjustment
to his disability and, therefore, will permit of the widest
possible selection of an employment objective and also enable

the blind person to undertake vocational training with oonfid-

enoe and pursue same to a successful conclusion - suitable

employment. Therefore, in connection with the vocational
advisement of blind veterans, the following additional informa-
tion shall be made a part of the advisement brief and in

those cases where further social adjustment training is indicated

the detailed training program will include such social adjustment

training.

1. What is the applicant's attitude toward his
blindness? Is he overwhelmed by his disability,

depressed, resentful, or is he cheerful, and is

he eager to undertake vocational training whioh

will lead to employment?

2. Does he get about by himself - (a) in his home (b)

about his yard? (c) in his neighborhood? (k)

elsewhere'

%. Has he been taught the proper use of a cane in

getting about?

£. Does he havexaradbcai a Braille watch?

5. Does he have and use a talking book maohine?

6. Does he have a typewriter? Does he operate it

efficiently?

7. Does he read and write Braille efficiently? If so,

what grade used - (a) Grade 1, uncontracted ; Grade

li> partly contracted; Grade 2, (standard) contracted?

(b) Does he use a Braille xiacitat slate and Braille writer?

8. What instruction has he had in studying as a

blind person?
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9. Has he been advised how to use his leisure time -

games such as checkers, cards, etc?

10. Has he received instruction in pencil writing on
a written board?

11. Has he been given assistance with personal problems,
shaving, eating, posture, etc.?

12. What training has he received in the use of his
hands - (a) basket weaving? (b) leather work? (o)
weaving (d) wood work? (e) any other?

13. Does he take part in sports such as bowling, swimming,
boating, etc.?

II4. Does he go out sooially - dances, parties, theatres,
etc.?

15* What is the Vocational Adviser's opinion as to the
adjustment the applicant has made to his blindness?
Does he consider him an independent and self reliant
as may be neoessar> for the blind veteran to
satisfactorily pursue a course of vocational training
or should the applicant reoeive further social
adjustment training?

It is requested that when the vocational advisement brief
and the detailed training program have been completed in con-
nection with a blind cas e that a oopy be forwarded to
Central Office for review.

Lists of occupations in which blind persons have been
successfully employed will be issued from time to time. It
should be borne in mind that blind persons must have at least
the same qualifications from the standpoint of eduoation,
previous experience, etc, as would be required for persons
with sight, and as has previously been indicated, the
adjustment a blind person has made to his disability must also
receive close sorutiny. If an occupation is considered which
has not been inoluded on the lists provided by Central Office,
a detailed explanation indicating any unusual factors, such
as how and. where it is contemplated the blind veteran may be

adjusted into satisfactory employment upon completing
necessary training, will be submitted to Central Office for

consideration prior to inducting the blind veteran into

training.

Pending the completion of plans to provide sooial

adjustment training arrangements will have to be made to

provide as muoh of such training as is possible looally.

The qualifications of agencies sf or individuals contracted
with to provide suoh training must be carefully scrutinized,

and detailed plans including the qualifications of the

individual or agenoy must be submitted to Central Offioe for

review and approval prior to negotiating such contracts.
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Vocational training as distinguished from social
adjustment training should be yp provided in most cases in

sohools and establishments oommonly used by sighted persons,
Also such training should be provided as close as possible
to the community in which the veteran will live following
his rehabilitation. This is desirable in order that the
blind veteran may become as much as possible identified
with and in the community in which he is to practice his
new vocation. Such identification with the community
should be of very great importance and value to the veteran
socially as well as economically. Training agencies must be
careTully seleoted and must understand thoroughly the
requirements of the blind veteran and also the Veterans
Administration policy and especially that blind veterans
are to receive only such attention and assistance as they
absolutely require and that tendency to deal with blind
veterans differently than persons with sighted must be avoided.

If at any time there should arise any questions in

connection with the vocational rehabilitation of the blind

wherein it is considered that advice or assistance from
Central Office may be helpful or desirable, it is urged
that we be so advised.

Very truly yours,

(S) O.W. Clark

0. W. CLARK
Assistant Administrator

•

To All Regional Offices

and Combined Facilities.

[;. Veterans Administration, All Station Letter, July 20, 191*5

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Washington 25, D. C.

July 20, 19^5 •

MRB

Subject: COORDINATING THE ACTIVITIES OF THE VET-

ERANS ADMINISTRATION 'WITH THOSE OF THE

ARMY RELATIVE TO PROVIDING ORIENTATION

AND ADJUSTMENT TRAINING FOR SERVICEMEN

AT OLD FARMS CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL,

AVON, CONNECTICUT.
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Dear Sir:

1. There is in operation by the War Department at Avons,
Conneotiout the Old P'arms Convalescent E spital, to whioh all
blinded servicemen of the Army, upon completion of hospital
treatment for their acute conditions and while still remain-
ing in the service, are sent for a course oV approximately 18
weeks, designed to provide orientation and adjustment training.
The blinded serviceman's course at Avon will inolude activities
selected from the currioulum available there with special
regard to providing the training essential to accomplish the
particular kind of adjustment indicated as neoessary in the
individual case.

2. Upon completing the course of training at Avon
the serviceman is discharged from the military servioe to
proceed to his hime where it is expected that, in compliance
with the Assistant Administrator's letters of September 6,

19^3 and September 9, I9hh, the regional office of the
Veterans Administration will complete the arrangements for
induoting the veteran into vocational rehabilitation train-
ing or for plaoing him in employment, aooording to fcsxjs the plan
developed upon the basis of the understanding readied
between the veteran, the Army personnel at Avon and the
office as to the program to be pursued by the veteran after
discharge. If, after having been offered every possible
servioe and assistance, inoluding appropriate opportunities
for training, or employment, or both, the veteran declines
to aooept such service, the regional office will set forth
this faot clearly in therecord of the case together with a

full statement of the attendant ciroumstances

.

3« It is important that the VeteransAdmini strati on'

s

cooperation with the Army personnel at Avon bo such that the
vocational rehabilitation program, if any, to be pursued by

the serviceman under Public Law Noi 16, 73th Congress, after
discharge from the Army, be coordinated as closely as possible

with the program of orientation and adjustment training
provided by the rTmy at Avon, having special regard to:

(a) The selection of the occupational objective
to be pursued by each veteran after discharges

(b) Preparation by this Veterans Admini strati on of

the individual program for the training and

employment of the veteran after discharge in

such a way that the program will bo continuous

with that provided by the Army for the training

of the veteran while at Avon, and so that no

interruption need be caused by en n ging the

place of training from Avon to the place where

the veteran is to pursue vocational training

or enter employment.

(e) Obtaining and supplying information needed by

either the Army personnel at Avon or by the

Veterans Administration personnel at Avon or in the
regional territory for the purpose of coordinating
the program of the veteran in the
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manner above stated.

U- In order, therefore, to effeotu&te the necessary
cooperation there has been placed on duty at Avon a unit
of Veterans Administration personnel, including a Vocational
Adviser and a Training Officer from the Central Offioe staff
who will perform the following functions:

(a) Accomplish as far as possible the vocational
advisement of each servioeman at Avon to the
end that his planB for a vocation after discharge

will be developed as far as possible in advanoe
of his discharge from the service;

(b) Secure from the appropriate regional offioe such
information about the individual servioeman as I

The Army may request for the purpose of developing
and k carrying out its program for the training of
servicemen whilti at Avon; and to secure also such
information from \:he regional offioe or other ap-
propriate xxx sources as is needed for purposes of v

national advisemara *hile the serviceman is at Avon;

(o) when the vocational advisement has bean completed
as far as possible in an individual oase the Veter-
ans Administration representatives at Avon will
coir<reunioateto the regional office of the servioe-
man' s home territory the facts developed in his
case, including particularly the determinations as

to the following:

(1) What occupations (including all alternate
choices) have been agreed upon as possible
objectives:

(2) Where the training must be provided to meet

the serviceman's needs, if there are limi-
tations regarding this matter;

(d) To reguast the regional office to find and have

ready for the veteran upon his arrival in the

territory the necessary training facility or

employment opportunity, as the oase may be.

5. Special authority has been &iven b\ the Administrator

to incur expense necessary for travel of Veterans Administra-

tion personnel to secure information of the kind above

Indicated. It will be expected, however, that the requests

will be only for specif io items of information which will

have definite significance with referenoe to the serviceman's

training at Avon or to developing and coordinating a program

for him as hereinbefore stated. Information already

contained in the serviceman's record at Avon must not be

requested.
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6. The sucoess of this program for blinded veterans
depends upon each regional office discharging promptly and
fully its part of the responsibility for providing the special
6©rvioe6 which a blinded veteran needs while he is at Avon
and after hi s disoharge in order to develop and carry out
the plan or effecting his adjustment to living conditions
in the territory where he will reside. For the purpose of
promoting understanding of the special services to be
rendered by the regional offices, with particular regard to
cooperating with the Army and Veterans Administration personnel
at Avon, there are enumerated below some examples (not to
be considered as an exhaustive list) of the kinds of specific
services that will be requested of the regional offices in
individual cases while the serviceman is at Avonst

(a) Looating occupational opportunities as they may
relate to the serviceman's aptitudes, vocational
experience, abilities, education, interests and
residual vision, if any, as reported by the repre-
sentatives at Avon;

(b) Locating training facilities and developing
arrangements with them for providing: (a)

institutional training; and (b) training-on-
the -job;

(c) Finding employment opportunities including (a)

those needed immediately, and (b) those to
follow training;

(d) Developing arrangements to secure the servi ces of

approved agencies and institutions which may assist

in accomplishing the orientation and occupational
adjustment of blind^ed veterans.

(e) Seeking and supplying such further information
as is found to be necessary in developing the

social and vocational adjustment program at

Avon, and to carrying out the program both at

Avon and in the regional territory;

(f) Making necessary visits to the home and family of

blinded servicemen prior to their disoharge in

order to establish friendly relationships,

appraise the home situation, and prepare the family

for the veteran's homecoming and for his adjustment

to the conditions under which he must live;

(g) Contacting the veteran immediately upon his

arrival in the regional territory in order that

the services under Public Laws 16, 3I46, and 309,

78th Congress, may be made promptly available with

a view to expediting the vooational rehabilitation

and complete social adjustment of the blinded

veteran.
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7« When the serviceman is ready for discharge from Avon
the records regarding, hira which have been accumulated there
will be forwarded, together with findings and recommendations,
to the regional office having jurisdiction over the territory
in .which tha vetyran plane to reside.

3. When the regional offices are not fully equipped to

handle the problems of advising, training and placing the
newly blinded veterans, it i3 incumbent upon then to request
the services cf the Central Office Training Officer for the
Blind, in selecting and securing suitable training and

employment facilities, and in determining the skills that

are within the capacity of the particular blinded veteran,
in or-'ar to oomply with the recommendations received7? rom
Avon

,

Vory truly yours,

/S/ O.W. Clark

0. ST. CLARK
Assi stant Administrator

To All Regional Offices
And Combined Facilities.












